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SUMMARY

In this thesis, theoretical and experimental investigation is 
undertaken into the steady mixing flows generated by rotating cylindrical 
and disc stirrers in Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids. No mixing 
study is carried out.

In Chapter 1, we briefly discuss the importance of the low 
speed mixing of fluids together with the processes involved and the 
different types of agitators and fluids found in common industrial 
applicat ions.

The literature reviewed in Chapter 2 covers previous work in 
flow visualisation techniques, power consumption of stirrers, fluid 
particle velocities and theoretical studies of flows. The chapter 
ends with an outline of the advantages and disadvantages of the 
techniques used by other investigators and the reasons for developing 
new methods for the purpose of this research.

In Chapter 3, a description is given of the experimental 
arrangement and the flow visualisation technique used for this study. 
The procedure adopted along with the choice of the particular rotors 
and fluids studied are outlined. Also described are the methods used 
for characterisation of the test fluids and the mode in which various 
parameters were calculated.

The theoretical and numerical methods which are employed in 
this work to simulate the experimental flows are detailed in Chapter 4. 
Numerical results obtained from these methods are compared with those 
of other workers for similar arrangements in Chapter 5.

Experimental and theoretical results obtained for primary 
fIows are presented and compared i n Chapter 6 w i th the correspond i ng 
results for secondary flows discussed in Chapter 7. Couple values, 
Power numbers and discharge efficiencies obtained numerically are 
given in Chapter 8, together with a comparison of the theoretical 
and experimental couple values for the geometries investigated. 
All diagrams showing the results for Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8 are given 
at the end of each chapter, while others are shown in the text.

Finally, Chapter 9 outlines the conclusions reached from the work 
carried out and presents suggestions for possible future improvements 
and developments of the computer and experimental methods. Listings 
of some of the computer programs used for experimental and theoretical 
work and a copy of a published paper containing results of our 
preliminary investigations are given in the appendices.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Background

This thesis is concerned with the study of the flows generated by 

the mixing or blending of liquids. Mixing is perhaps the most common 

operation in the chemical processing and allied industries. For example, 

it is of vital importance in the mining, food, petroleum, chemical, 

biochemical - for the fermentation of broths, pharmaceuticals and power 

industries and also in municipal and industrial waste treatment. However, 

it has received very little study and has proved intractable to a rigid 

theoretical analysis. Therefore, in comparison with the more theoretically 

developed chemical engineering operations, such as mu1ticomponent 

distillation, mixing is still regarded as something of an art.

Mixing is a process which has been used by man as far back as he 

can remember; using simple tools, such as a wooden spoon or fork or 

even one's hand to achieve the final product of the required consistency. 

Even at home a simple industrial mixer is used for mixing cement and 

the advent of the Kenwood mixer has proved extremely beneficial and 

quick for the busy housewife.

1.1 The Mixing Process

Quillen [75] defined mixing as the 'intermingling of two or more 

dissimilar portions of a material resulting in the attainment of a 

desired level of uniformity, either physical or chemical in the final 

product'. Without external forces, mixing in liquids occurs by natural 

diffusion and is relatively slow. Therefore, liquid mixing is most commonly 

accomplished by utilizing the mechanical energy, or power, generated by



rotating an agitator, or stirrer, in the liquid. However, it is important 

that the correct type of agitator is used to avoid wastage of this energy.

When a stirrer is rotating in a confined liquid mass (Fig. 1.1) 

i t generates Ii qu i d streams of h i gh speeds i n the v i c i n i ty of the 

stirrer. These move towards the stagnant or slower moving regions of 

liquid which in turn replace the void created by the fast moving 

liquid, hence creating a form of pumping action. This process eventually 

results in uniform mixing by momentum transfer. A high degree of 

mixing occurs when the entire liquid mass is under fast moving and 

disordered flow conditions. The quantity of mechanical energy required 

to give this condition is dependent upon the vessel and agitator 

geometry and on the physical properties, such as the viscosity, or 

thickness, of the liquids being mixed. For more viscous liquids, for 

example non-drip paints the mixing process is more difficult. Viscosity 

is the property of a liquid to resist the flow through internal forces 

and molecular attraction. These forces retard the high velocity 

streams and confine them to the immediate vicinity of the stirrer 

only, hence leaving regions where mixing does not occur. Therefore, 

in general the thicker the liquid the greater is the energy required 

to produce mixing.

When low viscosity liquids are mixed at high speeds vortex ing may 

develop. This is when the liquid which swirls in the direction of the 

agitator rotation causes a drop in liquid level around its shaft (Fig. 1.2), 

hence generating a whirlpool type effect. This type of flow is undesirable 

since it gives poor mixing. However, it may be minimised by the 

installation of baffles, which take the form of thin vertical strips 

mounted against the walls of the vessel and help to reduce vortex ing. 

For high viscosity liquids the need for baffles is relatively less.



^

•r i
Figure 1. i Liquid flow generated by a rotating stirrer.

J
Figure 1.2 Vortex formation in an unbaffled vessel.



mere are essentially three regimes of flow in mixing. These are 

shown in Figure 1.3, which is a plot of the Power number (representing 

the power drawn by an agitator) versus the Reynolds number Re (representing 

the speed of the flow). At low speeds, the viscous or laminar regime 

occurs where the inertial forces are negligible and the liquid moves 

in more or less closed loops determined by the geometry of the mixer. 

This is also known as primary flow. Velocity gradients between adjacent 

fluid particIes exist in the vesseI which give rise to shear and 

stretching deformations. The movement of a layer of molecules relative 

to parallel adjacent layers is known as shear. Mixing under laminar 

flow conditions is highly inefficient since both shearing and stretching 

as well as molecular diffusion are very slow processes. At slightly 

higher speeds the flows become more unstable with these processes becoming 

more pronounced and the transition or streamline regime occurs. This 

is also known as secondary flow and is superimposed over the primary flow.

5OO
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Figure 1.3 A Power curve for a typical mixing configuration.



At very high speeds, the flow breaks down into the turbulent regime. 

This is when the flow is random and more efficient mixing occurs. For 

the purpose of this research, we shall restrict ourselves to orderly 

non-turbulent flows.

1.2 Types of Ag i tators

In general, agitators may be classified into the following two groups :-

(i) Agitators with a small blade area which rotate at high speeds. 

These include Rushton turbines, such as the six-blade flat blade 

turbine and marine type propellers (Fig. 1.4). They are used to mix 

low to medium viscosity liquids, such as oils, resins and syrups.

(ii) Agitators with a large blade area which rotate at low speeds.

These include anchors, gates, paddles, helical ribbons and helical 

screws (Fig. 1.5). They are used to mix relatively high viscosity 

liquids such as stiff pastes and putties.

More details of the various types of agitators available and their 

uses may be found in standard texts [36, 58, 64],

1.3 Types of Fluids

Liquids may be classified into two main groups :- 

(i) Newton i an FIu i ds

The viscosities of these fluids do not change with either time or 

any applied forces or deformations. Water, syrup and glycerol 

are typical examples.



(a) (b)

Figure 1.4 A six blade flat blade turbine (a) and 
a marine propeller (t>).

(a) (b)

Figure 1.5 A gate type anchor agitator (a) and 
a helical screw agitator (b).



(i i) Non-Newtonian Fluids

The viscosities of these fluids change with either time or any applied 

forces. This group may further be divided into the following :-

(a) Pseudoplastic (or shear-thinning) fluids whose viscosities decrease 

with shear forces. They are the most common type of non-Newton i an 

fluids and include various body fluids, pharmaceuticals and 

liquid food products, soaps and detergents and many more.

(b) Dilatant (or shear thickening) fluids whose viscosities 

increase with shear forces. Various concentrations of 

starch slurries exhibit this property.

(c) Thixotropic fluids whose viscosities decrease with time but 

there is no change with any applied forces. Non-drip paints 

show this property.

(d) Rheopectic fluids which are rare and whose viscosities 

increase with time include latex solutions.

(e) Viscoelastic fluids which exhibit an elastic type effect. 

These include some doughs and egg white.

(f) Plastic fluids which have the property of being able to

suspend abrasive particles. They possess a property known 

as the 'apparent' yield stress. Jif is a typical example.

We shall only deal with Newtonian and pseudoplastic liquids and 

shall not be concerned with the other liquids mentioned above due to 

their inherent complexity.

The combination of the various agitators, fluids and types of 

flows involved all complicate the problems encountered in mixing.



1.4 Understanding Mixing

In order to understand the mixing phenomena in stirred vessels, 

it is essential to make accurate observation of the fluid mechanics. 

This is because a wide range of interactions can occur and observations 

allow a quick assessment of the quality of mixing in relation to the 

required condition. However, observations alone are not sufficient 

and certain experimental measurements are also necessary. Furthermore, 

experimental observations and quantities need to be complimented by 

theoretical investigations as is discussed below.

It seems appropriate here to mention that theoretical analysis of 

mixing flows is by no means straightforward. For example, consider 

the commonly used geometry of a six-bladed Rushton Turbine (Fig. 1.4) 

mounted coaxial Iy on a shaft in a cylindrical baffled vessel. Attempts 

by many workers (which are referenced by Spragg [85]) have been made 

to predict the flow of a Newtonian fluid in this relatively complex 

geometry. However, there is much uncertainty attached to the mathematical 

modelling of fluid flows in such geometries and, therefore, it seems 

only sensible to carry out work on simpler systems involving laminar 

or slow flows which can more easily be examined both experimentally 

and theoretically. Encouraging results on simple mixing systems may 

then lead to work on more complicated systems.

If mathematical models closely describe experimental work carried 

out on simple geometries on the small scale, predictions of mixing 

parameters, such as the degree of mixing and power consumption on more 

complex geometries on the larger scale may be made. This is extremely 

important in the chemical industries, since without the basic experimental 

work and mathematical modelling predictions would not easily be possible. 

This would inevitably lead to a wastage of time, money and effort as

6



one would need to resort to experimentation at a 11 scales, large and 

small, by trial and error alone. From the above discussion we can see 

that there is a clear need to undertake some basic research work enabling 

a better comprehension of the flows involved in mixing. It is, therefore, 

the intention of this research project to contribute to the understanding 

of the flows involved in the low speed mixing of viscous fluids.

Initial investigations are carried out on the flows induced by a 

finite cylinder rotating in a cylindrical vessel containing the fluid. 

Both experimental and theoretical studies are performed on this system. 

This then leads to investigations on the relatively more complicated 

flows generated by a finite disc rotating under similar conditions. 

The finite disc forms a rather simple version of the common Rushton 

Turbine except that it has no blades. Therefore, successful work on 

the disc may eventually be extended to include the Rushton Turbine.

A novel flow visualisation technique is developed for the purpose of 

observing the flows induced in the above geometries (see Chapter 3 for 

full details). From this technique quantitative measurements are carried 

out and certain parameters associated with mixing flows calculated.

Power consumption of the mixing system is an important quantity, 

since in industrial applications the most efficient mixing system 

together with the least power input is required. Therefore , this 

quantity is also determined.

Furthermore, theoretical values of the mixing parameters are 

obtained using computer techniques. These are compared with the 

experimentally determined values and the results are discussed in the 

latter part of this thesis.



It is hoped that the flow visualisation and theoretical techniques 

developed in this project will help to provide a 'stepping stone' 

for further work in the field of mixing. The work carried out here 

may be extended to include the study of more complicated rotors and 

fluids and also of colour band mixing. Even the more complex flows 

generated by the inclusion of baffles may eventually be studied. 

Thus, there is much work to be carried out before the phenomenon of 

mixing is fully understood.

10



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.0 Introduction

It is of great benefit, and therefore important, to study previous 

work carried out in the field of mixing. This is because it would 

enable one to become familiar with experimental and theoretical techniques 

which have already been developed and also enable one to decide whether 

to use the ideas behind these methods or not. Furthermore, if it is known 

which mixing systems and types of flows have already been investigated, 

then no repetition will occur and investigations may be carried out on 

new systems, thus making progress in the field.

Therefore, with the above in mind a literature survey was carried 

out and is reviewed in this chapter. The review covers work in :- 

(i) M i x i ng

(ii) Flow visualisation techniques 

(i i i) Power consumpt i on 

(iv) Fluid particle velocities 

(v) Birefringence 

(v i) Theoret i caI stud i es of f1ows

2. 1 Mixing

A host of literature on mixing, either in the form of papers or 

books is available. A very comprehensive review of the field of 

mixing was carried out by Quillen [75] who has had many years of 

practical experience in this field. He compiled a descriptive review 

of the principal kind of mixers that exist and their many applications. 

Rushton [78] in a later article also gave a review on mixing.

11



He covered literature on not only the mixing of liquids, but also on 

the mixing of pastes and solids. Literature on the mechanical mixing 

of elastic liquids was summarised by Ulbrecht [89] who also commented 

briefly on scale up. In their recent paper, Col lias and Prud'homme [18] 

also survey work on mixing of elastic fluids.

Books such as that by Nagata [58], Oldshue [64] and others [19, 36, 39] 

deal with the phenomena of mixing in general. They cover the numerous 

types of agitators that are available and the conditions under which 

they are ut i1i sed. D i fferent k i nds of Ii qu i ds are character i sed i nto 

general groups according to their properties and discussions on power 

requirement and scale-up are also carried out. In most cases, mixing is 

based on experimental work and design methods upon empirical correlations 

rather than on comprehensive theoretical analysis.

Spragg et al [85] are perhaps the first to carry out a theoretical 

analysis of actual mixing. In their recent paper, they discuss a 

theoretical approach to the investigation of the streamline flow and 

mixing induced by a disc rotating in a vessel containing the fluid. 

Equations are developed to predict the concentration of a band of 

coloured tracer fluid as it is transported through the mixing vessel. 

These equations are then solved using computer simulation techniques 

enabling mixing rates and concentrations to be determined.

In general, it can be concluded from the above review that much 

work, both experimentally and theoretically, needs to be carried out 

on actual mixing to be of any help in industry. Of course, basic work 

in mixing flows should be carried out initially before proceeding to 

more complicated flows which are encountered in 'real mixing'. This 

project aims to make a contribution to the field of mixing by studying 

the mixing flows induced by simple stirrers.

12



2.2 Flow Visualisation Techniques

As mentioned in Chapter 1, it is important to be able to make 

accurate observations of the flows involved in mixing. Being able to 

see what is happening inside the mixing vessel helps tremendously in 

the comprehension of the mixing phenomenon and is far more meaningful 

than only speculative predictions. Therefore, it is essential to review 

literature on flow visualisation to see which techniques are available.

A number of flow visualisation techniques (from simple camera to 

more complicated laser techniques) have been used to study the flow 

patterns of fluids around various types of agitators and fluid flows in 

general. These may be classified into four groups and are discussed below.

2.2.1 Trace Particle Techniques

Many scientists have used trace particles, for example aluminium, 

highly reflective titanium oxide coated mica (Timica) or polystyrene 

to follow the flow induced by rotating agitators. Many variations of 

this technique have been used and have proved very popular, since not 

only can flow patterns be determined, but in some cases also the 

velocities and other parameters. The fluids under investigation have 

usually been transparent enabling the particles to be seen clearly.

There are essentially two methods of illuminating the flows under 

investigation; either a relatively simple light source or a more 

complicated laser light source. The 'light-streak' technique developed 

by Sach [79J was used by Metzner and coworkers [51 - 54] to study 

flows generated by rotating turbine impellers. The technique utilized 

a relatively simple arc lamp. Cairncross and Hansford [10] used a 

halogen projector lamp to study the flows due to rotating spheres and

13



discs, while Peters and Smith [70 - 72) made use of fluorescent and 

theatrical spot lamps to illuminate the flows induced by rotating 

anchors. No mention of special lighting systems is made and, therefore, 

it is assumed that uncomplicated types of light sources were used by 

other investigators, such as: Sato [80] who observed flows in rectangular 

mixing vessels; Kuriyama et al [46] for visualising flows induced by 

rotating anchors and by Kuwahara et a I [47] for investigating flows 

past an elliptic cylinder started impulsively. In the latter case 

aluminium dust together with electrolysis methods were used.

A more recent method of illuminating the flow field under 

investigation is that utilising a helium-neon laser light source [18, 27). 

This method although expensive and more complicated than those mentioned 

above is fairly populer and has widely been used. Both the 'laser- 

speckle' technique used by Binnington et al [6] and the ' laser-doppler' 

technique used by Cochrane et al [16, 17] and Poulter and Snaddon [69] 

make use of 1asers as a 1i ght source.

Being able to just visualise the flows at the time of experimentation 

is not enough. Permanent records which may be studied at a later date 

are important, as this enables a closer study of the flows to be 

carried out. Perhaps the most popular and simple method of recording 

flow patterns is via a view camera [10, 51 - 54] or cine camera [70 - 

72]. However, a more modern technique utilises a video camera [24, 

60] which gives records of flows which may be replayed more easily. 

Most of the flow visualisation techniques discussed in this section 

used one of these methods of recording the fluid flows.

A different method of flow visualisation was that used by Dijkstra 

and Van Heijst [23). The path of small particles in the fluid was

14



visualised by means of a stroboscope and their positions determined by 

stereophotography with two cameras being used for recording the flows.

2.2.2 Air Entrainment Techniques

This is a very simple and effective technique for obtaining flow 

patterns. It has been used by Nienow et aI [60] and Shan-Sheng [82] 

to study fluid flows in various geometries. The secret behind this 

method is that the fluid must be moving at fast speeds to enable air 

bubbles to be entrained in it.

2.2.3 Dye Techniques

Another method of flow visualisation which is very popular is the 

dye technique used by White et a I [106, 107] to look at flow patterns 

around a number of different agitators. The dye is injected into the 

fluid under investigation via a hypodermic needle and the flows are 

recorded by a camera. This technique as a means of flow visualisation 

was used by Griffiths et a I [29] to study flows around a finite 

rotating disc; by Walters and Savins [97] to looK at flows due to a 

rotating solid sphere; by Ulbrecht [89, 90] to determine the flow 

patterns generated by rotating spheres and discs; by Hill et al [33] 

to observe flows in the disc and cylinder system and by Mena et a I 

[50] to study the flow through oscillating pipes. Townsend et al [88], 

Gad-el-Hak [27] and Col lias and Prud'homme [18] all used similar dye 

techniques to study flows while a photochromic dye technique was used 

by Dembek [21]. This latter method allowed reversible colouring 

without contamination of the fluid.

15



2.2.4 Misee11aneous Techni ques

Although not a very popular technique, the electrochemical method 

has been used by certain scientists. Quraishi [76] used this method 

together with analytical indicators to study fluid flow while JaKsic [40] 

used an electrochemical method whereby zinc was deposited enabling the 

flow to be seen.

A relatively new technique was developed by Mann and Kynsh [49] 

to study flows. Acid and alkali tracers were introduced simultaneously 

into the fluid at different positions within the vessel. Visualisation 

of the acid and alkali reacting were achieved by shading back-mixed 

cells with hatchings equal to the pH. Computer simulations of these 

shaded diagrams were then output directly into a 16 mm movie film.

Finally, most of the techniques discussed so far have dealt 

essentially with flows in transparent liquids. Ultrasound techniques 

have been used for v i suaIi s i ng fIows i n opaque fIu i ds, such as i n the 

medical field, to observe the development of a foetus in a pregnant woman.

2.3 Experimental Power Consumption

Very often when too much power or energy is input into a system 

and is not necessary to achieve the desired quantity of mixing, it is 

obviously a waste of both energy and more importantly money. On the 

other hand if too little power is input, the required pumping may not 

be achieved and thus more time may be required to give mixing, again 

with loss of money. Therefore, it is essential to have an optimum 

mixing system with the least power input to avoid wastage of time and 

money.

16



Both experimental and theoretical studies have been carried out 

on the determination of the power consumption of stirrers. In this 

section, the experimental techniques used to determine the power 

required is reviewed. Theoretical studies enabling predictions to be 

made of the power needed in the mixing systems is reviewed in section 2.6.

A number of methods exist to determine the power required in 

mixing. The most common, however, is probably that in which the 

torque or couple exerted on the stirrer is measured via a dynamometer. 

From this the power may then be calculated. Peters [70], Metzner and 

Taylor [54], Walters and Savins [97], Chavan et al [11], Griffiths et 

al [29], Pasquali et al [68], Nienow et al [59] and Hocker et al [34] all 

used variations of the dynamometer method to obtain power measurements.

Col lias and Prud'homme [18], Ayazi Shamlou and Edwards [2], 

Foresti and Liu [25], Honji et al [35], Kuwahara et al [47], Metzner 

and Otto [51, 52], Nienow and Coworkers [60], O'Kane [62], and Sato [8O] 

all used variations of the strain gauge method to obtain power 

consumption in their respective mixing geometries.

Sestak et al [81] obtained torque measurements using a rotational 

rheometer Rheotest, while Walters [96] utilised a Contraves balance 

rheometer. Cheng [13], however, used a Brabender Plastograph which 

provided torque measuring facilities.

2.4 Fluid Particle Velocities

Fluid particle velocities are important in mixing flows as they 

may be used to determine other quantities, such as shear rates and 

mixing times. However, very little work has been carried out to 

determine the necessary speeds.
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Metzner and Taylor [54] used the 'light-streak' technique whereby 

a view camera was utilised to photograph trace particles for known 

exposure times. From the photographs, the lengths of the trace particle 

streaks were measured enabling the fluid velocities and local shear 

rates to be determined. Cairncross and Hansford [10] and Kuriyama et 

al [46] used a very similar method of obtaining velocity profiles and 

shear rates (see Chapter 3).

Peters and Smith [71] recorded the movement of tracer particles 

using a cine-camera. A projector was used to 'throw' the film frame 

by frame onto fixed tracing paper and successive positions of the 

particles marked on it. Knowing the camera filming speeds and the 

distance the particle travelled in a fixed time enabled the local 

fluid velocities and shear rates to be calculated.

Desouza [22] determined velocities in high and low velocity 

regions of his geometry using a pi tot tube and a hot-wire anemometer 

respectively.

A more expensive technique is that of laser-speckle photography 

used by Binnington et al [6] to determine fluid velocities in flows. 

A similar Laser-Doppler Velocimeter technique was used by Cochrane et 

al [16] to obtain point velocity measurements in fluids.

The method of stereophotography together with tracer particles 

was used by Dijkstra and Van Heijst [23] to obtain velocities in 

three-dimensions. The particle motion was visualised by means of a 

stroboscope. Again knowing the distance travelled by the particle and 

the time between two successive points, the local fluid velocities 

were determined.
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2.5 B i refr i ngence

Laser techniques [86, 91] have been used to experimentally 

determine the birefringence or stresses in simple two-dimensional 

flows only. In this research we are concerned with more complicated 

three-dimensional flows for which the determination of birefringence 

is far more difficult and, therefore, is not carried out.

2.6 Theoretica1 Studies of F1ows

It was mentioned earlier that without theoretical models 

prediction of flows for complex geometries would not be easy as any 

design procedures, scale up methods etc. would need to be based purely 

on experimentation at all levels, by trial and error alone. However, 

a number of scientists have carried out theoretical studies in the 

field of mixing flows.

The theoretical equations due to the flow of various fluids 

around different types of stirrers have been solved mathematically 

both by analytical and numerical methods. Generally speaking, analytical 

methods have been used to solve the equations related to the flows of 

Newton i an f1u i ds around s i mp1e st i rrers, such as the rotat i on of 

spheres. As the geometry becomes more complicated, the flow faster 

and the fluids non-Newtonian, the flows become extremely complex 

mathematically. Analytical predictions of these flows fail and numerical 

procedures need to be used. In this section, the theoretical work 

carried out on the rotation of stirrers together with the conditions 

(that is, type of fluid and Reynolds number Re) under which they have 

been studied, has been reviewed. Since Reynolds number is a
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representation of the speed of the rotor the higher the speed the 

higher is the Reynolds number. The objective is to summarize whether 

the laminar or streamline flows under consideration have been solved 

by analytical or numerical methods. Turbulent flows are not considered. 

The details of the technique used is not given as full details may be 

found in the reference.

2.6.1 Analytical Studies

Fluids flowing with Re-*0 (Primary Flow)

The flow of Newtonian fluids in various geometries has been 

studied analytically and solutions for the fluid velocities together 

with equations for couple values may be found in a standard text [95]. 

Analytic methods were also used by Jeffrey [41] to solve the equations 

due to Newtonian fluids flowing around a number of different rotating 

stirrers of ellipsoidal shape.

Van Wazer [92] and Borne [9] both used analytical techniques to 

solve for the flows of non-Newtonian fluids between concentric cylinders 

of infinite Iength and concentr i c spheres respect i veIy. Theoret i caI 

couple values were also calculated.

Fluids flowing with Re < 10 (Streamline Flow)

Fosdick and Kao [26], Thomas and Walters [87], Walters [96], 

Walters and Waters [98] and Wein [103] all used an analytical approach 

to solve the equations governing the flow of an elastic fluid between 

two concentric spheres. Work by Fosdick and Kao and Walters and coworkers 

was based on the solution obtained when starting with a Newtonian 

fluid. Wein however, based his work on that carried out for a power
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law fluid (see Chapter 3). Again couple values were also determined. 

Waters and King [101] and Waters and Gooden [102] investigated the 

flow of elastic fluids around various stirrers of ellipsoidal shape 

and solved the equations analytically with great difficulty. GieseKus 

[28] and Walters and Waters [99] used an analytical method to solve 

for the flows due to a Cone-and-Plate geometry.

Fluids flowing with 10 < Re < 10OO

No analytical work was found for fluids flowing with Reynolds 

numbers between 10 and 1000.

Fluids flowing with Re > 1OOO

The flow of various non-Newtonian fluids at high Reynolds numbers 

has been investigated analytically for parallel plates by Kale et al [42] 

and Williams [108]. Their work was based on the 'Von Karman' type of 

flow with Re x 1000 [94], An analytical approach was also taken by Mitchka 

and Ulbrecht [56, 90] and Shih and Hwang [83] to solve the equations 

due to the flow of power law and inelastic fluids around rotating 

cones and spheres. Theoretical torque values were also determined.

2.6.2 Numerical Studies

Fluids flowing with Re-»0 (Primary Flow)

The mathematical equations describing the flow of a Newtonian 

fluid due to the slow steady rotation of various stirrers [29, 30, 46] 

have been solved numerically. Solutions for the fluid velocities and 

shear rates [29, 46] were obtained and in some cases the couple or 

power consumption for the stirrer was also determined [30, 46, 48].
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Wein [103, 104] and Williams [110] carried out a numerical analysis 

of the flows induced by the rotation of ellipsoidal and disc stirrers 

in non-Newtonian liquids. Griffiths and Walters [30], Paddon and 

Walters [66] and KeentoK et al [43] all used numerical procedures to 

determine the flows due to rotating cones, cylinders and vanes 

respectively. Couple values [30, 66] were also determined.

Fluids flowing with Re < 10

Griffiths et a I [29] extended their work on Newtonian fluids to 

include the numerical study of elastic fluids flowing with Re < 10 

around rotating discs. Paddon [65, 66] however, investigated the flow 

of elastic fluids in the cone-and-plate geometry and solved the governing 

Oldroyd [63] type equations numerically, while Wi11iams [109] carried 

out work on flows around finite rotating discs and cylinders and also 

spheres and thin discs [111].

Fluids flowing with 10 < Re < 1000

Various Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids flowing with Reynolds 

number between 10 and 1000 have been studied by several investigators. 

The equations due to the flows generated by rotating disc stirrers in 

the fluids have been solved by DijKstra and Van Heigst [23], Spragg et 

a I [85] and Wang and Yang [100] using numerical methods and computer 

techniques. The fluid velocities, shear rates and streamlines were 

determined. Pao [68], Bartela and Gori [4], Nirschl and Stewart [61] 

and Kramer and Johnson [45] all used numerical techniques to solve the 

theoretical equations due to the flow of fluids in a rotating cover or 

disc geometry. The torque was also determined by Bartela and Gori.
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Fluids flowing with Re > 1000

Very little work on laminar flow of fluids with Reynolds numbers 

greater than 1000 has been carried out. Pao [67] and Hyun [38] both 

used numerical procedures to solve the equations governing the flow in 

their respective disc-cylinder geometries. We are not concerned with 

turbulent flows and, therefore, previous worK carried out in this area 

has not been reviewed.

2.7 ConeI us i on

From the above review, it can be seen that most of the flow 

visualisation techniques which have been used in previous work determine 

flow patterns in various geometries in two dimensions only. The only 

exception to this is the work carried out by Dijkstra and Van Heijst 

[23] who used two cameras simultaneously to give instantaneous three- 

dimensional pictures of the flows.

Small particles in the form of a powder [54] or air bubbles [59] 

(which are very difficult to track individually) and dyes have all 

been used to follow the flows. Powder and dye techniques have the 

disadvantage that the fluid cannot be reused. The air entrainment 

technique is only successful for fast flows and allows qualitative 

determination of flow patterns rather than enabling quantitative study 

can be carried out.

Many workers have determined fluid velocities in two- or three- 

dimensions and the methods used have either been expensive and complicated 

(laser techniques [6, 16]) or simple but extremely tedious and time-consuming 

('light-streak' technique [54]). The method of stereophotography [23] 

is also a fairly complex technique for obtaining fluid velocities.
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The aim of this research was to obtain simultaneous three-dimensional 

images with the aid of tracer particles, to obtain a permanent record 

of the flows and also to determine various mixing parameters by using 

a technique which was both simple and within the limits of our budget 

(approximately £2000). To achieve this a novel flow visualisation 

technique was developed, the details of which may be found in Chapter 

3. Couple or torque measurements were carried out via the measuring 

head of a Haake Rotovtsco RV2 viscometer (see section 3.4.1). Although 

the complete methods of other scientists proved unsuitable for our 

purpose for the reasons outlined above, the ideas behind the techniques 

and the experience of these investigators were taken into consideration 

and ut i1i sed where necessary.

For mathematical modelling of the flows it was necessary to take 

a numerical approach to solve the equations. Although, a simple 

concentric cylinder geometry was studied initially and analytical 

techniques could have been used with difficulty to model the flows, 

our aim was to use a technique which could be used for both simple and 

eventually more complex geometries. As mentioned earlier, analytical 

techniques fail when more complicated flows are involved. With this 

in mind, Paddon's numerical method [67] (see section 4.2.1) was initially 

used for modelling primary flows in concentric cylinders. However, 

this method did not work very well for modelling secondary flows, so a 

different method by Pao [68] was adopted and was used to model flows 

generated by a rotating cylindical stirrer and the slightly more 

complex flows due to a rotating disc stirrer. It is hoped that the 

technique used here will help in the future to model more complex flows.



CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

3.0 Introduction

It was concluded in the last chapter that there was a need to 

develop an experimental technique which was cheap, which proved fairly 

simple and from which the required experimental data could be obtained. 

In this chapter, the method of flow visualisation together with the 

experimental procedure required to achieve this and the way in which 

various parameters were calculated for this research are described. 

The factors affecting the choice of geometry and fluids used are also 

given. Furthermore, the problems encountered during experimentation 

and how these were overcome are outlined.

3.1 Description of Apparatus

A gIobaI v i ew of the apparatus i s shown i n Photograph 3.1. The 

experimental arrangement consisted of a solid aluminium cylindrical 

stirrer (Photograph 3.2a) rotating via a HaaKe Rotovisco viscometer in 

a perspex cylindrical vessel containing the fluid under investigation. 

The stirrer was painted black to ensure that no light was reflected 

from it, and that the tracer particles inserted in the fluid could be 

seen against the black background. The cylindrical vessel was placed 

in a square bottomed perspex vessel containing colourless liquid 

paraffin. This minimised horizontal optical distortion caused by the 

curvature of the inner cylindrical vessel. No vertical distortion was 

observed and, therefore, vertical measurements were unaffected. This 

outer vessel was not really necessary as the radial measurements were 

taken from the view of the bottom where no observed distortion occurred
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Photograph 3.1

Experimental arrangement 
used for preliminary work.
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since the bottom of the vessel was flat. However, the paraffin enhanced 

the light reflected from the particles enabling them to be seen more 

clearly. In the absence of paraffin, the particles could still be 

seen but with less definition. Therefore, it seemed sensible to 

include the vessel containing the paraffin to give a better resolution 

of the particles and at the same time correct the horizontal view.

Acetate sheets on which fine grid lines were drawn were stuck to 

the front and outside bottom of the square vessel (Photograph 3.3). 

Since the diameter of the tracer particles used was approximately 2 

mm, a grid size of 4 mm X 4 mm was taken. This ensured that not only 

was the grid visible, but also that particle positions could be determined 

as accurately as possible. Red reference lines in the form of a cross 

drawn on the bottom grid were used mainly for centering the apparatus 

and also for determination of particle positions with reference to the 

centre. Black card was permanently stuck on the back of the square 

vessel and placed temporarily on top during each run, thus enhancing 

the clarity of the front and bottom views respectively. White card was 

found not to be so effective. Scales stuck on the shaft of the rotating 

cylinder and also on the outer perspex cylinder enabled the gap size z^ 

and height of the fluid zc in the apparatus to be determined (Fig. 3.1).

A digital watch on front of the apparatus was used for timing 

purposes. Two semi-circular perspex flat plates were used as a 

centralising device to ensure that the stirrer was placed in the centre 

of the cylindrical vessel as accurately as possible, hence ensuring 

symmetry. A plane mirror inclined at an angle of 45* was placed 

underneath the apparatus and the reflection of the bottom view of 

flows as seen in the mirror recorded via a video camera. More details 

of the flow visualisation method used may be found in the next section.
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      Fluid surface

<5> z = z s 6O 
c

assumed flat

Figure 3.1 Cy 1i ndr i caI Rotor

Rotor
radius R s 20 mm 

b
base <3> z = z

VesseI
radius r s 38 mm 

c
base <S» z = 0

A camera was not placed directly underneath the apparatus, as camera 

focussing was found to be more difficult.

Different coloured tinsel strands tied into small knots to give almost 

spherical particles were used to follow the flow. It was essential to use 

few particles for clarity and to enable them to be individually tracked.

An optimum illuminating arrangement was found by trial and error. 

This consisted of two 100 W tungsten filament lamps placed on either 

side to light the apparatus and a small 6O W lamp placed in front to 

light up the watch. Black card was placed over all the laboratory 

windows to stop any external light from impinging on the apparatus. 

A darkened room was necessary again to ensure visual clarity of the 

fIows.
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(a)

Photograph 3.3

Front (a) and bottom (b) 
views of the apparatus.
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3.1.1 Flow Visualisation Technique

The flow visualisation technique developed involved the tracking 

of tracer particle positions as functions of time using two video cameras, 

one viewing the front and the other the bottom of the apparatus via 

its reflection in the plane mirror (Photograph 3.4). This ensured that 

instantaneous three-dimensional views of the flows were obtained as 

opposed to most previously discussed techniques giving two-dimensional 

views only. Both views were recorded simultaneously on a split image 

visual display unit using the JVC 2000 and VMS colour video cameras 

together with a VHS video recorder and an Electrocraft Vision Mixer 

(Photograph 1). The best resolution of the flows was found when the VHS 

camera was focussed on the front view and the JVC camera on the mirror.

Photograph 3.4

Front (a) and bottom (b) 
views of the apparatus 
as seen on the monitor.
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The techn i que of ut i1i z i ng v i deo equ i pment to record the fI ows 

proved advantageous i n many ways. The film wh i ch was stored on a VMS 

video cassette could be played forwards or backwards as many times as 

was required and with great flexibility. This together with the 

'freeze-frame' facility, which enabled the film to be played frame by 

frame could be used within experimental errors, to determine accurate 

particle positions and timing of flows. Various parameters, such as 

fluid velocities could then be calculated at a later date. The video 

tape allowed many recordings to be stored on it thus reducing costs. 

Furthermore, the flows could be analysed at some later stage at leisure, 

rather than at the time of experimentation. Generally, good clear 

pictures were obtained except when the 'freeze-frame' facility was 

used for fast flows. In this case, the particles appeared blurred.

It should be noted here that the above apparatus (PhotographS-1) 

was used for preliminary experimentation only, the results of which 

may be found in reference [8] and are included in Appendix 1. Further 

experiments on the cylindrical stirrer and the disc stirrer were 

performed after improvement of the apparatus (see section 3.5).

3.2 Materials

A nominal 1.1 Pas glycerol-water solution and 0.2X aqueous solution 

of Goodrich Carbopol 910 of nominal viscosity 0.9 Pas were used for 

this investigation. Glycerol, which is a simple Newtonian fluid with 

good flow visualisation properties, was used for the preliminary work 

and for testing the mathematical model. The work was then extended to 

include Carbopol 910, which is a simple negligibly elastic, shear- 

thinning fluid with no time dependent (i.e. no thixotropic) or'apparent' 

yield stress behaviour. It is a copolymer of acrylic acid and was
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recommended for this study by Dr. H. A. Barnes of Unilever Research [3] 

as a good representation of products, such as soaps and detergents 

manufactured by Unilever Research and also of other industrial products.

For research work, it is important to use fluids which can represent 

the properties of products used in everyday life rather than 'ideal' 

fluids to be of any benefit. Therefore, a good reason for choosing 

Carbopol 910 for this study is that it is shear-thinning like many 

everyday products. Furthermore, like glycerol, Carbopol 910 has the 

advantage of being transparent for easy viewing and flow visualisation. 

The procedure for obtaining a solution of Carbopol 910 together with 

its inherent properties are given in the instruction manual "Carbopol- 

Water Soluble Resins" supplied by B. F. Goodrich, Chemical (U.K.) 

Limited [5]. A solution of Carbopol 910 was stored under airtight 

conditions to ensure that no dehydration occurred leaving a thick jelly- 

like substance. Other non-Newtonian fluids, such as, polyaery I amide, 

carboxymethy1 eel Iulose and xanthan were found to be unsuitable for 

this work, since they either exhibited thixotropic, elastic,apparent 

yield stress or cloudy properties. It was hoped that a third fluid 

exhibiting only simple shear-thinning behaviour could be used to test 

with and which would also serve as a check for the reliability of the 

experimental and theoretical techniques used here. Therefore, solutions 

of various concentrations (3.6X, 4.3X, 6.8X) of poIyvinyIpyroIidone (PVP) 

were made up and tested us i ng the Haake Rotov i sco v i scometer in i ts 

standard viscometric mode (Fig. 3.2) (see section 3.4.2). PVP a 

colourless liquid, was referenced by Ulbrecht et al [9O] as being a 

simple inelastic fluid with good optical properties. However, it was 

found to be virtually Newtonian and, therefore, was not used for 

experimentation. Similarly, 0.5X solution of Methocel HG90 [15] although
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Figure 3.2 A Haake Rotovisco viscometer in its 

standard viscometric mode
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colourless was also found to be almost Newtonian and Carbopol 940, 

which is another copolymer of acrylic acid appeared to be a cloudy 

soIut i on i n wh i ch tracer part i cIes were d i ff i cu11 to track. These 

latter two fluids were also, therefore, unsuitable for our purpose.

Water, many different concentrations of sugar solutions and various 

grades of paraffin were tried out as a correction fluid to counteract 

the distortion caused by the cylindrical perspex vessel. Both water 

and sugar solutions were found to be ineffective for this purpose. It 

was concluded that 'heavy' liquid paraffin, a colourless liquid was 

the best fluid to use to counteract the distortion. The reasons for 

us i ng perspex for the apparatus was that the fIows couId eas iIy be 

seen through it and because it is more durable and resilient than glass.

Various coloured tinsel strands tied into small Knots to give 

almost spherical particles were found to be the most suitable for 

following the flow. Tying tinsel strands into knots was a lengthy 

process since they kept disravelI ing. The light could be reflected 

from a 11 ang1es even when the part i cIe was rotated and ensured that i t 

cou Id be f i1med both from the front and from the refIect i on of the 

bottom view via the mirror. The problem with flat untied tinsel 

segments was that they could be rotated in the light plane which was 

perpend i cuIar to the I i ne of si ght from the camera i n such a way that 

the 1 i ght wou1d not be ref1ected from i t dur i ng the fu11 t i me of 

recording. A typical tinsel particle was not solid having air entrained 

between the strands and when immersed in the test fluid, the air was 

replaced by the fluid making the particle neutrally bouyant. The 

large surface area exhibited by the particle also played an important 

part in keeping it neutrally bouyant. It is, therefore, assumed as 

with work by others e.g. Metzner and Taylor [54], that the particle
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was of the same density as the fluid and hence moved in essentially

the same way as the fluid. Furthermore, these particles, had the

advantage that they were non-invasive i.e. the fluid could be reused.

Many other particles, such as nylon 66, polyvinylchloride (PVC), 

polypropylene, polystyrene, rubber, wool, polyether-ether ketone (PEEK) 

to name a few, were examined for use as tracer particles, but it was 

found that they either floated or sank in the fluid within seconds of 

starting the rotor or generally behaved in an undesirable fashion. 

Therefore, they were not suitable for following the flow. Also, most 

of the particles were either colourless (PVC), dull grey (PEEK) or 

brown in colour which made visualisation very difficult. Painting 

these particles with fluorescent paint did not help either. It must be 

stressed here that the task of trying to find a tracer particle which 

was both buoyant in the fluid and could be seen and tracked easily 

proved to be both laborious and time-consuming. Incidentally, some of 

the particles were supplied by either Courtaulds Ltd., Coventry [20] 

or Hydraulics and Supreme Plastics Engineering Ltd., Coventry [37],

3.3 Choice of Stirrers

For initial investigations, a finite cylindrical stirrer (Fig. 3.1 

and Photographs^) was chosen, since only limited previous work [1O7] 

had been carried out on this particular geometry. It also proved a 

relatively simple geometry for carrying out preliminary experimental 

work [8] and for mathematically modelling primary flows which were 

then extended to include the secondary flow regime.

Once work was completed for the cylindrical rotor, similar 

experimental and theoretical analysis were carried out for the relatively
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more complex flows generated by a finite disc stirrer (Fig. 3.3 and 

Photograph32b). This is a slightly more complex version of the cylinder 

and a relatively simple version of the widely used Rushton Turbine. 

It seemed sensible to study the disc, so that the common Rushton 

Turbine could eventually be modelled.

r

g

Fluid Surface
9 z = z s 60 m 

c
assumed flat

Shaft radius
R z 10 mm 
9

base <3> z = 0

Vessel 
r s 38 mm 
C

Thickness of 
disc = 12 mm

Disc radius 
r z 20 mm 
b
base <S» z = Z

F i gure 3.3 0 i sc Rotor

3.4 Familiarisation and Experimental Procedure

As with any experimental work, it is essential to gain familiarity 

with the various instruments used for the research. With this in 

mind, work was carried out to give an understanding of how the apparatus 

operated. Also, many trial and error experiments were performed to 

give the optimum experimental arrangement.
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The Haake Rotovisco viscometer, which is an instrument for measuring 

viscosity, was used in its standard viscometric mode (Fig. 3.2) to 

determine the characteristic flow curves for various test fluids (see 

section 3.4.2). The flow curve which is a plot of the speed of rotor 

versus scale reading from the viscometric dial could be plotted either 

automatically using a chart recorder or manually. These initial 

experiments proved extremely useful for characterising the fluids that 

were used for the research at a later stage.

When the apparatus was set up as discussed in section 3.1, much 

time and effort was spent in trying to obtain the best arrangement and 

technique for experimentation. The laboratory windows needed to be 

covered with black card to darken the room and lights were placed at 

various angles until the best resolution of the particles was obtained. 

Cameras were a I so tested out i n var i ous posi t i ons unt i1 the opt i mum 

arrangement was found. Initial familiarisation experiments were carried 

out on the rotating cylinder in the following way and results are 

given in reference [8]. Problems encountered during these experiments 

were rectified before continuation of further work. The improvements 

are given in section 3.5.

The fluid under investigation, either glycerol or Carbopol 910 

was poured into the perspex cylinder. The free surface of the fluid 

at zc was observed to be essent i a 11y f1 at dur i ng a run. After add i t i on 

of the tinsel particles, the stirrer was carefully lowered into it. 

As many bubbles as possible were dislodged from the fluid using a thin 

wire rod bent at approximately 90* at the end. Heavy liquid paraffin 

was carefully poured into the square bottomed vessel and air bubbles 

dislodged in the same way.
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After ensuring that the rotor was centralised using the special 

device, the tracer particles were positioned in the fluid at various 

heights using a glass rod. Black card was then carefully placed on 

top of the apparatus ensuring that the particles could be seen clearly 

from the bottom.

Several speeds were used and it was found that generally speeds 

below 16 rpm (1.68 radians/second) were too slow for the particles 

to remain suspended in the fluid for more than five minutes. Above 16 

rpm weak secondary flow was observed as well as primary flow. Therefore, 

a speed of 16 rpm was used to give primary flows. At 64 rpm (6.72 

rad i ans/second), more pronounced secondary fIow couId be seen super i mposed 

on the primary flow. Between 64 rpm and 128 rpm which is the next 

speed setting on the standard Haake Rotovisco RV2 viscometer, the 

programmer PG 112, an auxiliary unit, was used which when connected to 

the viscometer permitted the selection of additional six speeds within 

the range 0.1 - 1000 rpm. However, it was found that a speed of 128 

rpm (13.44 radians/second) was sufficient to give good secondary flows 

and, therefore, this unit was only used for test purposes for various 

speeds between 64 rpm and 512 rpm (i.e. 6.72 and 53.76 radians/second 

respectively). Above 128 rpm the flow was too fast for it to be seen 

clearly even when using the freeze-frame facility.

Arbitrarily chosen gap sizes zo of 12 mm (small gap) and 21 mm (large 

gap) with a fluid height zc of 60 mm were taken. Several runs were 

carried out for each gap size, speed and fluid. To differentiate between 

each run a card giving all the essential details was used (Fig. 3.4).

Each time a new arrangement was used accurate positioning and 

focussing of the cameras had to be carried out to ensure that symmetrical 

views of the front and bottom were obtained. This took about four
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GLYCEROL 
GAP SIZE: 15 mm 
DATE: 10/11/86

RUN 1

Figure 3.4 Sanple card showing details of 
an experimental run.

hours and was carried out with the lamps switched on. During the 

first run it was found that the heating effect from these lamps affected 

the fluid under investigation in a very unusual way making some of the 

tracer particles float on the surface and others sink to the bottom in 

the first few seconds of starting the rotor. In previous trial experiments 

which were carried out under normal room lighting this unusual behaviour 

did not occur. Therefore, once the visualisation equipment i.e. cameras, 

video recorder, vision mixer, lamps, plane mirror etc. were all placed 

in position for experimentation, the fluid was allowed to cool overnight 

and the experimental runs carried out on the following day.

On the following day, after ensuring that all the experimental 

equipment was still intact and the rotor still centralised, the lamps 

and rotor were switched on, the stop watch started and a recording of 

the flow taken for approximately three minutes. Between each run the 

lamps were switched off to minimise heating of the fluid and the
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temperature of the fluid taken. A fan was also used to control the 

temperature of the fluid. Once improvements on the apparatus were 

carried out experimentation was found to be far easier (see section 3.5).

3.4.1 Couple Measurements

Further experiments were carried out for each fluid whereby scale 

readings from the viscometer were taken for various speeds of the 

rotor. Using these readings, experimental couple values were obtained 

by using the spring constant of the dynamometer. These were compared 

with theoretical values and various graphs representing couples were 

drawn which are presented later.

3.4.2 Viscometric Experiments

11 i s i mportant to know the v i scos i ty of a Ii qu i d so that i t may 

be used in the mathematical equations which are solved to give theoretical 

values of various parameters and for eventual scale-up purposes. The 

viscosity is also required to calculate the theoretical couple on the 

st irrer.

For the viscometric experiments, the Haake Rotovisco viscometer 

was calibrated and used in its standard mode of concentric cylinders 

(Fig. 3.2) [14, 92]. Scale readings at various speeds of the rotor for 

both glycerol and Carbopol 910 at 296 K and 294 K respectively were 

obtained. From these readings, the viscometric curves were drawn and 

are presented later in Figures 6.1 and 6.2.

The Haake viscometer is designed essentially to enable the viscosity 

of Newton i an f1u i ds to be eas11y caIcuIated. When the speeds and
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scale readings are multiplied by certain instrument constants, the 

gradient of the line gives the viscosity which is always constant. 

However, this need not be the case with shear-thinning fluids such as 

Carbopol 910, in which a non-linear dependence of stress on the rate 

of strain is observed. If the concept of the viscosity is to carry 

over to liquids showing non-linear dependence of the stress on the 

rate of strain, then the viscosity is no longer a constant. Therefore, 

an 'apparent viscosity' is defined which is dependent on the shear rate.

Generally, when the apparent viscosity is measured over a range 

of shear rates Newton i an behav i our i s often i nd i cated at very 1ow and 

high shear rates (Fig. 3.5). At low shear rates, the shear stress is 

proportional to the shear rate and viscosity approaches a constant 

value i\) known as the zero shear viscosity or the 'lower Newtonian 

viscosity'. At higher shear rates the viscosity decreases as shear 

rate increases. This is known as the power law region and is the 

dominating region. Finally, at very high rates of shear, the viscosity 

may again become independent of shear rate and approach infinite shear 

viscosity "%, otherwise known as the 'upper Newtonian viscosity'.

Viscosity

Lower Newtonian viscosity

Power I aw

v\ Upper Newtonian 
00 v i scos i ty

Shear rate q

Figure 3.5 A cornnon form for the viscosity as a function 
of strain rate for pseudoplastlc fluids.



Thus, once the viscometric data for Carbopol 910 was obtained, a 

fluid model had to be fitted to it which described the behaviour of 

the fluid for mathematicaI modeIIing purposes. The Cross and Carreau 

[7, 12] models were chosen, the equations of which may be found in 

Chapter 4. These models closely represent the behaviour described 

above. It is not easy to obtain the zero (l\)) and infinite (Tfo) shear 

viscosities and the constants n and \ required in the theoretical 

equations. Therefore, a non-linear minimization technique [58] was 

used to determine both the parameters and the type of model, Cross or 

Carreau, which fitted the viscometric data for Carbopol 910.

A computer program was developed which used the above technique 

together with the NAG routines E04GEF and F04ASF [58] to give the 

required parameters. Each speed and scale reading was input into the 

program together w i th the d i mens i ons of the standard v i scometer concentr i c 

cylinders and the spring constant of the dynamometer. For each point, 

the shear rate (q), stress (T) and viscosity (T\ ) were determined and 

the following non-linear quantity was minimised

N 2
E O [q ] - n ] (3.1) 

i = 1

where N is the number of data points

The Cross and Carreau models were then fitted to the data and the 

one with the least error was taken to be the best model for representing 

Carbopol 910 (see section 6.1 ).
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3.5 Mod ificat ion of Apparatus

It was required that the experiment be carried out under isothermal 

or constant temperature conditions. However, the tungsten filament 

lamps posed a heating problem. Not only did the fluid under investigation 

rise in temperature, but the tracer particles behaved in an unusual 

way as mentioned in section 3.4. Therefore, for subsequent work these 

lamps were replaced by unidirectional fluorescent lamps (Photograph 

3.5). The new lamps provided a bright light required to see the 

tracer particles but gave no apparent heating effect. Thus it was 

possible to Keep the temperature of the glycerol at 296 K and that of 

Carbopol 910 at 294 K. A fan was no longer required.

The JVC 2000 video camera was replaced by a new Hitachi FP-5 

video camera. This new camera had the added facility of a built-in 

clock and therefore the need for a stop watch and the 60 W lamp used 

to 1ight up the watch were no longer necessary.

For convenience, the arbitrarily chosen gap sizes of 12 mm and 21 

mm were changed to 15 mm and 25 mm i.e. O.8 and 1.3 in dimension I ess 

form (see Chapter 4) respectively.

The above modifications made experimentation a great deal easier 

in that there was no longer any need to leave the apparatus overnight 

to cool down after setting it up or to let it cool down between each 

run. Moreover, the built-in stop clock in the camera ensured that no 

setting up of the watch had to be carried out which was awkward in 

itself.

In the preliminary work, a solid aluminium cylinder was used. 

The tracer particles could not be seen from the front view when they
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Photograph 3.5

Experimental arrangement 
used after modification 
of the apparatus.
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were behind the rotor. For primary flow this factor was not important, 

since the particle remained at the same height as it travelled round 

in a closed loop. However, in secondary flows the height does not 

remain the same and it is important that the particles be seen at a 11

positions even when behind the rotor. Thus, the solid aluminium stirrer 

was replaced by a solid clear perspex cylindrical stirrer through 

which the particles could be seen (PhotographSfic). Similarly, the 

finite disc stirrer was also made from solid perspex (Photograph3-2b).

3.6 Primary Flows

In primary flow, the fluid travelled in essentially the same way 

as the rotor (see Chapter 6) i.e. in circular paths and, therefore, it 

was relatively easy to take measurements for determining the various 

primary flow parameters. The positions of the tracer particles as 

functions of time were taken from the video recordings using a monitor 

and the freeze-frame facility on the video recorder in the following 

way. The recording was allowed to play and each time a particle 

crossed the -y' axis (Fig.' 3.6) the 'pause' button was pressed hence 

'freezing' the film. The position of the particle from both the front 

and bottom views were noted together with the time. The 'pause' 

button was released and the film allowed to play until the particle 

crossed the -x' axis. Its position from the bottom view was noted. 

This was repeated until each particle crossed the +y', +x' and the 

-y' axis again. At this point the time and position from the front 

view were also noted. All distance measurements were taken to the 

nearest 0. 5 mm and time measurements to the nearest 0.01 second.
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Figure 3.6 Front (a) and bottom (b) views 
of apparatus.
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A computer program PR I (see Appendix 2) was developed for 

calculating experimental values of the various parameters. The 'raw' 

data was used as data input for this program and the height (z) of the 

particle from the bottom of the perspex cylinder, the radius (r) of 

the circle along which the particle was travelling and the time taken for 

each particle to complete one revolution were calculated. The height and 

radius were both non-dimensionalised by dividing by the radius of the 

stirrer r^, thus becoming y and x respectively (Fig. 3.7). The reason 

for using dimension I ess values was to ensure smaller numbers which are 

easier to handle and to enable the parameters to be compared with 

their respective theoretical values which were also non-dimensionaUsed. 

Furthermore, this would enable a variety of geometries to be modelled 

relatively easily and it would also help scale up. The above values 

were then used within the program to give the angular velocities and 

shear rates at various points in the fluid.

ROTOR FLUID

16 mm X 16 mm

- — Part i cIe 1

2 X 2 mm

Particles in 
Samp Ie zone

Figure 3.7 
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The strain rates were obtained using the following method. Since 

the apparatus was symmetrical we may represent it as one half as shown 

in Figure 3.7. The strain rate of each particle is calculated in turn. 

Consider particle 1 as shown in Figure 3.7. A 2 mm to 8 mm sample 

zone was taken around this particle. The computer program was 

written in such a way so as to search through all the particles to 

find all those which lay in the sample zone of the particle under 

consideration. All particles in the zone were considered individually 

with reference to particle 1 and their strain rates (X) determined 

using the following

where £v = d ifference i n angu1ar veIoc i t i es between reference

particle and particle under consideration 

£x = difference in radius between reference

particle and particle under consideration 

Ay = difference in height between reference

part i cIe and part i cIe under cons i derat i on 

x = dimension I ess radius

The average of a11 these strain rate values was taken to be the one 

required for particle 1. This process was repeated for all the particles 

in the same way. To carry out these calculations by hand would have been 

extremely laborious and time-consuming. Therefore, the computer proved 

very useful in saving time and effort. Incidentally the DEC-20 mainframe 

computer was used for all computer analysis.

The computer program (Appendix 2) was also used for comparing 

experimental values with those obtained theoretically (see Chapter 4), by 

determining the percentage difference between them. Standard deviation 

and mean values of these percentage differences for strain rates (GOIFF) 

and angular velocities (UDIFF) were also determined.
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An example of a typical printout obtained from the computer 

showing all the above values is given in Appendix 3. The results are 

discussed in Chapter 6.

3.7 Secondary Flows

For secondary flows, the fluid motion is much more complicated as it 

occurs in the radial (r), vertical (z) and angular (0) directions. The 

equations which enable the speed in these directions to be determined are 

more complex as well. The speeds in the radial (Vx ) and vertical (Vy) 

directions are expressed in terms of a stream function a. Full details are 

given in Chapter 4 and only the method used for calculating the values of u, 

Vx , Vy, a and vorticity x experimentally is given here. These experimental 

values are compared with the corresponding theoretical values in Chapter 7.

To determine the above values experimentally, the video recordings 

were analysed, again using the monitor and the freeze-frame facility 

on the video recorder. After noting the initial position and time of 

a tracer particle, the subsequent positions of the particle were noted 

every 0.4 second for convenience until it reached its initial starting 

point hence completing one cycle. Again the time and positions of the 

particle were noted. The flow pattern for secondary flow is more 

fu11y descr i bed i n Chapter 7.

A computer program was developed for determining various secondary 

flow parameters. From this program, x and y values were calculated in 

a similar way to that for primary flows and the angle e through which 

the particle moved every 0.4 second was also determined. A plot of x 

against y may be drawn. Although it is not shown here, the closed fluid 

particle path is seen to be unsmooth. This may be due to experimental
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Figure 3.8 A typical 'smoothed' secondary flow streamline 
after treatment of tJie raw data.
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errors, such as slight 'wobble' in the rotor and inaccurate timing of 

flows and determination of particle positions. The data was, therefore, 

treated using a Fourier analysis [32] to give 'smoothed' values of x 

and y from which the best smooth streamline could be drawn (Fig. 3.8)- 

The 9 values were also treated to give smoother values.

The Fourier expansion of a periodic function F(t) is given by,

OD

F(t) = - aQ + E [ aNcos [-^ ] + bNsin [-^-] ] (3.3)

where F(t) is the variable to be smoothed

t is the time

T time to complete one cycle of stream pattern

N = -f [F(t) cos [J^l dt (3.4)

T
b = Y f fr ( t ) sin t"^] dt < 3>5) 

J O

The Trapezium rule was used together with equations 3.4 and 3.5 

to estimate aN and bN respectively for x, y and 9 which were then used 

in equation 3.3 to determine the smoothed values of x, y and 9. 

Although the upper limit of N on the summation in equation 3.3 is 

normally infinity, for computation purposes a finite value is required. 

In order to avoid errors by over smoothing resulting in 'kinks' in the 

streamlines, the least possible value of N was obtained, by trial and 

error, which gave satisfactory smoothing. A value of 3 or 4 depending

on the number of data points was found to be appropriate. The smoothed 

values of x, y and 9 were then used in all subsequent calculations.
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For each x,y point in the fluid, the corresponding 9 value was 

differentiated using equation 3.3 with respect to time to give the 

angular velocity u. The x and y values were differeniated to give the

velocities V and V in the x and y directions respectively, 
x y

For a particular arrangement, knowing the values of x, y, u, Vx and 

Vy , the strain rates x were calculated for all x,y points in the fluid 

using the following equation

X = + x

AV AV -i 2 -i
x + _? (3.6)

and a similar method of sample zones as that used for determining the 

primary flow strain rates.

For each x,y point in the fluid, the vorticity X and incompressibi1ity 

I were calculated together with the above method of sample zones where 

X and I given by

X = Ay Ax
and

r r AV AV -, i
x — -f — + V 
x L Ax * Ay J x

L-[ AV 
xAx~ +

AV
y 

Ay + IV I
J 1 x ' .

« 100

(3.7)

(3.8)

respect i veIy.

The reason for determining incompressibiIity values was to check 

if the method for determining experimental quantities gave accurate 

results. Ideally, the incompressibi1ity should be zero for all points 

in the fluid. However, this is not the case in practical because some 

experimental error is always present.
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The values of the stream function a were determined using the 

following equation as

- <V + ** ] * ^ Cyq 

in the method below. < 3l9)

Consider the outer streamline in Figure 3.9 , the value of which 

was determined initially. The shortest distance e.g. PQ between this 

streamline and the outer boundries was taken to minimise errors and 

the points on either end considered. Since the velocities in the x 

and y directions at the two points are known, the value of a at Q may 

be obtained by substituting the various values in equation 3.9 in 

obvious notation. This procedure was repeated for the next inner 

streamline e.g. R and instead of considering the outer boundaries, the 

outer streamline nearest to R i.e. Q was considered. Similarly, the 

technique was repeated for all other streamlines.

Having determined all the experimental values of the various 

parameters required for both primary and secondary flows, the percentage 

difference between the experimental and theoretical values of u 

(UOIFF) , X (GO IFF) and x (VDIFF) were determined. The mean values of 

UDIFF, GO IFF and VDIFF and the standard deviations from these values 

were also calculated.
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Figure 3.9 Typical 'smoothed.' secondary flow streamlines 
for determination of stream functions (oc).

3.8 Cone I us i on

A novel flow visualisation technique has been developed which is 

relatively cheap, simple and flexible for obtaining good, clear three- 

dimensional pictures of fluid flows around rotating stirrers. Two 

views (horizontal and vertical) can be obtained simultaneously, enabling 

visualisation and measurements to be carr.ed out re.at.vely easily in 

three-dimensions. The method allows a permanent record of the flows 

to be taKen which may be stud.ed at le.sure at a later date. It also 

enables flow patterns to be determ.ned as we,, as the parameters 

assoc.ated w.th both primary and secondary flows.
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CHAPTER 4 

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

4.0 Introduction

As mentioned in an earlier chapter a theoretical model describing 

the flows generated in simple mixing systems would help a great deal 

in predicting the flows for more complex industrial mixers. Scale-up 

would be easier and both time and money could be saved.

In this chapter, the equations associated with the flows due to 

the stirrers rotating under both primary and secondary flow conditions 

and the mathematical methods developed to solve them are outlined. 

The differential equations describing the flows were developed by Dr. 

Williams [112] and the computer program used to solve the equations 

for the cylindrical stirrer using numerical methods was developed by 

Dr. Knight [44]. It is hoped that the theoretical techniques used 

here will help to contribute to any future work in this field.

4.1 Equat i ons

There are essentially three types of equations which were used to 

describe the flows induced by the rotating cylinder and the rotating 

disc. These are given below.

(j) The Stress Equations of Motion

These are a I so known as the Cauchy Equat i ons and descr i be for 

Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids, the balance between the 

inertial forces, the pressures and the stresses due to the 

liquid itself. Due to the cylindrical nature of the geometry 

studied, it is convenient to use cylindrical polar co-ordinates
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Figure 4.1 Diagram showing cylindrical co-ordinates

r, e, z with the z-axis along the axis of rotation (Fig. 4.1). 

The equations are presented in terms of the stress in the r, 9 

and z directions. We consider only steady (i.e. d/dt = 0), 

isothermal flows with the density of the fluid taken as constant 

and assume that the flow is axi-symmetric with no changes 

occurring in the 9 direction (i.e. d/d9 = 0). Therefore, the 

equations of motion are reduced to the following.

V dV V V dV
r —r - -9 + z —r 

dr r dz

v av v v rt v dVQr 9 + r 9 + z 8
dr dz

avz . vz dvz 1
dr dz J

r dr

d(rt ) d(T ) T
— rr + — zr - -99

dz r

r2dr

r dr

- — (4.1) 
dr

(4.2)
dz

litZZ >] _SB . pg (4 .3)

dz dz
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where TJJ are the physical components of the extra stress tensor

due to the structure of the fluid

Vr , Ve , Vz are the velocities in the r, 9 and z directions respectively, 

p is an arbitrary isotropic pressure 

P is the density of the fluid 

g is the gravitational constant

(i i) The Continuity Equation

This equation describes the conservation of mass. After considering 

the assumptions given above and also assuming that no expansion 

or compression of the liquid occurs, the equation reduces to 

the following.

+ =0 (4.4) 
r dr dz

(iii) The Const i tut i ve Equat i on

This is also known as the Theological equation of state and is 

given by equation (4.5). It shows the relation between the 

stress as TJ« and the deformation rate for a purely viscous 

genera 1i sed Newton i an fluid.

t jk = 2TUq)e jk (

where e t ^ is the first rate of strain tensor [7, 95] and 

represents velocity gradients with distance. Due to symmetry 

there are essentially six components of the rate of strain and 

consequently stress tensor and they are given by
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err = ^r , 689 = ^r , ezz = ^z
ar r az

e r aw e 1 f av av 1 e r ao> (4>6)
r8 = — — , rz = _ ° r + z ' z9 = — —

2 ar 2 L—— - J 2 az

W = V
?9 (4.7)

where w is the rotational angular speed of the fluid

q is a representative deformation rate for the flow 

and is given by

q =

Depending on the precise form of the variable viscosity, TKq) in 

equation (4.5) we may use the Cross and Carreau fluid models (see 

section 3.4.2) which represent shear- thinning behaviour and are given by

cross -n(q) = <nx + % - v x (1 * (\q) 1 "n ) (4.9)

Carreau n(q) = T + (T - l ( 1 + \2q2 )<n~ 1 )/2 (4>10)

where T|Q i s the zero shear v i scos i ty

T^o i s the i nf i n i te shear v i scos i ty

\>0, n<l are constants

T|(q) is a constant r^ for Newtonian fluids with n=1

4.2 Primary Flow Simulation 

4.2.1 CyIindricaI Stirrer

Due to symmetry about the axis of rotation a section through the 

axis gives a two-dimensional geometry (Fig. 4.2). The base of the 

container (radius rc ) is at z=0 and the base of the rotor (radius rb)
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is at z=zb with the fluid surface at z=zc assumed flat (Fig. 3.1).

Primary flow occurs as the Reynolds number approaches zero i.e. 

very slow flows with negligible contribution from inertial forces (p x 0) 

The fluid moves in closed loops or shells around the stirrer and there 

is negligible motion in the vertical and radial directions. Therefore, 

vr=v2 = 0 in these directions and consequently err=0, eee rO, ezz=0 and 

erz=0. Also, the r and z equations of motion disappear and only the 6 

equation of motion remains.

C B

U=1

du
— =0
ay

n

E u=1

du
— =0 du
dx u=0 , —— =0

ax

xb x

u=0

A

c

Figure 4.2 Boundary conditions for the cylindrical stirrer 
rotating at Re-*0 (primary flow).

For convenience all distances, such as r and z are non- 

dimensional i sed with respect to the rotor radius rb and velocities 

with respect to the rotational speed Q for eventual scale-up and 

comparative purposes. We, therefore, write
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z = rby, r = rbx (4.11) 

In these x, y co-ordinates the velocity distribution is taKen as

Vx =0, Ve = rbxfiu (x,y), Vy = 0 (4.12)

In the non-dimensional form the stirrer rotates at an angular speed of 1. 

Furthermore, for primary flow equation (4.8) reduces to

where q is the deformation rate.

y is the non-dimensional strain rate.

Incidentally, equation (4.13) in its relevant form reduces to 

give the usual strain rate in flows due to concentric cyl inders of 

infinite length [92] and flows between parallel plates [95].

The boundary cond i t i ons used are g i ven i n F i gure 4 . 2 and are as f o 1 1 ows .

On OA, AB u = 0 stationary walls with no slip

On DE, CO u=1 no slip at rotor (4.14)

On BC du/dy = 0 from no normal stress on the free

surface TZQ = 0 

On OE du/dx = 0 usual symmetry across y-axis

where xc = rc/rb , yb = zc/rb> yc = zc/yb (4.15)

Thus, taking all the assumptions made into consideration and 

substituting equation (4.12) into equation (4.2), the fol lowing 

equation was obtained from equation (4.2)
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where P(x,y) = x3u(*) (4.17) 

MW - ^ (4.18)

The self-adjoint non-1 inear elliptic partial differential 

equation (4.16) was solved assuming P to be known and subject to the 

boundary conditions given in (4.14) using the finite difference 

approximation and a method from Varga [93] used by Paddon [66] (see 

section 4.2.5) to study a problem similar to that investigated here.

The finite element method has been used to study the Newtonian 

flow around a rotating cylinder [31] the results of which are briefly 

presented in Chapter 5. However, the finite difference method proved 

to be far simpler with computation time considerably less than for the 

finite element method. Therefore, on the basis of this limited comparison 

since the results obtained from the two techniques are virtually the 

same and together w i th the fact that it i s a cheaper method the f i n i te 

difference approximation technique was used for this study.

It should be noted here that Paddon's method [66] together with 

finite difference approximation was used for preliminary work on 

primary flows only for the cylindrical stirrer [8], It was used 

unsuccessfully for solving the equations due to secondary flows (see 

section 4.3.1) and therefore a different method by Pao [67] was 

utilised for secondary flows and subsequent primary flows, for both 

the cylindrical and disc rotors.
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4.2.2 Couple on the Cylindrical Stirrer

The couple M on the cylindrical stirrer is given by

M =
\ y

u(Y) |H | dy J (4.19)

contribution contribution 
from base DE from side CO

Since each derivative of u has a singularity at the sharp corner D 

(i.e. rim of rotor) there is some difficulty in using (4.19) as it 

stands. Following the standard technique (55) for removing such 

singularities M may be calculated as

M = 2TTffnor3) [ I 1 + l g + K { ] (4.20)

I 3 f I <3U I 2 ~^3 1 where I. = x u(y) ^— - -g M |Gn l (1-x) dx (4.21)

f X° T I au I 2 -H 
^ yb

K i = Moo' GD' ^iio * <yc - yb' ] <4 - 23>

Both integrals of 1^ and 13 are taken to be zero at the corner D 

and GQ is a constant determined from the knowledge of u near the corner.

4.2.3 Disc Stirrer

A diagram of the disc stirrer is shown in Figure 3.2. It has 

very similar dimensions to that of the cylindrical stirrer with the 

radius r& the same. The boundary conditions are also very similar 

(Fig. 4.3) and are given below.
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On OA, AB u = 0 stationary walls with no slip

On ED, DH, HG, GC u = 1 no slip at rotor

On BC du/dy =0 no normal stress at free surface

On OE du/dx = 0 usual symmetry across y-axis

(4.24)

where xc = rc/rb , xg = rg/rb , yb = 

yg = zg/rb , yc = zc/rb (4.25)

y

g

u=1

du 
— =0
ax

du
u=1

G u=1 H

=0
dy

U=1

D

du
u=0 , — =O 

dx
r<g

B

u=0

F i gure 4.3 Boundary cond i t i ons for the d i sc st i rrer 
rotating at Re-*0 (primary flow).

For Reynolds numbers approaching zero, the fluid flows in closed 

shells around the disc stirrer and, therefore, the same equations 

apply as for the cylindrical stirrer. Equation (4.16) was solved for 

the disc geometry, using Pao's method (see section 4.2.6) and the

above boundary conditions.
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4.2.4 Couple on the Disc Stirrer

The expression for the couple M on the disc stirrer is more 

complicated than that on the cylindrical one. In this case, there is 

a contribution from four sides CG, GH, HD and DE and the extra corner 

at H has to be considered as well as that at D.

The couple is given by the following

where

t: rb 9
is the radius of the shaft.

£• dy

««. I dx + 4 \ YC UW I ^ I dy 1 ay I 3 jya *"' I dx | J <4 ' 26 >

The s i ngu I ar i t i es at the corners D and H may be removed us i ng the 

same standard technique [55] as that used for the cylindrical rotor and 

the couple M may be evaluated as

M - SirSZTLr. [ 

where

i *

Ty

|GD'

dx
3 ^ |GH' (yg -

dx

(4>28)
(4 ' 29 >

(4 ' 30)

rb 9

' G Clio]

(4 ' 32)
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The integrands I 1( I 3 , I 4 and (5 are taken to be zero at the 

corners. Gn and G^ are constants determined from the knowledge of u 

near the corners D and H respectively.

4.2.5 Power Number

The d i mens i on 1 ess Power number Np on e i then the cyIi ndr i caI or 

disc stirrer is given by

N = M
P pQ2 r5 (4.33)

4.2.6 Finite Difference Approximation and Paddon's Method

A finite difference grid of width h and height k defined by the 

following and shown in Figure 4.4 was used.

Xj = ih (i=0, 1..n, n+1..N) yj = jk (j=0, 1..m, m+1..M) (4.34) 

where nh = 1 , Nh = xc , rnk = y^, Mk = yc (4.35)

For interior grid points in regions 1, 2 and 3, equation (4.16) 

was discretised [1,66] using the five-point molecule shown in Figure 4.5

and g i ven by

4-a u -b u, . +c..u..-d..u. . .-e..u. . . = O(h ) . . ,_. ij i,j-1 ij i-1, j "J U U i+1. J U 'iJ+1 '(4.36)

where

a u =s p i,j-i : b =a p : d =a P ; e=P (4 ' 37)

a1= k/h; c. j = a u *b. J+ d.. +e.. (4.38)

Values of points in region 4 are taken to be zero for convenience

since we are only concerned with points in the fluid and not in the rotor.
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j = 
y = 
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j = m 
y = M<

no normal 
flow B
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u=1 
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u=1
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Tl i = n
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u i,0 = °

i = N 
~ = Nh

Figure 4.4 The cylindrical geometry showing a finite difference 
approximation grid of width h and height k.

Figure 4.5 The five-point molecule used for discretisation.
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For points on boundary OE, (to O(h3 ) ), —. (0,j) = 0 gives

<4 - 39)
For points on boundary BC, (to 0(h ) ) ( -^(^M) = o 

, u j>M = [-|] u.^ - [-1] u jfM_2 + O(h3 )gives, u = L—J u - I — J u. - + O(h ) (4.40)
•1™ 0 t|n~i o i»n~t

Therefore, Ujj is unknown in regions 1,2,3 and on the boundaries 

OE and BC. If the values of P are known, equations (4.36), (4.39) and 

(4.40) give a set of simultaneous equations of the form

AU = B (4.41)

in which A is a block tridiagonal (N-1)(M-1) by (N-1)(M-1) matrix, 

U is the unknown and B is a known vector of length (N-1)(M-1). More 

details may be found in reference [66].

A computer program was developed in which equation (4.41) was 

solved iteratively using Stone's Strongly Implicit method [84], which 

is considered arithmetically economical, and the NAG routine D03EBF 

[57]. A flow diagram showing the main features of the program is 

shown i n F i gure 4.6.

Due to non-linearity through P, provision is made within the 

computer program to obtain angular velocity u(x,y) for a particular 

non-Newtonian fluid by starting from a Newtonian solution. The required 

non-Newtonian solution could be reached via a sequence of steps in 

which the non-Newtonian parameters T^, r^, n and X were incremented 

from Newtonian towards those of the required fluid. However, it was 

found that the same non-Newtonian solution could often be obtained in 

one direct step from the initial approximation.
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Start

Input 
geometry yb .yc -

Step size h,k 
Fluid detai1s

Guess u, 
Re = 0

Set guess (u,*) to Old

Use old (u,x) to compute
?' s for a. ., b.., c. .... 

U U U
in matrix equation Au = b

Swap Old 
with New

Solve matrix equation to get New

no
/Convergence of Old (u,tf) & New

yes

Compute Couple M and Power number

Output u, V, M and graphs

End

Figure:4.6 Flow Diagram for Primary Flow Simulation for the 
Cylindrical Stirrer using Paddon's Method.
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The strain rate *(x,y) was also iteratively calculated to O(h2 ) 

from u(x,y) until converged values were obtained and Richardson 

Extrapolation was used to improve the accuracy of u and y. Convergence 

was typically obtained within 15O iterations (80 seconds program run- time 

on the DEC-20 mainframe computer) for a suitable choice of the 

iteration acceleration factor [84].

The couple M was calculated from u and y using the trapezium rule 

and equation (4.2O) where GQ is given by

[ 2 -i -f>/ y +2< 
ijj k^ [Ql 3 ( un+1ifn- D+( "n|BHl - D] / ( aj 3 + 1) * 0(h2)

involving various points in the fluid around D = (*n ,yn ) are taken. 

The Power number Np was calculated using equation (4.33)

Using the NAG graphics package together with the above computer 

program, contours of the angular velocity u and strain rate y were 

obtained. As mentioned before, Paddon's method described above was 

used for preliminary work on primary flows around the cylindrical 

stirrer only. The results obtained from this method may be found in 

reference [8]. Pao's approach replaced Paddon's method for further 

work and i s out Ii ned i n the foI Iow i ng sect i on.

4.2.7 Pao's Method

This method proved successful for solving the equations due to 

both the primary flows and the more complicated secondary flows. Pao 

represented the angular velocity in terms of a quantity f (Eqn. 4.44). 

The primary flow equation of motion in the 8 direction with zero 

Reynolds number may now be written as follows,
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= 0 (4.43)
w^ I v^» n j \tf i \f j j

2 where P = x u (4.44)

The above partial differential equation may be differenced using 

central differences with h=k to give the following,

h2 au 1 'J i+l 'J 
4 L u iJ *S, ax iJ J

(4.45)
where __ij _ n-i, j 1-1, j o /h2 ^

(4.46)

au.
ax
au.

u i i +1

i y i,j

j " M i-1 J
2h

+1 - M i,J-1

Essentially the same boundary conditions as those given by equation 

(4.14) were used except that this time f replaced u and was determined 

by equation (4.44). Once the values of f were determined everywhere 

in the fluid, the corresponding values of u were calculated using this 

equation. Incidentally, f = 0 on OE. The strain rates and Power numbers 

were calculated using equation (4.13), (4.20), and (4.33) respectively.

The computer program developed using Paddon's method was replaced 

by another program utilizing Pao's technique. The latter method proved 

to be far simpler than that of Paddon's, since no matrix equations 

were used. No apparent difference in the computed values of angular 

velocity u and strain rate ¥ in the two methods were encountered when 

compared where appropriate. In other words, the two methods agree in 

the final values and, therefore, it seemed only sensible to proceed 

with the simpler method.
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The new version of the computer program is shown by the flow diagram 

in Figure 4.7. This is, in fact, the first part of a more complex 

computer program (not presented) which determines the parameters for 

both secondary and primary flows (Fig. 4.10). The program made use of 

the simple non-1 inear Jacobs iteration method [84] to obtain the 

required values. Initial guess values for p were used from which new 

f values were obtained using equation (4.45). These new values then 

replaced the guessed values and the process was repeated for subsequent 

iterates until the final two iterates were found to be within a 

certain tolerance;. 0.002 was used for our purpose.

Once the value of f was obtained at various points in the geometry, 

equation (4.44) was used to obtain the corresponding u values. The values 

for strain rates were obtained in a similar way using equation (4.13) and 

couple values together with Power numbers were also determined. The relevant 

contours of fi u and y were obtained after making the necessary changes in 

the NAG graphics subroutine to give clearer diagrams (see section 4.3.2).

The computer program developed for the cylindrical stirrer using 

Pao's technique was changed as necessary to give a program to solve 

the equations for the disc stirrer. The changes are outlined in 

section 4.3.2 and a flow diagram is shown in figure 4.7. In practice, 

the primary flow calculation was carried out by the first part of a 

more complex program which could also deal with secondary flows. This 

new program was used in a similar way to the one above to give the values 

of p. u, strain rates * and the couple. Couple values were determined 

using equation (4.27) with GQ (from equation 4.42) and GH (from 

equation 4.47 below) calculated by taking points in the fluid around the 

corners D and H. The relevant contours of p. u and x were also obtained.

- 1]] / [a +1 ] (4.47)
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Start

Input geometry
Xc°r (Wxc'V xc) 
Step size h,k 
Fluid detai1s

Guess r.X
(e.g. p=0 everywhere else) 

Re = 0

Set guess (P,x) to Old

Use old (P,Y) to compute 
new (P,tf) using re 1 event 

equat ions

Convergence of Old (P,y) & New

yes

Determine u from P =

Compute Couple M and Power number

Output p. u, V, M and graphs

End

Swap Old 
with New

no

Figure:4.7 Flow Diagram for Primary Flow Simulation for the
Cylindrical (or Disc) Stirrer using Paddon's Method.
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4.3 Secondary Flow Simulation 

4.3.1 Cy I i ndr i ca I St i rrer

Streamline or secondary flows occur at higher Reynolds numbers 

than those required for primary flows where Re is essentially zero. 

In the secondary flow situation the fluid particles do not merely 

travel around with the rotor in closed loops, but have motion in all 

r, e and z directions. Therefore, secondary flows are substantially 

more difficult to model than primary flows.

The velocity distribution is given by the following

! (4.48)
x dy x dx 

where a is a non-dimensional stream function.

With this velocity distribution, the continuity equation (4.4) is 

automatically satisfied. Again, in the non-dimensional i sed form the 

st i rrer rotates at an angu I ar speed of 1 .

Thus not i ng all the assumpt i ons made and subst i tut i ng equat i ons

(4.5) and (4.47) into the equations of motion (4.1), (4. 2) and (4.3)

gives from the 6 equation

fc *3 «**3u< =F

where Fp is given below in equation (4.52)

The isotropic pressure p is eliminated from the r and z equations 

by differentiation and subtraction. A fourth order equation in a is 

obtained which is split into two second order elliptic type equations 

similar to that obtained for the 9 equation. These are given by the

f o 1 1 ow i ng ,
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fc
where F = Re x f 2ua

D L v x (ayux - axuv) ]

F = — - f Re f a (a s L L y xxxs M

xy

a ) - a (a +a l xyy' x l yyy * xxy ;

(4.50)

(4.51)

(4.52)

[ 4a + f a - a L xy L yy xx

a = x y

8 = —- . X = — - p x ' * ay dx

dV

| J (4.53)

- 2a a ] y xy J

(4.54)

(4.55)

(4.56)

Re = (4.57)

and for convenience of notation

ux = "ax ' ax = Tx" '

_ du _ da uy = ay ' °y = ay

xx

etc

<3X xy dxdy

[ ^vvv + ^xxv ] * x2 [ ^xv 3yyy xxy xy

[ to ] , x2 [ -2a ]

(4.58)

The boundary conditions for secondary flow are given by Figure 4.8.
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N,M

u = 0 
x

B = 0 
x

No stress in y direction
Uy = 0

B = 0 
C B

u = 1

B = or.XX

u = 1

no slip

symmetry

no slip

*b
u = 0 
B = ayy/x«

no slip 

u = 0

= a
XX
*2

*c

Figure 4.8 Boundary conditions for the cylindrical stirrer rotating 
under secondary flow regime (Paddon's method).

It can be seen that the partial differential equations (4.49), 

(4.50) and (4.51) are much more complex than those for primary flows. 

Using Paddon's method, an attempt was made to solve the three equations 

for u, B and y respectively, from which a could be determined.

Difficulty was encountered in obtaining the secondary flow solution 

for a Newtonian fluid flowing at Reynolds number greater than 5. 

Furthermore, iteration to determine the values of u, B and y within a 

certain tolerance limit had to be carried out separately and convergence 

could not generally be achieved. Also the values of B that were 

obtained were nearly all positive and therefore did not average out to
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be zero over the grid i.e. ///fluid xp = 0 [23]. Further inspection 

showed that the boundary values for p being calculated from the stream 

function a were almost always positive when negative boundary values 

for p were expected. A different approach [29, 67] for calculating 

the boundary conditions was then used but divergence took place with p 

oscillating increasingly wildly between mainly negative values and 

mainly positive values. Further progress with this method seemed 

unlikely and it was not certain which terms were causing the difficulty. 

A number of different methods of attempting to obtain convergence were 

tried out, but failed.

Therefore, it was decided to adopt a non-separated iterative 

method by Pao [67] to solve the equations. The angular velocity u may 

be expressed in terms of f as with primary flows and the equations 

written in terms of f, ot and x rather than u, a and p. The following 

partial differential equations are then obtained.

(4.59)

(4.60)

Pa | W ""* + U - V —— -Ke ' x dx y dy xx
ax x

&- - &\ fx- -§-sJ L *-xy X2 ayj L dx2 dy2-! L" x ~™.
(4.61) 

The strain rate * is given by the following equation

y -, r -\ 2I - (a ) (a ) 1 * 4x f a a - a a + 4axy ^ xy j v yy JJ L x yy y xy J y (4.62)
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The equations (4.59), (4.60) and (4.61) were differenced using 

central differences and letting h=k which are step lengths as given by 

equat i on (4.35) to g i ve the fo11ow i ng

r ij =w r iij . 1 ]

Cr l+1iJ -rMiJ ]

Cr ij+1 (4.63)

(4.64)

W1 : + X. l,J i-1,j ^ J

IJ - r' (4.65)
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where
W =

W1 =-r

ax

ax

A
dxdy

h au +

- u

ah

4h

, M = i J

j-i.j ajj' ay

a2u
P

dy

- U•* :

(4.66)

,J-J

r = o
X = Ctyy/X

The boundary conditions used here are given below and shown in 

Figure 4.9 and obtained in conjuction with the boundary conditions of 

Figure 4.8.

no slip at stationary walls

from equation (4.60)

no slip at stationary walls

from equation (4.60)

no normal stress on the free surface

from equation (4.56)

no slip at rotor

from equation (4.60)

no slip at rotor

from equation (4.60)

from equation (4.44)

from equation (4.56)

on alI boundaries

On OA

On AB

On BC

On CD

On OE

On OE

r = o
X = ccxx/x

X = 0

r = 1
X = axx/x

\ - x

X = Oyy/X

r = o
X = 0

a = 0
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y

r = o 
x = o

r = o y
x = o

r = i
X = axx

r =
X = Otyy/X

r = o
X = a /x 

xx

r = o
r = Oyy/X

F i gure 4.9 Boundary cond i t i ons for the cyIi ndr i ca I st i rrer rotat i ng 
under secondary flow regime (Pao's method).

The computer program which utilized Pao's method for secondary 

flows for the cylindrical stirrer also include the equations for 

primary flows. A flow diagram of the essential steps in this program 

is given in Figure 4.10. The Jacobi iteration method was used to 

obtain the values of f, a and x. An advantage of this method was that 

no complicated matrix was necessary and unlike Paddon's method co- 

iteration could be used. In other words, there was no preference as 

to which of P. a and x values should be calculated first and a 11 of 

these parameters could be determined simultaneously.

The primary flow solution was used as the initial guess for PJJ 

and zero values used for a {J andx(J in equations (4.63), (4.64) and 

(4.65) respectively from which new values were obtained. These values
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with New (r.cc.x,
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Compute u, couple M, and Power number

Output r,u,a,x,V,M and graphs 
at latest Re-value

yes
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Final R reached

End

Figure:4.10 Flow Diagram for Primary and Secondary Flow Simulation
for the Cylindrical (or Disc) Stirrer using Pao's Method.
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then replaced the guessed or old values and the process repeated for 

subsequent iterates until the final two values were found to be within 

a tolerance of 0.002 or in some cases 0.005. Convergence could be 

achieved with this method and the values of p averaged out to be near 

zero over the fluid i.e. ///fluid X « 0.

Using equation (4.44) and knowing fjj at various points, the 

values of angular velocity u could be determined. Strain rates v, 

couple values and Power numbers were also calculated.

An option existed in the computer program enabling contours to be 

drawn for f, u, a, x and y. The NAG graphics routine was uti I ised for 

this purpose. It should be noted here that part of the NAG graphics 

routine in the program was amended to eliminate all headings so that 

only the contouring part existed. This was because the titles obtained 

using the NAG graphics were not very clear. Plot 10 routines [74] 

were added instead which gave far clearer titles as shown by the 

contour diagrams in subsequent chapters.

4.3.2 Discharge Efficiency

The Pumping number Nq [85] is given by

N = 2ir£Ct (4.67) 
q

and the discharge efficiency DE [58] is given by the ratio of the 

Power number to the Pumping number as follows

N« 
DE = j^S. (4-68)

q
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4.3.3 Disc Stirrer

As mentioned earlier, the disc stirrer is only a slightly more 

complicated version of the cylindrical stirrer. The same equations of 

motions applied and the same assumptions were made. Obviously, the 

boundary conditions were different and are given in Figure 4.11.

y

g

r = o
X = 0

r = o, x = o
B

- - - -G

r = x2
X = a /x 

xx

r=x2
X=a /x 

yy

r=i
X=a /x

xx

X = a /x
yy

r = o
X = a /x 

xx

*br = o
X = Ctyy/X a = 0 on all boundaries

F i gure 4.11 Boundary cond i t i ons for the d i sc st i rrer rotat i ng under 
secondary flow regime (Pao's method).

In order to gain a better understanding of the numerical and 

computing processes involved in solving the relevant equations it was 

decided that I should develop the computer program to determine the 

various parameters for the finite disc stirrer. The program for the 

cylindrical rotor was used as the basis for the disc stirrer since the 

same equations applied. A number of changes were made and are 

outlined below. A listing of this program is given in Appendix 4.
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(i) The diagram at the beginning of the program was amended to 

give the finite disc with boundary conditions as shown.

(ii) Two more dimensions xg and yg were added to the input section

(i i i) The boundary cond i t i ons were changed where necessary to 

incorporate the new ones required for the disc.

(iv) The "new" corner at H was incorporated where required in the 

various calculations.

(v) The couple calculation was amended to include contributions 

from the extra sides CG and GH and also from the new corner 

at H. In fact, equation (4.27) was used to determine the 

couple for the disc.

(vi) The print subroutine for the output of various parameters was 

changed as necessary to give the correct values at the correct 

i,j points in the geometry.

(vii) It was found that the NAG graphics subroutine gave unclear 

headings and labelling of the axes. Therefore, this 

subroutine was amended to eliminate the part giving headings 

and only that giving the contouring remained. The Plot 1O 

routines were then incorporated so that better titles were 

printed out together with the contours.

After all amendments had been made the program was tested to 

ensure that it was working correctly and the necessary corrections made 

if required.The flow diagram of this program is given in Figure 4.10.

As a final checK to ensure that the program was running properly, 

it was tested out for a geometry which resembled almost a cylindrical 

rotor rotating in a Newtonian fluid. The results were then compared 

with those obtained when using the computer program for the cylindrical 

stirrer for similar dimensions and fluid. As expected, virtually the
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same results for the various parameters were obtained. The only 

differences encountered were those at the corner H. The results are 

given in Chapter 5.

4.4 Cone I us i on

A mathematical technique using finite difference methods has been 

developed to model the flows induced by the slow rotation of a finite 

cylindrical or disc stirrer in Newtonian and shear-thinning non- 

Newtonian fluids contained in a flat bottomed outer cylinder. The 

results obtained by other workers have been compared with those obtained 

using our method for similar geometries and are disscussed in Chapter 5.

For the two stirrers investigated in this study, the mathematical 

results have been compared with the corresponding experimental values 

and these are presented in later chapters.

From the above comparisons which are given in subsequent chapters, 

we shall see that our method shows promising results and we feel 

confident that it may be extended for the theoretical study of the 

more complex flows generated by more complicated systems.
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CHAPTER 5

JUSTIFICATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL METmOO 

AND THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS

5.0 Introduction

In order to justify the mathematical method used for this study 

to investigate the flows induced by rotating stirrers, we have compared 

the results obtained using our method with those of other workers for 

similar geometries.

The results from our mathematical technique which util izes the 

finite difference method to study the flows between concentric cylinders 

have been compared with those of Havard [31] who used the finite 

element method to study an identical arrangement of concentric cylinders.

The justification of changing to a method by Pao from that of 

Paddon, which was used in our preliminary experiments, is also given 

by comparison of primary flow results in similar geometries.

The results for the cylindrical stirrer and a disc rotor resembling 

an almost cylindrical rotor are also discussed. This is to ensure 

that the computer program developed for the disc stirrer could be 

compared with that for the cylindrical stirrer and to determine whether 

the program for the disc was functioning correctly.

Our finite difference technique and Pao's method have been tested 

for the disc geometries studied by Pao [67] and Spragg [85] and a 

comparison of the results is given. The general nature of the flow 

patterns for a rotating disc are compared with the results of Griffiths 

et al [29] and Waters and King [101].
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5.1 Results From The Finite Difference and Finite Element Methods

Havard used the finite element method to study the primary flows 

due to a cylindrical stirrer rotating in a Newtonian fluid contained 

in a cylindrical outer vessel. The contours for the angular velocity 

u are shown in Figure 5.1. The results from our finite difference 

method (see section 4.£.5) are shown by crosses on the same diagram.

The finite element method proved to be more complex, with 

computation time considerably greater than for the finite difference 

method. Therefore, it seemed appropriate, in view of the close agreement 

between the results obtained by both methods, to continue using the 

finite difference technique in our study.

5.2 Results From Pao's and Paddon's Methods

In our initial investigation, we used a method by Paddon to study 

the flows in concentric cylinders. As mentioned earlier, this method 

only gave satisfactory results for primary flows (Re-*0) and failed 

when used for secondary flows. Therefore, a method used by Pao was 

utilised for solving the equations for both primary and secondary 

flows for similar arrangements. Sample primary flow velocities (u) 

from the two methods are presented in Figures 5.2 and 5.3.

It can be seen from these data for a Newtonian fluid, that most 

of the u values agree very well within two decimal places. In fact, 

the contours of the angular velocities (not presented) from the two 

methods were found to be almost identical for both Newtonian and non- 

Newtonian fluids. Although, the strain rate (g) results are not 

presented, the values were also found to agree very well within two 

decimal places and the contours found to be almost identical.
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In our preliminary studies of concentric cylinders, the experimental 

results compared very well with the theoretical results obtained using 

Paddon's method (see [8]). From the above, we can see that comparison 

of this method with results from Pao's technique for a similar geometry 

under similar conditions is also very good. We, therefore, conclude 

that Pao's method may be used for the study of further work.

5.3 Comparison of Our Results With Those of Pao

A numerical computation for a viscous incompressible Newtonian 

fluid confined in a circular cylindrical chamber was carried out by 

Pao [67], where the disc on top was rotating with a constant angular 

velocity (u)(Fig. 5.4a). Pao solved the Navier Stokes equations for 

various Reynolds numbers and presented the results for Re = 1, 100 and 

400. In order to compare the theoretical results obtained from our 

program with those of Pao, a similar geometry was considered as shown 

in Figure 5.4b. The disc is represented by the bottom of a cylindrical 

stirrer and does not cover the horizontal cross-section of the container 

completely as in Pao's geometry. Since our calculation required a 

minimum of two grid points about D we were unable to make the rotor 

radius exactly the same as the outer cylindrical stirrer.

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the lines of constant circulation or 

velocity represented by f or T (= x2u) for Re = 1 and 100. The 

general shape of the contours is seen to be the same with differences 

occurr i ng when z = y > 1 and r = x > 1, due to the extra s i de CO of 

the cylinder in Figures 5.4b and 5.5b. Inspection of the actual 

values shows f or T that decreases away from the rotor in a similar 

way in both figures as expected.
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Figures 5.6a and 5.6b show flow patterns or streamlines which Pao 

denotes by y and which are essentially the same as alfa (a) in our diagram. 

With the cylindrical rotor, the results are slightly affected by the 

side CO and the streamlines are more towards the corner D, but again the 

general shape is the same. The magnitude of the streamline values decrease 

from the centre outwards and for both geometries the values are similar.

At Re = 400, Pao does not present lines of circulations but the 

streamlines are shown in Figure 5.7a These are very similar to those 

in Figure 5.7b for the cylindrical rotor with slight differences 

occurring at the corner D. The streamlines in both cases are elongated 

compared with those at Re = 100. The same general trend of the values 

decreasing from middle outwards is obtained and again the direction of 

the flow is the same for both geometries and both Reynolds number.

5.4 Results for the Cylindrical and Near-Cylindrical Disc Stirrers.

Sample data obtained from the computer program for the disc stirrer 

for an almost cylindrical stirrer geometry are shown in Figures 5.8 - 5.10. 

The corresponding results obtained when the program for the cylindrical 

rotor is run for a similar geometry are also given. It should be noted 

that since shear forces dominate the flow [77], for convenience the strain 

rate tf will be referred to as the shear rate g for subsequent discussions.

It may be seen from the two sets of results that below the height 

yt> = 1.8 the contours are exactly the same for all the velocities (u), 

shear rates (g) and streamlines (alfa) and as expected differences 

begin to occur above yg for the disc rotor.

The couple values for the cylindrical rotor and the near disc 

rotor were found to be 0.0003191 Nm and 0.0003048 Nm respectively.
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The upper part of the near cylindrical rotor is at a smaller radius 

than the cylindrical stirrer and, therefore, the contribution to the 

couple is smaller as expected.

From the above comparisons, we may conclude that the computer 

program for the disc stirrer was working correctly. However, as a 

final check the results from this program are compared with those of 

Spragg which follow.

5.5 Comparison of Our Results With Those of Spragg

Spragg [85] carried out a theoretical investigation of the steady 

laminar Newtonian and non-Newtonian flow induced by a rotating disc, 

mounted coaxially on a shaft in a cylindrical vessel. This arrangement 

is very similar to that investigated in this study. Before making any 

comparison with Spragg's results it should be noted here that the 

boundary condition dVQ/ar = 0 used by Spragg on the axis of symmetry 

for the equivalent of xu should, in fact, be (d(Ve/r))/dr = 0 as in 

this and other work [29]. Therefore, the results obtained by Spragg for 

the rotating disc stirrer are not strictly correct, although the results 

do not appear to be greatly affected even near the axis of symmetry.

Our computer program was tested for a disc geometry similar to 

that used by Spragg and the results are discussed below. Spragg used 

a slightly different formula to determine the Reynolds number for his 

equations. Therefore, to ensure that the same effective Reynolds 

number was used in our program, a new value was determined by comparison; 

hence the difference in the value of Re shown on the diagrams.
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In Figures 5.1 la and 5.11b, the constant contours of the stream 

function (a streamlines) are presented for a Newtonian fluid. It can 

be seen that the general pattern is the same in both figures. However, 

in Spragg's results the values of a are negative above the disc and 

positive below, whereas in our results the negative values occur below 

the disc and positive values above. This is explained by the way the 

velocities in the x and y directions are defined by Spragg in terms of a.

The values above the disc are of the same order of magnitude in 

both diagrams. Although, not all the streamlines are shown below the 

disc in Figure 5.11a, it is apparent from the diagram that the values 

of a decrease by a factor of approximately 100 towards the outer walls 

of the vessel which is not so in Spragg's results. Half way along the 

disc, however, the magnitude of a is about 0.01 in both diagrams.

The vorticity and swirl velocity (xu) contours for a non-Newtonian 

fluid are presented in Figures 5.12 - 5.13. A shear-thinning Carreau 

fluid model was used and from Figures 5.12a and 5.12b, it can be seen 

that the general trend of the vorticity contours is the same with most 

of the negative values occurring above the disc in the bulk of the 

fluid, near the base and the lower wall of the vessel. Positive 

vorticity values occur below the disc in the bulk of the fluid, along 

the shaft and near the upper wall of the vessel.

Comparison of the swirl velocity (xu) contours (Figs. 5.13a and 5.l3b) 

for the Carreau fluid also shows a similar trend between the two 

figures. The contours form loops around the disc section, and away 

from the stirrers towards the outer walls the values become smaller as 

expected. It is not easy to compare the exact values of the various 

contours as we do not know the contribution from the error in Spragg's 

geometry.
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The comparison of results obtained from our method with those of 

Spragg for the Pumping number versus either Reynolds number, the ratio 

*b/xc or the ratio y^/yc (in our notation) are given in Figures 5.14, 

5.15 and 5.16 respectively. It can be seen that our results compare 

favourably with those of Spragg.

Hence, we may conclude that generally the results obtained using 

our method for Spragg's geometry all compare very well with those of 

Spragg. We, therefore, feel confident that we may use the computer 

program for the disc stirrer to determine various parameters in our 

geometry.

5.6 Comparison With Other WorK

The results of Griffiths et al [29] who studied the flows due to 

a rotating plate or thin disc in a Newtonian fluid are presented in 

Figure 5.17. The general shape and direction of the streamlines are 

very similar to those obtained using our method (e.g. Fig. 5.18). The 

streamlines are travelling in a clockwise direction below the disc and 

anticlockwise above as expected and in agreement with all our results. 

Furthermore, Griffiths et at claim that their theoretical results 

compared very well with experimental values.

Waters and King [101] used analytical methods to solve the equations 

due to the rotation of a finite disc and various stirrers of ellipsoidal 

shape. The results for the finite disc are presented in Figure 5.18. 

Although, the streamlines are of a similar general shape the direction 

of them are different, again due to the way the equations are defined 

i.e. in an opposite sense to ours.
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5.7 Conclusion

From all the comparisons given here, we can see that the results 

from our mathematical technique compare very well with the results of 

other workers. The comparison of our work with that of Havard and Pao 

provided us with a very good check to ensure that our numerical method 

and the computer program for the cylindrical stirrer were working 

correctly. Knowing that our program for the disc stirrer was working 

correctly (see section 5.4), as a final check it was tested for 

Spragg's geometry, which gave us satisfying results. Furthermore, 

general comparison with the work of Griffiths et a) and Waters and 

King also gave very good agreement with our results.

We may conclude, therefore, that since comparison with the work 

of others give encouraging results, we may proceed with using our 

method to investigate the flows due to a rotating cylindrical stirrer 

and a disc stirrer.
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Figure 5. 1 Typical angular velocity results from the finite element 
method — and the finite difference method x .
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u(i,j),starting row J-M(i-0,1..N)

J-10 
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.589 0.342 0.183 0.076 0.000

J-9 
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.588 0.341 0.182 0.076 0.000

J-8
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.584 0.336 0.179 0.074 0.000 

J-7 
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.574 0.325 0.172 0.070 0.000

J-6
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.552 0.305 0.159 0.065 0.000

J-5
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.498 0.268 0.138 0.056 0.000 

J-4
0.734 0.731 0.721 0.698 0.653 0.561 0.351 0.205 0.109 0.045 0.000

J-3 
0.499 0.494 0.482 0.455 0.408 0.333 0.229 0.142 0.078 0.033 0.000

J-2 
0.304 0.301 0.290 0.270 0.237 0.191 0.136 0.088 0.050 0.021 0.000

J-l 
0.143 0.141 0.139 0.125 0.109 0.087 0.063 0.042 0.024 0.010 0.000

J-0 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Figure 5. .2 Typical primary flow velocities for a Newtonian 
fluid using Faddon' s method,

u(i,j),starting row j-M(l-l..N)

J-H 
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.587 0.340 0.182 0.075 0.000

J-10 
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.586 0.338 0.180 0.075 0.000

J-9 
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.581 0.333 0.177 0.073 0.000

J-8
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.571 0.323 0.170 0.070 0.000

J-7 
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.549 0.303 0.157 0.064 0.000

J-6 
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.496 0.265 0.137 0.056 0.000

J-5 
0.740 0.740 0.726 0.702 0.656 0.563 0.350 0.203 0.108 0.045 0.000

J-4 
0.507 0.507 0.489 0.459 0.411 0.335 0.228 0.141 0.078 0.033 0.000

J-3 
0.312 0.312 0.297 0.273 0.239 0.192 0.136 0.087 0.049 0.021 0.000

J-2 
0.148 0.148 0.139 0.127 0.110 0.088 0.063 0.042 0.024 0.010 0.000

J-l 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Figure 5. 3 Typical primary flow velocities for a Newtonian 
fluid using Pao's method,
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Figures 5.8-5. 10 A comparison of the results for angular velocities (u),
(5.8), vorticities (X) (5.9) and stream functions (a) 
(5. 10) for the cylindrical and near-cylindrical disc 
stirrers.
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Figure 5. 11 Streamlines at Re : 67 obtained by Spragg (a) for a disc 
geometry and Newtonian fluid and that obtained using our 
computer program (b) for a similar geometry (Re = 105).
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Figure 5. 12 Vorticity contours at Re r 17 obtained by Sprang (a) for 
a disc geonetry and Carreau fluid and that obtained using 
our computer program (b) for a similar geometry (Re = 26. 7)
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Figure 5. 17 Streamlines from the work of Griffiths et al for 
a disc stirrer and a Newtonian fluid

Disc

Figure 5. 18 Streamlines predicted by the theory of Waters and 
King for a disc rotating in a Newtonian fluid
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS FOR PRIMARY FLOWS

6.0 Introduction

The results from the viscometric experiments for glycerol and 

Carbopol 910 are given in this chapter. The flow patterns obtained 

when the cylindrical or disc stirrer is rotating in the fluid, either 

glycerol or Carbopol 910, under primary flow conditions are described. 

The experimental and theoretical results obtained for angular velocities 

u and shear rate y (denoted by g) are also given and compared. A 

table of the standard deviation values from the mean values of UDIFF 

and GO IFF is also presented.

6.1 Results From Viscometric Experiments

The viscometric curves for glycerol at 296 K and Carbopol 910 at 

294 K are presented in Figure 6.1 and 6.2 respectively. The curves 

are a plot of the scale reading from the Haake Rotovisco viscometer 

(see section 3.4.2) against the rotor speed. Since glycerol is a 

Newtonian fluid, the viscosity is constant at all temperatures and is 

derived from the gradient of the line once the scale readings and 

speeds are multiplied by the instruments constants. The viscosity was 

found to be 1.06 Pas, which is in close agreement with the value 

obtained from the Physical Properties Data Service (PPDS) package [73].

In Figure 6.2, the gradient of the curve is seen to increase 

initially and then taper off. This behaviour shows the shear-thinning 

nature of Carbopol 910 in which the viscosity decreases with increase 

in speed of rotor. When the non-linear minimization technique was
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used (see section 3.4.2), the Cross mode! was found to be the best fit 

for the data with the zero shear viscosity T^ = 60.15, the infinite 

shear viscosity T^ = 0.34, and the constants n and \ equal to 0.35 and 

1.24 respectively. The value of the constant \ used for numerical 

calculations was, in fact, a product of the model X (1-24) and the 

speed of the rotor (Q) as required in equation (4.18) and it is the 

latter value that is used for comparison purposes.

6.2 Flow Patterns

Typical primary flow patterns obtained from a recording of the 

bottom view of the apparatus are shown in Figure 6.3. Primary flow 

was obtained at very low Reynolds number i.e. Re s 0.8 for glycerol 

and Re a 0.16 for Carbopol 910. Although, a speed of 16 rpm (1.68
same

radians/second) was used for both fluids and also theAequation to 

determine the Reynolds number, the reason for the difference is due to 

the difference in densities and viscosities of the two fluids. Under 

the correct alignment of cameras and centering of the apparatus, close 

circular orbits around the stirrer were obtained as expected. The 

same flow pattern was obtained for both the cylindrical and disc 

stirrers. Each tracer particle was seen to follow the same circular 

path at the same height from the bottom of the vessel for approximately 

five minutes. The particles themselves were also seen to be spinning 

slightly as they travelled around the rotor.

It could be seen that as the speed of the stirrer was increased, 

hence increasing the Reynolds number, the flow patterns changed and 

the particles no longer followed circular paths due to secondary flow 

occurring. This type of flow is discussed in Chapter 7.
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6.3 Angular Velocity DistrI butions

Contours of p are not presented for the geometries studied in this 

section since we are only concerned here with u values. f contours 

were useful when comparison with Pao's work [67] was carried out and 

were presented in Chapter 5.

Contours of constant fluid velocities u obtained by numerical 

simulation for both the cylindrical and disc stirrers rotating at 

height y& = 0.8 (small gap) in glycerol (Newtonian) are shown in 

Figure 6.4 and 6.5 respectively. The values shown next to the black 

dots on the diagram are experimentally determined values of u. Not 

all the values are shown since congested diagrams would have been 

obtained. As expected the u values become smaller away from the 

stirrer towards the outer wall of the vessel. When comparing the u 

values for the two stirrers we can see that at a fixed position 

underneath the stirrers the fluid speed is the same. Differences 

begin to occur above y^ where the geometry differs.

Inspection of the velocity profiles for the two stirrers shows 

that for any height between D and H (defined in Fig.4.3) of the disc 

stirrer and the corresponding height for the cylindrical stirrer, the 

profile (i.e. velocity versus distance x away from the axis of symmetry) 

is very similar. However, above H the velocity profile for the disc 

is flatter because there is a greater distance x over which the velocity 

is distributed since u is always unity at the stirrer and zero at the 

outer walls of the vessel. The velocity profiles are shown in Figures 

6.6 and 6.7.

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show a direct comparison between the experimental 

and computational Newtonian u values for the geometry considered in
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Figures 6.4 and 6.5. The data points lie reasonably near the bold line 

signifying the expected values. Any scatter may partly be assumed due 

to inherent experimental error and partly due to the fact that the 

tracer particles themselves were observed to be slightly spinning. The 

rotation of the stirrer results in transfer of kinetic energy to the 

fluid which in turn transfers it to the particles enabling them to 

move with the fluid. The spinning action uses up some of this kinetic 

energy, hence slowing down the tracer particles and giving lower 

experimental u values than the corresponding theoretical u values. It 

may be seen that a maximum of approximately 15X difference occurred 

between the experimental and theoretical values. The standard deviation 

values of UDIFF (i.e. percentage difference between experimental and 

corresponding theoretical u values) from the mean UDIFF values are 

given in Table 6.1 for all the geometries studied.

The results obtained for Carbopol 910 (a Cross fluid model) are 

very similar to those obtained for glycerol and are shown in Figures 

6.10 to 6.13, This time, however, the experimental values agree within 

25X of the theoretical values which may be seen by the slight scatter 

on either side of the bold line in Figures 6.12 and 6.13.

Comparison of corresponding geometies e.g. Figures 6.4 and 6.10 

show that the fluid speed of Carbopol 910 at a fixed position near the 

stirrer is faster than for glycerol. This is as expected since Carbopol 

910 is shear-thinning i.e. the viscosity decreases with an increase in 

shear rate. The shear rate is greatest near the stirrer since the 

speed changes most rapidly there.
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Figures 6.14 to 6.21 show the comparison of the u values obtained 

experimentally and numerically with yb = 1.3 (large gap). Again it 

can be seen that the experimental u values are in better agreement 

with theoretical values for glycerol (within a 15X) than for Carbopol 

910 (within s 25X). Comparison of the two stirrers shows that at 

corresponding points in the fluid underneath the stirrers the fluid 

speed is the same with differences occurring above y^.

When the large gap geometry is compared with its corresponding 

small gap geometry (e.g. Figures 6.4 and 6.14,6.5 and 6.15 etc.) we 

can see that the fluid speed at a fixed position above y^ is the same 

in both geometries. Differences start to occur below y^ = 1 -3 due to 

the difference in heights y^. Also, as expected and in agreement with 

the small gap results, the u values become smaller away from the stirrer.

6.4 Shear Rate Distributions

Figures 6.22 and 6.23 show contours of constant shear rates y 

(represented by g) obtained by numerical simulation using equation 

4.13 for the two stirrers under investigation rotating at a height y^ 

= 0.8 (small gap) in glycerol. For the cylindrical stirrer the contours 

simply curve upwards into the rotor as expected. For the disc stirrer, 

similar contours are obtained except near to the side HD where the 

contours form loops. It can also be seen for both stirrers that the 

shear rate is the highest at the stirrer and decreases towards the

outer vessel wall. This is as expected since the highest shear occurs
change 

where the velocityAof the fluid is the greatest. Inspection of the

actual numerical values from the computer printout show that the 

highest shear rate values occur at the corners. A sample printout is 

g i ven i n Append i x 3.
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The values next to the black dots are representative of the 

experimentally determined values of g. Figures 6.24 and 6.35 show a 

direct comparison between the experimental and computational shear 

rate values for the cylindrical and disc rotors respectively. The 

data points are seen to be greatly scattered snd more points lie 

beneath the solid line than above. This shows that generally the 

experimental shear rate values are greater than their corresponding 

theoretical values. In fact, the experimental and theoretical values 

agree on average within 60X and 90X for the cylindrical and disc 

stirrers respectively. This high difference in g values may be due to 

several reasons. The experimental g values were determined using 

experimentally determined u values and sample zones as explained in 

section 3.6. Any error in the u values contributes to error in the g 

values. For example, since a sample zone of width 8 mm, i.e. 0.4 in 

dimension 1 ess terms with Ax = £y = 0.25 was used, the expected error 

in g is roughly four times that in u. Therefore, a maximum difference 

of 60X and 90X seems acceptable. Furthermore, the major contribution 

to this high error is probably given by the fact that g values were 

obtained by numerical differentiation of the experimental data; a 

method well known to be error prone. The standard deviations of GO IFF 

from the corresponding mean values of GOIFF for all the geometries 

studied are given in Table 6.1.

The results obtained for Carbopol 910 are generally similar to 

those for glycerol and are shown in Figures 6.26 and 6.27. The agreement 

between experimental and theoretical g values was found to be within 

approximately 90X and may be seen by the great scatter in Figures 6.28 

and 6.29. This is as expected since the difference in the corresponding 

u values was found to be about 25X. Also, the high error in g values 

for Carbopol 910 may be due to the Cross model fit not being totally
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representative for Carbopol 910.

Figures 6.30 to 6.37 show the comparison of experimental and 

theoretical shear rate values for the gap size yb = 1.3. Again there 

is better agreement for glycerol (within z 60X) than for Carbopol 910 

(within z 90X). Generally, more data points lie beneath the bold line 

than above, indicating that the experimental values are higher than 

the corresponding theoretical values. Comparison of the two stirrers 

shows that at corresponding points in the fluid underneath the rotors 

the theoretical shear rate values are virtually the same with differences 

occurring above y^.

When comparison of the large gap geometry is made with its 

corresponding small gap geometry (Figures 6.30 and 6.22 etc.) we can 

see that the value of the shear rate at a fixed position above y^, is 

virtually the same in both geometries with differences occurring below 

the rotor height (i.e. gap size) yj-,.

6.5 Cone I us i ons

From the above comparisons of the results it can generally be 

seen that the experimental and theoretical u values agree relatively 

well quantitatively (within 15X) for the cylindrical and disc stirrers 

rotating in either the Newtonian or non-Newtonian fluid. In fact, the 

results for the cylindrical stirrer are in agreement with the results 

obtained from our preliminary work as presented in [8] and given in 

Appendix 1. The agreement between experimental and theoretical g 

values is not so good for the reasons given previously but is within 

an order of magnitude.
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Cyl indrical St irrer

Glycerol

-Smal 1 Gap (0.8) 
-Large Gap (1.3)

Carbopol 910

-Smal 1 Gap (0.8 
-Large Gap (1.3)

D i sc St i rrer

Glycerol

-Smal 1 Gap (0.8) 
-Large Gap (1.3)

Carbopol 910

-Small Gap (0.8) 
-Large Gap (1.3)

Mean 
Value 
of udiff

0.74 
3.30

10.7 
12.5

-0.1 
0.1

7.3 
11.0

Standard 
Dev i at i on 
of udiff

13.6 
14.5

17.7 
14.0

9.4 
7.8

13.3 
13.3

Mean 
Value 
of gdiff

-61.0 
-49.0

-21.5 
-12.7

-43.0 
-45.6

-5.4 
-44.7

Standard 
Dev i at i on 
of gdiff

59.2 
54.4

82.0 
73.5

92.4 
60. 0

92.0 
96.5

Table: 6.1 The Mean and Standard Deviation Values for Primary 
Flow Parameters.
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Figure 6. 12 A comparison of theoretical and experimental u values for 
the cylindrical rotor in Carbopol 910, gap = 0.8, Re—*0.
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Figure 6. 13 A comparison of theoretical and experimental u values for 
the disc rotor in Carbopol 910, gap = 0.6, Re-^0.
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Figure 6. 16 A conparison of theoretical and experimental u values for 
the cylindrical rotor in glycerol, gap = 1.3, Re-*0.
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Figure 6. 18
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Figure 6. .20 A comparison of theoretical and experimental u values for 
the cylindrical rotor in Carbopol 910, gap = 1.3, Re-»0.
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Figure 6. 21 A comparison of theoretical and experimental u values for 
the disc rotor in Carbopol 910, gap : 1. 3, Re-»0.
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Figure 6. .24 A comparison of theoretical and experimental g values for 
the cylindrical rotor in glycerol, gap : 0.8, Re-^0.
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Figure 6. 25 A conparison of theoretical and experimental g values for 
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Figure 6.27
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Figure 6. 32 A corqparison of theoretical and experimental g values for 
the cylindrical rotor in glycerol, gap = 1.3, Re-*0.
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Figure 6. 33 A comparison of theoretical and experimental g values for 
the disc rotor in glycerol, gap : 1. 3, Re—«•().
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Figure 6. 36 A comparison of theoretical and experimental g values for 
the cylindrical rotor in Cartopol 910, gap = 1. 3, Re—*-0.
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Figure 6. 37 A comparison of theoretical and experimental g values for 
the disc rotor in Carbopol 910, gap -. 1. 3, Re—*0.
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CHAPTER 7 

RESULTS FOR SECONDARY FLOWS

7.0 Introduction

In this chapter, the flow patterns generated due to a cylindrical 

or disc stirrer rotating in the fluid under secondary flow conditions 

are described. The experimental and theoretical results obtained for 

the angular velocities u, shear rates y (denoted by g), stream 

functions and vorticities x are also given and compared. The standard 

deviation values from the mean values of u, g, a and x as compared 

between the theoretical and experimental values are also presented. 

The incompressibi1ity values shown give some indication as to the 

error involved in the method used for processing the experimental data.

7.1 Flow Patterns

Secondary flows were observed at a Reynolds number of approximately 

6.1 for glycerol and 1.2 for Carbopol 910. This represented a speed 

of 128 rpm (13.4 radians per second). It was found that at this speed 

the secondary flows could be seen relatively clearly and the tracer 

particles could be tracked easily.

The secondary flow patterns were observed to be very different 

from those of primary flow. The fluid particles (represented by tracer 

particles) did not follow straightforward circular paths at a fixed 

height around the stirrers as in primary flows. Instead, each particle 

followed toroidal undulating paths which were off centre. In other 

words, there was motion in the vertical and radial directions as well 

as in the angular direction. Figure 7.1 shows a typical path of a 

particle as seen from the bottom view.
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For the cylindrical stirrer it was seen that a particle which was 

initially travelling in small circular paths underneath the rotor 

subsequently followed larger circular paths with larger radii, the 

height also changing until it eventually travelled around the rotor. 

The particle was then seen to proceed in a similar fashion back to its 

original position before repeating its cycle.

For the disc stirrer, it was observed that the particles both above 

and below the disc behaved in a similar way to that described above. 

However, no particle above the disc was seen to travel to a position 

below it and no particle below the disc travelled to a position above it.

7.2 Angular Velocity Distributions

Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show theoretical contours of constant fluid 

angular velocities for the cylindrical and disc stirrer respectively, 

rotating with a speed of 13.4 radians per second (Re =6.1) at yb = 1.3 

in glycerol. From comparison of these contours with the corresponding 

primary flow geometries i.e. Figures 6.14 and 6.15, it can be seen 

that there is no apparent difference between them. The values next to 

the black dots are examples of experimentally determined values of u.

Direct comparisons between the experimental and computational u 

values are given in Figures 7.4 and 7.5. Points taken from three 

cycles below the cylindrical rotor are shown in Figure 7.4, while in 

Figure 7.5 two cycles, one taken from above and one from below the 

disc are shown. It can be seen that each cycle forms a distinct 

closed shape. The bold line represents the expected values of u and 

for the cylindrical stirrer, the agreement between the theoretical and 

experimental values is relatively good for points in the fluid away
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from the rotor where lower fluid speeds occur and changes of speeds 

with distance are relatively small.

At points in the fluid nearer the rotor, the experimental values 

are lower than their corresponding theoretical values. This high 

deviation can be explained partly due to inherent experimental error 

and partly by the fact that at higher speeds of the fluid, the tracer 

particles are seen to be travelling in a 'jerky' movement resulting in 

some of the energy of the particles being used up. This 'jerky' movement 

may be due to the more pronounced shake in the rotor caused by its high 

speed. Therefore, less energy is available for the particle to travel 

along its flow path resulting in lower experimental flow velocities.

The agreement between the theoretical and experimental u values 

below the disc (Fig.7.5) is relatively good with most data points 

lying near the bold line. However, above the disc a greater deviation 

can be seen with many of the points lying below the line. Also for 

points above the disc nearer the shaft (where u = 1), the theoretical 

values are greater than the corresponding experimental values. This 

may again be explained by the reasons outlined above. The standard 

deviation values of UDIFF from the mean value of UDIFF are presented 

in Table 7.1.

The theoretical contours of angular velocities at height yD = O.8 

in glycerol are not presented since the contours are virtually the 

same as those due to primary flow shown by Figures 6.4 and 6.5. Again, 

a strong pattern in the scatter between the experimental and theoretical 

values of the fluid velocities similar in nature to that described 

above was observed and can be explained by the reasons given above.

The results for Carbopol 910 are shown in Figures 7.6 and 7.7 for
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the large gap (yb = 1.3). Comparison of these with the corresponding 

geometry for primary flow (Figs. 6.18 and 6.19), it may be observed that 

for any point near the stirrer the speed is greater for the secondary 

flow than for the primary flow. This is expected, since Carbopol 91O 

is a shear-thinning fluid. This means that as the speed of the rotor 

is increased the rate of shear also increases especially near the 

stirrer. The fluid becomes thinner and subsequently moves at a higher 

speed than the rest of the fluid. Since very similar observations 

were made for the small gap (yb = 0.8) geometry, the contours are not 

presented. In fact, differences between the large and small gap 

geometries for a particular rotor were observed only below the rotor 

as expected. At a fixed point in the fluid near the stirrer it was 

found that the velocities were generally greater for Carbopol 910 than 

for glycerol, again due to the shear-thinning nature of the fluid.

Figures 7.8 and 7.9 show the comparison of the theoretical u 

values with those obtained experimentally for the two stirrers rotating 

at yb = 1.3 in Carbopol 910. Again, a distinct closed loop pattern is 

obtained for each cycle completed. For the cylindrical stirrer most of 

the data points are seen to lie beneath the bold line indicating that 

the experimental values are higher than the corresponding theoretical 

values. This high deviation from the expected values may be explained 

by experimental errors in measurement, errors in the smoothing method 

used for determining experimental u values and also errors incurred in 

fitting a fluid model to Carbopol 910. The slight 'wobble' of the rotor 

and 'jerkiness' of the tracer particles also contribute to the errors.

For points below the disc stirrer (Fig. 7.9), similar results to 

that described above were obtained. This is as expected since this 

part of the arrangement resembles that of the cylindrical rotor.
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Above the disc, there is better agreement the theoretical and experimental 

values with many of the data points lying relatively near the bold 

line of expected values. This does not agree with the results of 

glycerol (Fig. 7.5) where the results show better agreement for points 

in the fluid below the disc. Similar results were obtained for the 

two stirrers rotating in Carbopol 910 at y^ = 0.8.

Comparison of the secondary flow standard deviation values of 

UDIFF (Table 7.1) show that these are generally higher than the 

corresponding primary flow standard deviations (Table 6.1).

7.3 Shear Rate Distributions.

Figures 7.10 and 7.11 show contours of constant shear rates 

obtained by numerical simulation for the cylindrical and disc stirrers 

rotating at a height y^ = 1.3 in glycerol. These contours are observed 

to be virtually the same as those for primary flow shown in Figures 6.3O 

and 6.31. Representative experimental g values are shown next to the black 

dots and a direct comparison between the experimental and numerical 

shear rates for the two stirrers are given in Figures 7.12 and 7.13.

The data points are seen to be greatly scattered with more points lying 

below the bold line than above. This shows that generally the experimental 

shear rates are greater than their corresponding theoretical values. 

This high scatter can again be explained by the great errors incurred 

in numerically differentiating the u values for the determination of g 

values. Also, the differences in the u values themselves contribute a great 

deal to the large scatter. The standard deviation values from the mean 

shear rate differences are given in Table 7.1. These are seen to be 

higher than the corresponding primary flow standard deviations (Table 7.1).
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The theoretical contours of the shear rates for the stirrers 

rotating at yb = 0.8 in glycerol are not presented since the contours 

are virtually the same as those for primary flows shown in Figures 6.22 

and 6.23. Again a great deviation of the experimental shear rates from 

the theoretical values was observed which was very similar in nature to 

that described above and may be explained by the reasons outlined above.

The theoretical shear rate contours for Carbopol 910 are shown in 

Figures 7.14 and 7.15 for the large gap. When these results are 

compared with the results of the corresponding geometry for primary 

flow, it can be seen that for any point near the stirrer the shear 

rate is greater for secondary flow than for primary flow. These results 

agree with those for angular velocities (u) discussed in section 7.2 

and can be explained by the fact that Carbopol 910 is shear-thinning 

with increasing speed and hence in shear rate. Comparison with 

experimental shear rates showed a wide scatter similar to that for 

glycerol (Figs.7.11 and 7.12) and are, therefore, not presented. It 

should be noted here that the theoretical and experimental shear rates 

only agreed generally within an order of magnitude.

7.4 Stream!ines

Representative theoretical and experimental stream function values 

(denoted by alfa streamlines) are presented in Figures 7.16 - 7.23. 

From Figures 7.16 and 7.17, which give the results for a cylindrical 

stirrer rotating in glycerol at yt, = 1.3 and Re = 6.1, we can that the 

general shape of the streamlines is very similar, incidentally, only 

three experimental streamlines are shown since measurements for the 

paths of only three tracer particles were taken. The streamlines are 

seen to be travelling in a clockwise direction.
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Examination of the actual a values shows that the order of magnitude 

at corresponding points in the fluid is the same for both the experimental 

and theoretical results. The values of the inner streamlines are seen 

to be higher in magnitude indicating greater circulation than in the outer 

regions. However, there is no or very little flow near the stationary 

walls or in the upper part of the container. The amount of circulation 

may be given by the discharge efficiency or pumping number to be discussed 

in Chapter 8. Very similar results were obtained for the cylindrical 

stirrer rotating in glycerol at y^ = 0.8 and are, therefore, not presented.

Figure 7.18 shows the theoretical streamlines for the cylindrical 

stirrer rotating in Carbopol 910 at y^ = 1.3 and Re = 2.1. The 

general trend is seen to be the same as that for glycerol, although 

the streamlines in the case of Carbopol 910 are confined to the vicinity 

of the rotor. This is expected due to its shear-thinning nature. 

Comparison with the experimental results (Fig. 7.19) shows that although 

the magnitude of the a value and the general shape of the stream!ine 

is the same, the streamline is reversed, i.e. it is travelling in an 

anticlockwise direction. This behaviour is characteristic of elastic 

fluids [29,101]. The theoretical and experimental results of the 

stream! ines only compare well by order of magnitude and not at at 1 

well in direction, because the elastic behaviour was not accounted for 

when developing the fluid model since Carbopol 910 was recommended as 

a simple 'inelastic' shear-thinning fluid [3, 11, 60].

At low speeds of the rotor (primary flow) the elastic behaviour 

was not noticeable. The presence of this property was not expected at 

the start of the research and, therefore, no initial tests which might 

have indicated the elastic behaviour of Carbopol 910, were carried 

out. It was only when secondary flows occurred and streamlines were
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determined that we discovered the elastic property of the fluid. In 

fact, the direction of the streamlines was not immediately discernible 

during normal viewing of the particle motion due to the flows being 

fast and, therefore, it seemed reasonable at the time to fit a shear- 

thinning fluid model to Carbopol 910 which lacked elasticity. Furthermore, 

extra complication would have arisen with the inclusion of elasticity 

and would have been difficult to carry out in the time available.

Once the above flow reversal behaviour had been noticed during 

analysis of the results, it was necessary to carry out some simple 

tests to look for elasticity. Effects indicating elasticity were not 

immediately noticeable under normal conditions. However, when the 

bottle containing the Carbopol 910 was shaken small recoil was observed 

and when Carbopol 910 was touched with the finger negligible liquid 

stringiness could also be seen. Observation of a thin rotating rod 

placed in the fluid showed very slight Weissenberg effect. All these 

observations indicate the presence of a small amount of elasticity. 

Finally, Carbopol 910 was tested out for elastic effects using a Rank 

Shearometer by P.R. Williams, Chemical Engineering Department, University 

College, Swansea and the results are presented here.

The elasticity is represented by the oscillatory dynamic rigidity 

G' and the greater the value of G' the the greater is the elasticity 

of the fluid. An average value of G' for Carbopol 910 was found to be 

222 Pas at 300 Hz. Th i s resu11 was compared w i th that of s iIi con 

fluid (of viscosity equivalent to 1.06 Pas), which is generally regarded 

as weakly elastic and for which G' was found to be 4400 Pas. This 

shows that Carbopol 910 is roughly ten times less elastic than the 

weakly elastic silicon fluid. In fact, this agrees with the findings 

of Nienow et a I [59] for Carbopol 940 and of Chhabra and Uhlerr [15]
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for Carbopol 961. In light of the above results which show very small 

elasticity of Carbopol 910, it is no wonder that Carbopol 910 is 

generally considered as relatively inelastic. Therefore, the fact 

that this property was not incorporated in the mathematical model for 

Carbopol 910 in our work can be justified. Obviously, for any future 

work this property will need to be included in the mathematical 

expressions for better comparison of results with experimental results.

In Figures 7.20 and 7.21, the results for disc stirrer ritating 

in glycerol at y^ = 0.8 are given. The general trend is seen to be 

the same in both figures with positive a values occurring above the 

disc and negative values occurring below as expected, since the direction 

of the fluid is reversed above the disc with respect to that below. 

However, the order of magnitude of the a values is seen to be the 

same. These streamline results are in agreement with those of Griffiths 

et a I [29] for a Newtonian fluid and also comparable to those of a 

rotat i ng cy1i ndr i caI st i rrer d i scussed above.

The theoretical and experimental a values for the disc stirrer 

rotating in Carbopol 910 at y^, = 0.8 and Re = 6.1 are presented in 

Figures 7.22 and 7.23. These are very much in agreement with the 

results given in 7.18 and 7.19 respectively, for the rotating cylinder 

with the streamlines being reversed at corresponding points in the 

fluid. The experimental results can again be explained by the presence 

of slight elasticity and inherent experimental errors and the theoretical 

results by the inaccuracy of the fluid model.

The results for the disc stirrer rotating in either glycerol or 

Carbopol 910 at yb = 1.3 were found to be very similar to their 

corresponding results for yb = 0.8 given above and are, therefore, not 

shown.
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7.5 Vorticity Results

Typical vorticity contours obtained theoretically for the cylindrical 

stirrer rotating in glycerol or Carbopol 910 at yb = 1,3 are given in 

Figures 7,24 and 7.25. For both -fluids, the negative vorticity contours 

occur near the walls of the rotor and the container whereas the positive 

values occur in the bulk of the fluid. Due to the shear-thinning 

nature of Carbopol 910 model, the vorticity contours are confined to 

the vicinity of the stirrer as shown by Figure 7.25. This is expected 

since the speed of the fluid is higher here and the viscosity is 

lower. The values given by the black dots are representative vorticity 

values. It can be seen that for glycerol these experimental values 

are of the same order of magnitude and sign as the theoretical ones, 

but for Carbopol 910 the values are of opposite sign, although still 

of the same order of magnitude.

In Figures 7,26 and 7.27, a direct comparison of the theoretical 

and experimental vorticity values for the large gap (y^ =1.3} is 

shown. Again there is a lot of scatter with the actual theoretical 

values being generally higher than the corresponding experimental 

values, with a better agreement at low vorticity values for glycerol. 

There are a few points where negative theoretical values occur which 

do not agree with the positive experimental values. These points 

occur near contours 1 and 2 (Fig. 7.24) near the rotor where fast flow 

is occurring and there is a quick change from positive to negative 

values over small distances. Errors in sign are, therefore, likely to 

occur at these points.

The agreement is not good for Carbopol 910 as can be seen from 

Figure 7.27. Negative vorticity values occur which do not agree with 

the corresponding theoretical positive at the same points in the
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fluid, although the order of magnitude is virtually the same for most 

data points. The difference in signs indicates that the fluid model 

is not exactly correct for the fluid and the sign change occurs due to 

the presence of elasticity. The fact that Carbopol 910 was found to 

be slightly elastic may also contribute to the large differences 

between the experimental and theoreical values. Furthermore, computer 

round ing of the experimental values also contribute to the differences.

Since the vorticity values are very small, even slight differences 

between the experimental and theoretical values appear as very large 

percentage differences which have no real meaning and, therefore, 

percentage differences have not been given. However, standard deviation 

of these diffences from the mean difference in vorticity values have 

been listed in Table 7.1.

Similar results for the cylindrical stirrer rotating at yb = 0.8 

in the two fluids were obtained and are not presented although the 

standard deviation and mean values are given in Table 7.1.

Representative theoretical vorticity contours for the disc stirrer 

rotating at y& = 0.8 in glycerol or Carbopol 910 are shown in Figures 

7.88 and 7.29. Positive values are seen to occur in the bulk of the 

fluid below the disc and on the boundaries above the while negative 

values occur in the bulk of the fluid above the disc and near the 

boundaries below the disc. Typical experimental values are shown next 

to the black dots on the diagrams. Again for Carbopol 910 the experimental 

and theoretical values are of opposite signs at all observed points in 

the fluid which can be seen more clearly in Figure 7.31.

A direct comparison of experimental and theoretical values for 

glycerol and Carbopol 910 are given in Figures 7.30 and 7.31 respectively.
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Again, it is observed that the results are comparable with those 

obtained -for the cylindrical stirrer and again we may attribute the 

large scatter to inherent experimental error together with errors 

incurred by the method used for determining experimental vorticities.

7.5.1 IncompressIbiIity ResuIts

As mentioned in Chapter 3, incompressibiIity values were determined 

as a check on the method for treating the original experimental data 

and then calculating vorticities. Ideally, the incompressibiIity 

values should have been zero indicating no errors in our process for 

the determination of vorticities, since glycerol and Carbopol 910 were 

assumed to be incompressible. However, in practice this is not the 

case as shown in Table 7.1. The errors range from about -24X to 10X 

indicating a maximum error of st 25X in the method for determining 

experimental values.

7.6 Conclusion

The experimental and numerical angular velocities for the cylindrical 

and disc stirrers rotating in glycerol is found to agree relatively 

well at points in the fluid away from the rotor. However, as expected, 

the agreement is not so good nearer the rotor the reasons for which 

are given in section 7.2. For the two sirrers rotating in Carbopol 

910, the agreement is again better at lower speeds which occur away 

from the rotor than at higher speeds.

The results for shear rates for all the geometries and both 

glycerol and Carbopol 910 are greatly scattered as expected, since the 

differences in the u values themselves and the numerical differentiation
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of the u values contribute to the errors incurred in determining the 

shear rates.

The agreement between the experimental and theoretical a streamlines 

for glycerol and Carbopol 910 are relatively good for both stirrers 

and gap size with the direction of the streamlines being the same. 

Although, the order of magnitude of the experimental and theoretical a 

values are found to be the same for Carbopol 910, the direction of the 

streamlines is reversed. This gives some indication of the presence 

of elasticity in the fluid. Various tests carried out on Carbopol 910 

after determination of these a values confirmed the elastic nature of 

the fluid.

The agreement between the experimental and numerical values of 

vorticity for glycerol are as good as one would expect, since errors are 

incurred by the velocities in the x (Vx ) and y (Vy ) directions and also 

by the method used to determine vorticity values. As for Carbopol 910, 

the order of magnitude is the same, but the signs of the experimental 

and theoretical vorticities are different for the same points in the 

fluid again due to the elastic nature of Carbopol 910.

It should be noted here that elasticity in Carbopol 910 was not 

expected and, therefore, no provision in the model was made for this. 

If this property had been accounted for as well as the shear-thinning 

nature of Carbopol 910, we feel confident that the agreement between 

the experimental and theoretical values of the various parameters 

would have been better.
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Figure 7.1 A typical secondary flow pattern as seen from 
the bottom view of the apparatus.
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Cy 1 i ndr i ca 1 St i rrer

Glycerol

-Smal 1 Gap (0.8) 
-Large Gap (1.3)

Carbopol 910

-Smal 1 Gap (0.8) 
-Large Gap (1,3)

Disc Stirrer

Glycerol

-Smal 1 Gap (0.8) 
-Large Gap (1.3)

Carbopol 91 O

-Smal 1 Gap (0.8) 
-Large Gap (1.3)

Mean 
Value 
of 
udiff

-2.9
1.4

-62.3 
-20.1

-16.4 
-3.6

-176.5 
-6.8

SD 
Of 
udiff

42.6 
38.3

55.0 
71.7

43.7 
58.5

272.6 
56.4

Mean 
Value 
of 
gdiff

-59.8 
-68.2

-79.5 
-90.1

-53.5 
-128.5

-36.2 
-99.4

SD 
of 
gdiff

131.5 
73.6

119.0 
168.6

115.2 
176.6

13O.8 
115.7

Mean 
Value 
of 
vdiff

8.3 
39.2

242 
1874

-13 
-9

CO

493.3

SD
Of
vdiff

114.4 
101.6

122.3 
2047

171.8 
1690

CO

483

XI

4.9 
-4.3

-24.2 
-5.4

9.9 
-7.4

-14.3 
-1.5

Table:7.1 The Mean, Standard Deviation (SD) and IncompressibiIity 
Values (I) for Secondary Flow Parameters.
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Figure 7.16

ALFA STREAMLINES FOR NEWTONIAN FLUID CGAP - I .
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Figure 7. 17 Experimental streamlines for the cylindrical stirrer 
rotating at gap - 1. 3 and Re = 6. 1 in glycerol.
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Figure 7.18

ALPA STREAMLINES FOR CROSS FLUID CGAP - I .
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Figure 7. 19 Experimental streamlines for the cylindrical stirrer 
rotating at gap -- 1. 3 and Re = 1. 2 in Carbopool 910.
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Figure 7. 20

ALFA STREAMLINES FOR NEWTONIAN FLUID CGAP
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Figure 7.21 Experimental streamlines for the disc stirrer 
rotating at gap = 0. 8 and Re : 6. 1 in glycerol.
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Figure 7. 22

ALFA STREAMLINES FOR CROSS FLUID CSAP - 0 .
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Figure 7.23 Experimental streamlines for the disc stirrer
rotating at gap = 0. 6 and Re = 1. 2 in Carbopol 910.
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CHAPTER 8 

FURTHER RESULTS 

8.0 Introduction^

In this chapter, the variation of the theoretical couple, or 

torque values and Power numbers with the gap size y^ for the 

cylindrical and disc stirrers is examined. The way in which theoretical 

couple values change with the step size h for the cylindrical stirrer 

rotating in either glycerol or Carbopol 910 is also discussed. Numerical 

pumping numbers and discharge efficiencies for all the arrangements 

investigated are presented to give some indication of which geometry 

is the best at discharging fluid. A comparison of the experimental 

and theoretical couple values and Power numbers for these geometries 

is also carried out.

8. 1 Variation of Numerical Couple and Power Number with the Gap Size

The way in which the numerical couple or torque values vary with 

the gap size y^ for the cylindrical or disc stirrer rotating as Re — »0 

in glycerol or Carbopol 910 is shown in Figure 8.1. The height of 

fluid yc is kept constant for all arrangements. For both stirrers, the 

values of the couple decrease with an increase in gap size. This is 

as expected, since for a smaller gap more of the stirrer is immersed 

in the fluid for the same height of liquid yc and, therefore, more 

energy i s requ i red to rotate the st i rrer.

The couple values are seen to decrease more rapidly with an increase 

in gap size for the cylindrical rotor than for the disc rotor, and for 

corresponding gap size and fluid the couples are generally higher for
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the cylindrical stirrer. This can be explained by the fact that there 

is a greater contribution to the couple from the upper side of the 

cylindrical rotor ,since it is further away from the axis of rotation 

than the upper side of the disc stirrer.

For a particular rotor, the values of the couple are generally higher 

for Carbopol 910 than for glycerol. This is partly due to the 'nominal' 

viscosities of the fluids being different and partly due to the zero 

shear viscosity T^ being larger for Carbopol 910 than for glycerol.

Figure 8.2 shows the way in which the Power number Np varies with 

gap size. Np is seen to vary in a similar way to the couple as expected, 

since the quantities are proportionally related by equation 4.33.

8.2 Variation of Numerical Couple and Power Number with Step Size h.

The numerical couple and Power numbers obtained from the computer 

program for the cylindrical stirrer for varying step size h are given 

in Table 8.1. It can be seen that as the step size increases, the 

couple values and Power numbers decrease for both fluids. A change 

such as this is expected and we assume that the smaller the step size 

the more accurate are the values of couple and Power number. The rate 

of decrease of both the couple and Power number is seen to be greater 

for Carbopol 910 than for glycerol. Similar results (not presented) 

to those above were obtained for the disc rotor.

8.3 Variation of Numerical Couple and Power Number with Reynolds Number^

Table 8.2 shows the way in which the numerical couple values and 

Power numbers vary with the speed or Reynolds number Re for a cylindrical
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or disc stirrer rotating in glycerol. At low speeds, the couple 

values double when the speed doubles. If, for a Newtonian fluid, only 

primary flow occurs at all Re, the couple values would double everytime 

the speed of the rotor doubles as shown by the 1ine joining the dots 

in Figure 8.3. However, this is not the case in reality, since at 

higher speeds secondary flow also occurs and, therefore, the couple 

increases more rapidly with speed due to the extra circulation in the 

flow as shown by the curve joining the squares in Figure 8.3. It 

should be noted here that for convenience and reasonable run time of 

the computer, a step size of 0.1 was chosen.

The couples are seen to be higher for the small gap geometry than 

the large gap for both stirrers and may be explained by the same 

reasons as those given in section 8.1. Comparison of the two stirrers 

show that generally the values are higher for the cylindrical stirrer 

than the disc rotor as expected and in accordance with the comments 

made in section 8.1. Also the value t^sec^pri is greater for the disc 

stirrer than for the cylindrical stirrer for increasing Re due to the 

extra circulation generated by the disc.

At low speeds the Power number (Table 8.2) is seen to decrease 

by half when the speed doubles. At higher speeds when secondary flow 

also occurs, the Power number decreases less rapidly in agreement with 

F i gure 1.3.

The variation of the couple and Power number with the speed for 

either the cylindrical or disc stirrer rotating in Carbopol 910, is 

shown in Table 8.3. In this case, the couple values do not double 

when speed doubles, since Carbopol 910 is a shear-thinning fluid. 

Instead, the couple values increase by a factor which decreases roughly 

by a constant amount each time for primary flow. The presence of only
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primary flow at all speeds may be represented by the estimated line 

joining the dots in Figure 8.4. However, due to the presence of 

secondary flows at higher speeds, the factor by which the couple 

values increase does not decrease by the same amount as with primary 

flow, but decreases by a smaller amount, resulting in higher couple 

values than expected from primary flow. This deviation from the 

primary flow is shown by the curve joining the squares in the same 

diagram. There is a sharper rise in this curve than that for glycerol 

due to the shear-thinning nature of Carbopol 910.

Again the couples values are higher for the small gap than the 

large gap for both stirrers and for corresponding gap sizes the couples 

are generally higher for the cylindrical stirrer than the disc rotor. 

The Power numbers are seen to decrease with increasing speed for both 

the glycerol and Carbopol 910 as expected.

8.4 Numerical Discharge Efficiencies.

Table 8.4 gives the ratio of the Power number to the Pumping 

number (from equation 4.68) which shows some indication of the discharge 

efficiency of the arrangement under consideration. From Nagata [59] a 

small value of this ratio shows that the rotor is superior in discharge 

efficiency, whereas a large value indicates inferior discharge efficiency.

From the values it can be seen that the disc stirrer is generally 

better in discharging than the cylindrical rotor as expected. Furthermore, 

the small gap geometry shows weak discharging properties than the 

corresponding large gap geometry again as expected, since there is 

more freedom of movement.
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8.5 Comparison of Theoretical Couples with Experimental Couples.

Table 8.5 gives the theoretical and experimental couple values 

for the cylindrical or disc stirrer rotating in glycerol. We can see 

that for the cylindrical stirrer the theoretical couple values are 

higher than their corresponding experimental couple values, whereas 

for the disc stirrer the theoretical couples are lower.

Representative plots of couple versus speed showing both theoretical 

and experimental values for the cylindrical and disc stirrers are shown 

in Figures 8.5 and 8.6 respectively. Although it is apparent from 

Table 8.5 that secondary flow effects start to occur at about Re = 1.6, 

this is not easily visible from Figure 8.5 due to the very small extra 

increase in couple at this Reynolds number. In Figure 8.6, the 

experimental 1ine shows secondary flow effects occurring at approximately 

Re = 1.6, but again no effects are visible from the theoretical line.

The error in the scale reading on the Haake Rotovisco viscometer 

is 1 1, and a maximum error of~10X in the experimental value is generally 

accepted. Experimental error bars are shown in Figures 8.5 and 8.6.

At low scale readings, such as 1 or 2, an error of 1 1 would mean upto 

100X error in the actual couple values. This explains the relatively 

high differences in the experimental couple values at low Re shown in 

the tables. Further contribution to the error may be given by a slight 

'wobble' in the rotor which is more pronounced for the disc rotor than 

the cylindrical rotor. This is expected since the disc stirrer is less 

sturdy due to the inner radius above the disc being smaller. Divergence 

is seen to occur at higher Re and may be explained due to secondary 

flow effects
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Table 8.6 gives the experimental and theoretical couple values 

for the two stirrers rotating in Carbopol 910. Relatively high errors 

are seen to occur at low Reynolds numbers which can be explained 

partly by the reasons given above. Contribution to the error is also 

given by the fluid model not being exactly correct for Carbopol 910, 

since approximation methods were used to find the best model to fit 

the viscometric data. Comparison with the corresponding glycerol 

results show that generally the error is slightly higher for Carbopol 910.

Figures 8.7 and 8.8 show representative plots of couple against 

speed for Carbopol 910 together with experimental error bars. It 

is evident from these plots that the agreement between the experimental 

and theoretical couple values is better for the cylindrical rotor than 

for the disc stirrer - probably again due to the extra 'shake' in the 

disc stirrer. Again divergence is seen to occur at higher Re due to 

secondary flow effects.

8.6 Cone I us i ons

The above results show that the general trends for the variation 

of numerical couples and Power numbers with the gap (yb) and step size 

h (=k) and also speeds are as expected. The various arrangements are 

also found to discharge as one would expect. The experimental couple 

values are seen to compare relatively well with the predicted values, 

within experimental errors. The couple results for the cylindrical 

stirrer obtained here are generally similar to those obtained in our 

preliminary experiments [8] for both glycerol and Carbopol 910 for 

corresponding speeds.
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Step-s i ze
h = k

0.025

0.05

0.1

0.125

0.2

Glycerol

Couple 
M x 107 Mm

3651

336O

3191

3128

2944

Power 
Number

31.5

29.5

28.0

27.5

25.9

Carbopo! 910

Couple 
M x 107 Nm

5460

5324

4821

4614

4070

Power 
Number

48.7

41.8

37.9

36.2

32.0

Table:8.1 Variation of Couple and Power Number with Step-size 
for the Cylindrical Stirrer with y^=1 ,yc=2i*c=2
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Cy 1 i ndr i ca 1 St i rrer

Speed
(rads
per 
sec)

0.105
0.21
0.42
0.84
1.68
3.36
6.78
13.44
26.88
53.76

Reynolds
Number Re

0.05
0. 10
0.20
0.40
0.80
1.60
3.20
6.40
12.80
25.60

Sma 1 1 Gap Large Gap
yb=0.8,yc=3.1,xc=1.9 yb=1.3,yc=3. 1,xc=1.9

Couple
M x 107 Nm

373.00
746.00
1492.00
2984.00
5968.00
11936.00
23872.00
47782.00
95565.00
192260.00

Power
Number

952. 0
476.0
238.0
119.0
60.0
30.0
15.0
7.5
3.7
1.9

Couple
MX 1O7 Nmi

299.6
599.1
1198.2
2396.4
4793.0
9586.2
19173.5
38377.0
77051.0
157396.0

Power
Number

764.0
382.0
19.0
95.6
47.8
24.0
12.0
6.0
3.0
1.5

Disc Stirrer

Speed
(rads
per
sec)

0. 105
0.21
0.42
O.84
1.68
3.36
6.72
13.44
26.88
53.76

Reyno 1 ds
Number Re

0.05
0.01
0.20
0.40
0.80
1.60
3.20
6.40
12.80
25.60

Sma 1 1 Gap Large Gap
yb=0.8,yc=1.4,xc=3. 1 yb=1 . 3,yc=2.0,xc=3. 1

xg=0.5,xc=0.9 xg=0.5,xc=1.9

Couple
M x 107 Nm

204. 12
408.23
816.46
1632.93
3265.91
6532.17
13067.20
26157.00
52666.75
108140.70

Power
Number

521.2
260.6
130.3
65.1
32.6
16.4
8.3
4. 1
2.1
1. 1

Couple
M x 107 Nm

198.5
397.0
794.0
1588.3
3176.6
6353.5
12710.8
25440.2
51269.4
107153.6

Power
Number

506.8
253.4
126.7
63.4
31.7
16.0
8.0
4.0
2.0
1.0

Table: 8.2 Variation of the Numerical Couple and Power Number 
with the Speed/Reynolds Number for the Cylindrical 
or Disc Stirrer Rotating in Glycerol
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Cyl ndrical Stirrer

Speed
(rads
per
sec)

O. 105
0.21
0.42
0.84
1.68
3.36
6.72
13.44

Reyno 1 ds
Number Re

0.01
0.02
0.04
0.08
O.16
0.32
0.64
1.28

Smal 1 Gap
yb=0.8,yc=3.1,xc=1.9

Couple
M x 107 Nm

1426.2
2458.0
4037.9
6308.6
9371 . 8
13564.2
18962.3
25966.0

Power
Number

2964.8
14O2.2
575.8
224.9
83.5
30.4
10.6
3.6

Disc Stirrer

Speed
(rads
per
sec)

0. 105
0.21
0.42
0.84
1.68
3.36
6.72
13.44

Reyno 1 ds
Number Re

0.01
0.02
0.04
0.08
0.16
0.32
0.64
1.28

Sma 1 1 Gap
yb=0.8,yc=1.4,xc=3.1

Xg=0.5,xc=0.9

Couple
M x 107 Nm

780.1
1386.2
2377. 1
3940.9
6350.7
10197.3
16381.0
26744.0

Power
Number

1621.6
790.7
339.0
140.5
56.6
22.9
9.2
3.7

Large Gap
yb=1.3,yc=3.1,xc=1.9

Couple
M x 107 Nm

1130.9
1951.8
3211.0
5026.2
7476.2
10830.5
15171.6
20783.3

Power
Number

2350.9
1113.3
457.9
179.2
66.6
24.3
8.3
2.9

Large Gap
yb=1.3,yc=2.0,xc=3.1

Xg=0.5,Xc

Couple
M x 1O7 Nm

759.2
1348.2
2311.4
3844.0
6184.0
9951.4
16031.5
26156.8

= 1.9

Power
Number

1578.2
769.0
329.6
136.6
55.1
22.3
9.0
3.7

Table: 8.3 Variation of the Numerical Couple and Power Number 
with the Speed/Reynolds Number for the Cylindrical 
or Disc Stirrer Rotating in Carbopol 910
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Cy 1 i ndr i ca 1 St i rrer
Glycerol

-Small Gap (0.8) 
-Large Gap (1.3)

Carbopol 910 
-Smal 1 Gap (0.8) 
-Large Gap (1.3)

Disc Stirrer
Glycerol

-Smal 1 Gap (O.8) 
-Large Gap (1.3)

Carbopol 910

-Smal 1 Gap (0.8) 
-Large Gap (1.3)

Power 
Number 

Np

2.05 
2.58

4.15 
3.92

3.01 
3.71

5.67 
5.54

Pump i ng 
Number 

Nq

7.48 
6.01

3.64 
2.90

4.11 
3.98

3.74 
3.68

Np 
DE= — 

Nq

3.65 
2.33

0.87 
0.74

1.37 
1.07

0.66 
0.66

Table: 8.4 Theoretical Discharge Efficiencies for the 
Arrangements Studied.
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Cy 1 i ndr i ca 1 St i rrer

Speed
(rads
per
sees)

0.105
0.21
0.42
0.84
1.68
3.36
6.72
13.44

Sma 1 Gap

Theoretical
Couple
M x 107 Nm

372.96
745.92
1491.84
2983.68
5967.37
11934.85
23870.52
47745.00

Experimental
Couple
M x 107 Nm

368.00
735.75
1471.50
2943.00
5886.00
11772.00
23544.00
47088.00

Large Gap

Theoret i ca 1
Couple
M x 107 Nm

299.60
599.12
1198.24
2396.49
4793.00
9586.16
19173. 5O
38377.40

Experimental
Couple
M x 107 Nm

245.25
49O.5O
981.50
1962.00
4169.25
8583.75
1741 2. 8O
35561.25

D i sc St i rrer

Speed
(rads
per
sees)

0.105
0.21
0.42
0.84
1.68
3.36
6.72
13.44

Smal 1 Gap

Theoret i ca 1
Couple
M x 107 Nm

2O4.12
408.23
816.46
1632.93
3265.91
6532.17
13067.19
26157.35

Experimental
Couple
M x 107 Nm

245.25
49O.50
981.00
1962.00
3679.00
7602.75
15696.00
32863.50

Large Gap

Theoret i ca 1
Couple
M x 107 Nm

198.50
397.10
794.20

1 588 . 30
3176.60
6353.50
12710.80
25440.20

Experimental
Couple
M x 107 Nm

245.25
490.50
981. OO
1716.75
3433.50
7112.25
14960.25
31146.75

Table: 8.5 A Comparison Between the Theoretical and Experimental 
Couple Values for the Cylindrical and Disc Stirrers 
Rotating in Glycerol.
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5.50. 

5.00. 
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4.00. 

3.50^ 

3.00^ 

2.50. 

2.00 

1.50 

1.00 

0.50

0.00

6.4

Re . 3.2

0.00 0.17 0.34 0.50 0.67 0.84 l.Ol 1,18 1.34 1.51 

Speed (radians/second) Xl °

Figure 8. 5 A variation of numerical («) and experimental (o) couple values 
with speed for the cylindrical stirrer in glycerol, gap =O. 8.

X10-3 

3.50J

3.00.

2.50:

2.00.

£
<U 1.50.

I
° l.OOJ

0.50.

0.00 0.17 0.34 0.50 0.67 0.84 1.01 1.18 1,34 1.51

Speed (radians/second) xl o'
Figure 8.6 A variation of numerical (x) and experimental («>) couple

values with speed for the disc stirrer in glycerol, gap = 0. 8.
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Cy 1 i ndr i ca 1 St i rrer

Speed
(rads 
per
sees)

0.105
O.21
0.42
0.84
1.68
3.36
6.72
13.44

Smal 1 Gap

Theoretical
Couple
M x 107 Mm

1426.2
2458.3
4037.9
63O8.6
9371.8
13564.2
18962.3
25966.8

Experimental
Couple
M x 107 Nm

1349.00
2452.50
3924.50
6131.25
8583.75
12017.25
16677.00
24279.25

Large Gap

Theoret i ca 1
Couple
M x 107 Nm

1130.85
1951.80
3211.00
5026.20
7476.20
1083O.50
15171.60
20783.30

Experimental
Couple
M x 107 Nm

1226.25
22O7.25
3678.75
5395. 5O
7602.75
11281.5O
152O5.5O
21336.75

Disc Stirrer

Speed
(rads
per
sees)

0. 105
0.21
0.42
0.84
1.68
3.36
6.72
13.44

Smal I Gap

Theoret i ca 1
Couple
M x 107 Nm

780.20
1386.20
2377.10
3940.90
6350.70
10197.37
16380.95
26744.00

Experimental
Couple
M x 1O7 Nm

981.00
1716.75
2943.00
4414.50
6867.00
11772.00
16677.00
27223.00

Large Gap

Theoret i ca 1
Couple
M x 107 Nm

759.15
1348.20
2311.40
3833. OO
6184.00
9951.40
16031.50
26256.75

Experimental
Couple
M x 107 Nm

981.00
1716.75
2943.00
4414.50
7602. OO
12262.5O
17658.00
20846.00

Table: 8.6 A Comparison Between the Theoretical and Experimental 
Couple Values for the Cylindrical and Disc Stirrers 
Rotating in Carbopol 91O.
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0.00

6.4

0.00 0.17 0.34 0.50 0.67 0.84 1.01 1,18 1.34

Speed (radians/second)

Figure 8.7 A variation of numerical (*) and experimental (°) couple
values with speed for the cylindrical stirrer in Carbopol 91O, 
gap = 1. 3.

.4

0.00 Ool7 0 = 3d 0.50 0.67 O.Sd 1,01 1.18 1,3d

Speed (radians/second) xio 1

Figure 8.8 A variation of numerical (») and experimental (<») couple 
values with speed for the disc stirrer in Carbopol 910, 
gap = 1. 3.
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

9.0 CONCLUSIONS

A novel flow visualisation technique has been developed which 

is relatively cheap, easy to use and moderately efficient for obtaining 

good clear simultaneous pictures of fluid flows in the horizontal and 

vertical planes of the apparatus. This ensures an instantaneous 

three-dimensional view of the flows. A permanent record of the flows 

can be taken, stored on a video cassette and studied at leisure whenever 

required using the freeze-frame and playback facilities. The freeze- 

frame facility allows relatively more accurate timing of flows and 

determination of particle positions than the stop watch, which was 

used in preliminary experimentation on primary flows. A number of 

recordings of the flows can be stored on one video cassette thus 

giving lower costs. Futhermore, the technique enables flow patterns 

to be determined as well as various primary and secondary flow parameters 

and torque values. In fact, more information about the flows can be 

obtained from this technique than from any other method used previously. 

In principle, a full three-dimensional analysis of flows due to stirrers, 

such as anchors, gates and Rushton Turbines can be carried out.

The advantage of the use of large tracer particles is that they 

are easy to track individually and can be removed from the fluid hence 

enabling the fluid to be reused. However, inaccuracies occur with the 

usage of large particles as was seen with the experimental angular 

velocities being generally lower in most cases (especially for secondary 

flows) than the corresponding theoretical values. Moreover, the tracking 

of individual tracer particles' positions and manual input of data 

into the computer for analysis proved extremely time-consuming.
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A suggestion to overcome the above problems is to use smaller 

particles which are highly reflective and which are more likely to 

travel at the same speed of the fluid. These would obviously be more 

difficult to visualise and track. Therefore, a touch sensitive screen 

or computer scan method is recommended with the former working on the 

principle that the particle on the TV screen is touched with a sensitive 

pen and its position directly recorded into the computer. This would 

also be rather time-consuming although more accurate, since no human 

reading of particle positions and time is involved. This is where the 

computer scan method would be extremely helpful. Here, the computer 

would automatically scan the TV screen every frame, if required, and 

the positions of all the particles would be recorded into the computer 

and direct analysis would then be carried out. This would save much 

time and effort and give much more accurate resuIts with the use of 

smaller tracer particles. Obviously, this technique can only be 

installed and used if large sums of money is available since it is a 

very expensive technique.

Another limitation involved with our flow visualisation technique 

is the speed used to obtain secondary flow. We are confined to a 

speed of 128 rpm for good resolution of the tracer particles, since 

above this speed even with the freeze-frame facility, the particles 

cannot be seen clearly. The above computer scan method would also 

help to overcome this problem so that flows at higher speeds can be 

studied experimentally.

For comparison with experimental results, theoretical prediction 

of more complex flows and for eventual scale-up, a numerical technique 

using finite difference methods has been developed similar to that 

used by Pao to model both primary and secondary flows induced by
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rotating stirrers. The theoretical couple values, Power numbers, 

Pumping numbers and discharge efficiencies can all be determined. 

Flows for Reynolds numbers upto 400 can be simulated successfully, but 

it was not found necessary to simulate flows for Re>400. However, in 

view of the ease with which the results for Re=400 were obtained, we 

see no difficulty in simulating flows for Re>400 or even for Re > 1000 

as carried out by Pao [67] and Hyun [38].

The method is relatively easy to use with no complicated 

matrix involved and enables each parameter to be iterated individually 

unlike the method used by Paddon. Furthermore, comparison of the results 

obtained from our method with those of other workers for similar 

arrangements show encouraging agreement enabling us to feel confident 

in using our method to simulate flows investigated in this study.

9.0.1 Comparison of Theoretical Results with Experimental Results

Numerical and experimental angular velocities for primary flow 

generally give good quantitative agreement for both the cylindrical 

and disc stirrers rotating in either glycerol or Carbopol 910. Primary 

flow shear rates give good qualitative and fair quantitative agreement 

for a)I arrangements.

For secondary flows, there is relatively good quantitative 

agreement between the experimental and theoretical angular velocities 

for glycerol and only fair quantitative agreement for Carbopol 910. 

The shear rates are highly scattered and give only fair qualitative 

agreement between theoretical and experimental values. For both 

glycerol and Carbopol 910 the experimental and numerical values of the 

stream function and vorticity agree well qualitatively. However, the
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experimental and theoretical streamlines are of opposite directions 

for Carbopol 910 due to its slight elastic property not being present 

in the theoretical model.

9.0.2 Couple Values. Power Numbers and Discharge Efficiencies.

Numerical and experimental couple values generally agree well 

quantitatively for the cylindrical stirrer rotating in either glycerol 

or Carbopol 910 at all Reynolds numbers. However, for the disc 

stirrer rotating in either fluid, the agreement between the 

experimental and theoretical couple values is relatively good at low 

Re but divergence is seen to occur at higher Re due to secondary flow 

effects. Numerical couple values and Power numbers vary with speed, 

gap size and step size as expected. The various geometries discharge 

fluid also as expected.

From the above comments it can be safely concluded that we 

have achieved our aim of contributing to the field of the low speed 

mixing of viscous fluids by developing experimental and theoretical 

techniques which generally give good results for primary flows. For 

secondary flows, the comparison of the results are better for glycerol 

than for Carbopol 910 as expected. However, we feel confident that 

had a more realistic fluid model been used with the elastic behaviour 

of Carbopol 910 being incorporated, better agreement of the results 

would have been obtained. Also, a better characterisation of the 

fluids to include a wider shear rate region is required so that more 

accurate fluid models can be used in the various equations which would 

give better agreement of the theoretical results with those obtained 

experimentally for non-Newtonian fluids.
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The experimental method can be used as it stands, but if 

funding is available, modifications as those mentioned earlier, to the 

technique are welcome to give improved results. Modifications to the 

mathematical method would include non-axisymmetric flows as well as 

axisymmetric flows, more appropriate fluid models for the fluids 

studied and also changes to the computer program for the wide range of 

geometries investigated.

9.1 Suggestions For Future WorK.

The work carried out in this study has provided a basis for 

future work in the field of mixing. It is hoped that the techniques 

developed here will be used to aid in the investigation of flows 

generated by more complicated stirrers, such as the Rushton Turbine in 

more complex fluids e.g. those which exhibit elasticity or 'yield 

stress' behaviour. We hope that eventually the various types of mixers, 

fluids and conditions under they are used in 'real life' industrial 

applications can be modelled theoretically. As mentioned earlier, 

this would inevitably save time, money and effort as experimental work 

would not need to be carried out. Obviously much work needs to be 

carried out before this stage is reached. Below are suggestions for 

future work which will help to give a better understanding of the 

mixing flows involved.

(i) The theoretical and experimental study of more complex 

arrangements of stirrers in a range of fluids of more 

industrial relevance. This would include the determination 

of both primary and secondary flow parameters, power consumption 

and discharge efficiencies. In fact, a study of various 

stirrers in elastic fluids is the subject of ongoing work.
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(ii) A study of the effect of baffles on flows and power consumption.

(iii) A theoretical and experimental investigation of colour band 

and dispersive mixing where part of the fluid is coloured 

and the concentrat i on of coI our i n the fluid measured as i t 

changes with time until a homogeneous mixture is obtained. 

This would include determination of circulation, mixing 

and residence times.

(iv) A study of how two particles which are initially adjacent 

disperse through the fluid.

(v) A determination of stagnant regions in mixing vessels using 

powder, dye or particle techniques.

(vi) A study of transient flows i.e. from start-up.

(vii) A prediction of the most suitable mixing geometries for 

various industrial fluids examined.

(viii) A determination of how various geometries studied can be 

scaled up to manufacture level.
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NOMENCLATURE

a, b, c, d, e coefficients of the matrix given in equation (4.36)

aN , bN defined by equations (3.4) and (3.5) respectively

A, B defined by equation (4.41)

Ax , AX, Axy,
Axx , Ayy defined by equations (4.58)

CJK rate of strain tensor

F periodic function in equation (3.3)

Fp, Fs defined by equations (4.52) and (4.53)

g gravitational constant in equation (4.3) or shear rate

GQ, G|_| defined by equations (4.42) and (4.47) respectively

h, k finite difference grid width and height

I incompressibiIi ty

I 1( I 2 , 13 defined by equations (4.21), (4.22), (4.29), (4.30), 
I 4 , I 5 and (4.31)

Kj, Kg defined by equations (4.23) and (4.32) respectively

M couple

n parameter in Cross and Carreau models

N number of data points

N_ Power number

N_ Pumping number

p arbitrary isotropic pressure

p defined by equation (4.17)

q deformation rate

r rad i us

r. outer radius of disc or cylindrical stirrer 1 b

r radius of cylindrical container 1 c

r i nner radius of d i sc stirrerg
Re Reynolds number
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t time

T time to complete one cycle of stream pattern

u d i mens i on I ess anguIar veIoc i ty

Vr , VQ , Vz fluid velocities in r, 9, and z directions

VX i Vy dimension less fluid velocities in x and y directions

vxq> vyq velocity of particle q in x and y directions

W, W1 defined by equations (4.66)

x dimension less radius

X|.j d i mens i on I ess radius of rotor

xc di mension I ess radius of cyl indrical container

Xg dimension I ess inner radius of disc stirrer

y dimension 1 ess height

yo dimension I ess height of fluid between base of 
container and base of rotor

yc di mension 1 ess height of fluid in container

y- d i mens i on 1 ess he i ght of upper part of d i sc rotor

z height of tracer particle from bottom of container

Zfc height of fluid between base of container and base 
of rotor

zc height of fluid in container

a dimension I ess stream function

a^ defined by equation (4.38)

P defined by equation (4.56)

y stream function

p density of the fluid

Y strain rate

\ parameter in Cross and Carreau equations

r£ physical components of the extra stress tensor due
to the structure of the fluid

r\ Newtonian viscosity 

apparent viscosity
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zero shear viscosity 

i nf i n i te shear v i scos i ty 

reduced viscosity 

(0 rotational angular speed of the fluid 

8 angu1ar speed of the rotor 

P defined by equation (4.44) 

X vort i c i ty
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APPENDIX 1

A copy of the paper showing results from 
preliminary work on the solid aluminium 
cylindrical stirrer.



COlffARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL FLOWS 
ABOUT A FINITE ROTATING CYLINDER

V. Bodalia, T.H. Hanmond, D.G. Knight and R.V. Williams 
Polytechnic of Wales, Pontypridd, CF37 1DL, U.K.

SUMSSRY

The laminar flow of Newtonian and shear-thinning non- 
Newtonian fluids between a finite rotating cylinder and an 
outer cylindrical container is studied theoretically and ex 
perimentally. Numerical solutions for the primary flow 
velocity, shear rate and couple on the rotating cylinder are 
obtained using finite differences and the Strongly Implicit 
iterative method to model the governing non-linear partial 
differential equation. A flow visualisation technique is used 
to obtain experimental results for glycerol (Newtonian) and 
an aqueous solution of Carbopol 910 (non-Newtonian) which are 
found to be at least in reasonable agreement with theoretical 
predictions.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper aims to make a contribution to the study of 
the low-speed mixing of viscous fluids. Such mixing is a 
commonly used but little understood industrial process. For 
simplicity our preliminary investigations are confined to the 
symmetric steady flow induced by a finite cylinder rotating 
with angular velocity ft radians/sec in a fluid contained in a 
stationary flat bottomed outer cylinder (fig. la).

Both Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids are considered, 
and since in this type of flow the usual dominant practical 
effect is the shear-thinning nature of the fluid (as opposed 
to properties such as elasticity or thixotropy) the non- 
Newtonian behaviour is taken to be a non-linear dependence of 
viscosity on shear rate. As relatively "thick" materials are 
considered attention need only be focussed on low Reynolds 
number flow. Results for fluid particle speed and rotor drag 
are obtained both by numerical simulation and experiment.



2. THEORY

Cylindrical polar coordinates (r, 6, z) are taken with
the z-axis along the axis of rotation (fig. la). The base of
the container (radius r ) is at z-0 and the base of the rotor
(radius r,) is at z-z. . C The fluid surface is at z-z •b D c

FIGURE ^ (a) * c
u*1

Ur1
p

1-

fr°

, u=0

u?0 A

£

i

1

Non-dimensionalising by writing

r=r, x
D

(D

and assuming inertial forces and secondary flow effects are 
negligible, we take the physical components of the axially 
symmetric primary flow velocity as

v -0 x

Xhe boundary conditions are (fig. lb) 

u - 0 on OA, AB ; u - 1 on DE, CD ; 

lu/3y - 0 on BC (no normal flow); 

3u/3x - 0 on OE (symmetry),

, v -0y
(2)

(3)

where Vzb/rb ' Vzc /rb

For the relation between the stress tensor p and the velo 
city we choose the purely viscous generalisea^evtonian fluid 
with equation of state

- P 5. * 2n(q) (5)

where p is an arbitary isotropic pressure and the shear rate q 
is the second invariant of the first rate-of-strain tensor

(1) r. ,i
e £k 11.2J.



Depending on the precise fora of the variable viscosity 
n(q) equation (5) yields fluid models [2] such as the Cross 
and Carreau models with

n(q)-n. + (n -n) d+*) n' (7)
™ eQ

f actively,. tffeere n (the zero-shear viscosity), i\m the 
infinite shear' viscosity), X and n are constants.

Substituting (2) into the stress equations of motion 
in their cylindrical polar form [1,2] and noting that 
3/36 = 0 yields

3_ (P(x,y\3u ) * j>_ (P(x,y)3u) - 0 (8) 
3x »x 3y 3y

vhere P(x,y) - x3 V(Y) (9) 

V(Y) - n(ny)/n do)o 

and Y - x ((3u/3x) 2 + (3u/3y)V . dD

The problem now centres on solving (8) for u subject to (3). 

The couple M on the rotor is given by

M - 2,flnr 3 *\M i dx * S(ir)Hdy] (12)

but since each derivative of u has a singularity at D there 
is some difficulty in using (12) as it stands. Following the 
standard technique [3] for removing such singularities we 
can evaluate M as

M = 2^ r 3 [ I + J + K 1 (13)
o b

where

K • U. G (81/220 + (y£ - yfc ) ) (16)



Both integrands are taken to be zero at the corner. G is a 
constant to be determined from a knowledge of u near the 
corner.

3. FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION

Taking a grid defined by 

xi-ih,(i-0,l..n,n+l,..N); y."jk, (j-0,1. .n,m+l. .M) (17)

where nh-1, Nh*x_, »k -y. , Mk-y (18)
C D C

then (8) can be discretised [4,5] at interior grid points by

(19) 
Where

a..* - P. . , b. .- aP. . . d. .«oP. . . «. .« i P. . . (20) 
•iJ a i.j-j, ij i-i.j; ij i+J.j, 13 a i,J + J

a-k/h c..«a..+b..+d..+e... (21) 
ij ij ij ij ij

From boundary OE and BC we have

u . - (4/3)u. . - (l/3)u, . + 0(h3 ) (22)

u. M - (4/3)u. M . -U/3)u. ,*0(h) (23) 
1. ™ i ,n-l i ,M-2 •

Equations (19) , (22) , (23) give a set of siraultaneous equations

AU « B (24)

in which B is a known vector of length (N-D(M-l), U is the 
unknown and A is a block tri-diagonal (N-l) (M-l) by 
(N-D(M-l) matrix. We solve (24) iteratively using the 
Strongly Implicit Method [6,7] . As our initial approxima 
tion for u we take a Newtonian Couette flow [l] above D, a 
linear approximation directly beneath the rotor and in the 
remaining region a linear combination of both the Couette and 
below-rotor approximations.

Provision was made within the program to obtain u(x,y) 
for a particular non-Newtonian fluid by starting from a New 
tonian solution. The required non-Newtonian solution could 
be reached via a sequence of steps in which the non-Newtonian 
paraneters were incremented from Newtonian towards those of 
the required fluid. However it was found that the same non- 
Newtonian solution could be obtained in one direct step from



the initial approximation described above.

The shear rate Y(x,y) was also iteratively calculated 
(to 0(h^)) from u(x,y) until converged values were obtained 
and Richardson extrapolation was used to improve the accur 
acy of u and Y. Convergence was typically obtained within 
150 iterations (80 seconds run-time on a DEC-20 mainframe) 
for a suitable choice of the iteration acceleration factor 
[6] even for quite markedly shear-thinning fluids such as 
the Gasreau model with r\ - 10, n« " 0.1, X«l,' n-0.5, and 
with h • k - 0.05 when yb-l xc - 2 yc - 2.

Typical u and y contours are presented (Figs. 2,3). For
ith'tfce "same n the more shear-thinning fluid has 

the fluid motion confined closer to the rotor - a typical 
pseudoplastic effect.

FJGURE 2-u Contours ..J

NEWTOMAN NON-NEWTONIAN (Carreau)

FIGUR5 3-S Contours

NEWTONIAN 
Geometry jnd Fluid as in Fi

NON-NEWTONIAN

The couple M was calculated from u and Y using the 
trapezium rule and equation (12), where G is given[3] by

(25)

Typical results are given in Section 4.



A. COMPARISION WITH EXPERIMENT 

4.1 Description

A blackened aluminium rotor turned by a Haake Rotovisco 
viscometer and perspex container (with r,-2cm, r »3.8 cm, 
y « M (small gap) or 2-lcm(large SaP)) vlre used? Coloured 
tinsel particle positions were recorded as functions of time 
by video cameras viewing the (r,z) and (r, 6)planes. From 
the radius and period of each particle orbit a primary flow 
velocity was found. At a chosen fl (16 rpm) the particles 
maintained fixed orbits for many minutes without settling 
and no significant secondary flow was seen. The couple was 
determined by a dynamometer in the viscometer.

The test fluids were a 10 poise (glycerol/water) New 
tonian fluid and an aqueous solution of Carboppl 910 of 
nominal viscosity 9 poise. The Carbopol was markedly shear- 
thinning but did not show any significant thixotropic, 
elastic or yield stress behaviour. The model parameters 
n n ^ t\ and n were obtained (to an error <1.5Z) from the 
visc'otneter viscosity curve using a non-linear minimization 
technique, and then used in the program for finding u,-yandM.

The Reynolds number Re (incorporating the gap z ) used 
to determine the speed of flow for a fluid of density p is

Re « pr
2- "• 
/qn(q) rbn/V (26)

4.2 Results

(a) In Fig. A numerically computed u-values are plotted 
against experimental u-values. The data points lie reason 
ably near the bold line signifying the expected values. The 
scatter for small u—values can be assumed due to inherent 
experimental error.

NON-NEWTONIAN 
(Cross)



Small gap Carbopol results were adversely affected by thermal 
currents generated by camera illumination and are not pre 
sented. In agreement with Fig. 3 Carbopol fluid speed at a 
fixed position near the cylinder is faster than for glycerol.

(b) Fig. 5 compares numerical and experimental couples 
and includes experimental error bars and Reynolds numbers. 
There is remarkable small gap Newtonian agreement and higher 
speed divergence is due to secondary flow effects [8-10] .

.FIGURE S-Coupl.s
8000

4000

8000

4000

12 16
RPM

NON-NEWTONIAN (Carreau) 
10000

RPM

A quantitative comparison of Carbopol results is pro 
bably affected by extrapolation of viscosity data outside 
the measured viscosity range when using fluid model parameters

5. CONCLUSION

(a) Numerical and experimental u-values are in reason 
able agreement for all fluids.

(b) Numerical and experimental couple values agree veil 
quantitatively for Newtonian flow with secondary flow effects 
apparent for Re _>_ 0.2. For non-Newtonian flow there is good 
qualitative and fair quantitative agreement with secondary 
flow effects apparent for Re _> 0.1.



(c) Secondary flow in the present geometry, primary and 
secondary flow in polygonal geometries and the incorporation 
of slightly elastic fluid models are the subject of ongoing 
work.
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APPENDIX 2

Listings of computer programs used for the 
calculation of experimental primary and 
secondary flow parameters.



C************** PRIMARY FLOW EXPERIMENT DATA PROCESSING *«****««««**«***'

character*12, dataia,rotor,fluid,gapsiz, 
4 temp,date,ugout, 
4 thu,thg,vel,shear

character*!.answer

dimension t(100),tl(100),t2(100),h(100),hl(100),h2(100),sd(100), 
4 ynl(100),xn(100),yp(100),xp(100),yn2(100),sp(100), 
4 x(100),y(100),x2(100),y2(100),r(100),u(100),gam(100), 
4 xf(100),yf(100),ul(100),u2(100),u3(100),u4(100), 
4 glUOO),g2(100),g3(100),g4(100),udlff(100),gdiffUOO), 
4 unlUOO),un2(100),uth(100),gml(100),gm2(100),gth(100)

integer srevs 
real meanu.neang

type*;type*,'do you want to create x-y files? (y/n)' 
accept 'al'.answer
if ((answer.eq.'y').or.(answer.eq.'¥'))call filexy 

5 type*,'input the number of data points,n* 
accept*,n
type*,'input speed in revs per min. srevs' 
accept*,srevs
type*,'input radius of rotor rb in mm' 
accept*,rb 
type*,'input xo.yo* 
accept*,xo,yo 
type*,'input tolh' 
accept*,tolh

type*,'Insert name of input file'
read(5,100)dataln
typ'*!'insert name of thu Input file'
read(5,100)thu
type*,'insert name of thg Input file'
read(5,100)thg
type*,'insert name for u output file'
read(5,100)vel
type*,'insert name for g output file'
read(S,100)shear
type*,'insert name for output file*
read(5,100)ugout

type*,'input type of rotor'
read(5,100)rotor
type*,'input name of fluid'
read(5,100)fluld
type*,'input gap-size*
read(5,80)gapslz
type*,"Input temperature'
read(5,80)temp
type*,'input date of experiment*
read(5,100)date

open(unit-30,file-datain,status"'old')

do 10 1-1,n 
re8d(30,*),tl(i),ynl(i),hl(i),xn(i),xp(l),yp(l),t2(i),yn2(i),

4 h2(i)

ynl(i) • ynl(i)+yo; yn2(l) - yn2(l)+yo; yp(i) " yp(i)-yo 
xn(l) " xn(i)+xo; xp(l) - xp(i)-xo

(ynl(i)+rn(i)+ip(i)+yp(l)+yn2(l))*0.8
r(i)/rb
0.5*((hl(i)+h2(l))*4)
h(i)/rb

sp(i) 60/t(i)
sp(i)/srevs 

10 continue 

toll-0.1 

c ********** particle sorting •**«******

c for each particle 
do 30 i-l.n

c search through the particles
knin-0; gama-0.0; ganas-0.0; gamasq-0.0

do 20 J-l.n

dx-abs(x(J)-x(D); dy-sbs(y(J>-y(l» 
lfUdx.lt.toll).or.(di.gt.tolh)) go to 20 
lfUdy.lt.toll).or.(dy.gt.tolh)) go to 20



kmin-kain+1

gaaa-x(i ) *sqrt ( (du/dx) **2+(du/dy) **2 ) 
gaoas- gamaa + gama 
gaoasq- gaaasq + gama**2 

20 continue

if(kmln.gt.l) then
gam(i)- ganas/kmin
first" knin / (kmin-1)
second* gamasq / kmin
third" (gamas/kmin)**2
ad(i)- sqrt((second-thlrd)*first) I standard deviation 

else
gam(i)-0.0
if(kmln.eq.l) ganCO-gaiBas/kniin
sd(i)- 0.0 

end if 
30 continue

c ********** theoretical u 4 g values ********** 
c *** u values ***

open(unit-41,file"thu, status" 'old') 
lcount-0; sum -0.0; sumsq-0.0 
do 60 i"l,n
read(41,*),rf(i),yf(i),ul(i),u2<i),u3(i),u4U) 
unl(i) - ((i(i)

uth(i)
udiff(i)'- ((uth(i)-u(i))/uth(i))*100.

icount"icount+l 
sum-sum+udi f f ( 1 ) 
8UBsq-suinsq+udiff(i)»udiff(i) 

60 continue
first" lcount/(icount-l)
second" sumsq/icount
third" (sum/icount)**2
stdu" Bqrt((second-third)*first) Istd. dev. of udiff(i)

neanu • suo/icount

c *** g values ***
open(unlt"42,flle"thg,status-'old') 

lcount-0; suo-0.0; suosq-0.0 
do 70 I-l.o
read(42,*) > xf(i),yf(i),gl(i) > g2(l),g3(i) >g4(i) 
gml(i) • ((x(i)-xf(i))*(g2(l)-gl(i))/0.1)+gl(l) 
gB2(i) - ((x(i)-xfU))*(g4(i)-g3(i))/0.1)+g3U) 
gth(i) - ((y(i)-yf(i))*(gm2(i)-gnl(i))/0.1)+ginl(i) 
gdiff(i) - ((gth(i)-gam(i))/gth(i))*100.

icount"lcount+l 
sum-suD-fgdlffCi) 
sumsq-aumsq+gdiff(1)*gdiff(1) 

70 continue
first" lcount/(icount-l)
second" sumsq/icount
third- (sum/icount)**2
stdg- sqrt((second-third)*first) Istd. dev. of gdiff(i)

meang • sun/icount

open(unit"69,file"ugout,status"'new') 
open(unit"43,file"vel,status"'new') 
open(unit"45,file-shear,status"'new')

write(69,200)ugout
write(69,250)datain
wrlte(69,300)rotor,fluid,gapsiz
write(69,400)srevs
write(69,500)teiDp,date
write(69,600)tolh,xo,yo
wrIte(69,930) > meanu 1 stdu,nieang,Btdg
write(69,900),n
write(69.800)
write(43,650)datain
write(45,700)dataln

do 55 1-1,n
wrlte(69,900),l,i(i).y(l),u(i),gao(l),sd(i).udlff(l).gdlff(l) 
wrlte(43,910),u(l),uth(i) 
wrlte(45,920),gan(i),gth(i) 

55 continue

80 format(a7) 
100 foroac(al2)



200 formatC THIS OUTPUT IS FROM *,A12)
250 formatC DATA INPUT FILE IS ',A12,/)
300 foraatC ROTOR - '.A12, 1 FLUID " ',A12,

& ' GAP-SIZE • '.A7)
400 formatC SPEED OF ROTOR • • ,13,'RPM 1 , • TYPE OF FLOW - PRIMARY')
SOO formatC TEMPERATURE - ',A7,' DATE OF EXPT. ',A12)
600 foraatC TOLH • '.F4.1,' XO • '.F5.2,' YO - '.F5.2,/)
650 foraatC COMPARISON OF U VALUES FOR ',A12,/,

4 ' EXPERIMENTAL U',/,' THEORETICAL U')
700 formatC COMPARISON OF G VALUES FOR '.A12,/,

4 ' EXPERIMENTAL G',/,' THEORETICAL G')
800 formatC I X(I) Y(I) U(I)

4 GAM(I) SDG(I) UDIFF(I) GDIFF(I) ')
900 format(lx,i4,3(3x,f7.3),fl3.6,(3z,f7.3),2(lx,fl3.6))
910 format(lx,2(f7.3))
920 format(li,2(fl3.6))
930 format(IX,'FOR UDIFF(I), MEAN - '.F7.3,' STANDARD DEVIATION '

4 .'- '.F7.3,
4 /,' FOR GDIFF(I), MEAN - ',F7.3,' STANDARD DEVIATION • ',
4 F7.3,//)

close(unit-30,statu8-'keep')
clo8e(unlt-69,8tatus-'keep')
close(unlt-41,statu8-'keep')
clo8e(unit-42,statu8-'keep')
clo8e(unlt-43,status-'keep')
close(unit-45,status-'keep')
type*;type*;type*,'run the program again? (y/n)'
accept '(al)',answer
if((answer.eq.'y').or.(answer.eq.'Y')) go to 5
stop
end

subroutine fllexy
character*12, datain.ugout, answer

dimension tl(100),t2UOO),hUOO),hl(100),h2(100), 
4 ynl(100),jcn(100),yp(100),xp(100),yn2(100), 
4 x(100),y(100),r(100)

10 type*;type*,' ***** create zy files ****** 
type*;type*
type*, 'Input the number of data points, n* 
accept*, n
type*, 'input zo.yo' 
accept*, zo,yo 
rb-19.5; srevs-16; tolh-0.4

type*, 'Input name of Input file'
read(5,100)dataln
type*, 'input name for xy output file'
read(5,100)ugout
open( unit-30 , file-da tain, status" ' old ' )

do 20 1-1, n
read(30 > *),tl(i),ynl(i),hl(I),xn(i),ip(i),yp(i),t2(i),yn2(i), 

& h2(i)

ynl(i) - ynl(i)+yo; yn2(i) - yn2(i)+yo; yp(l) - yp(l)-yo 
xn(l) • xn(i)+io; xp(i) " xp(l)-xo

- (ynl(l)+xn(iHXp(iHyp(l)+yn2(i))*0.8
- r(i)/rb
- 0.5*((hl(i)+h2(i))*4)
- h(i)/rb

20 continue

open( uni t-49 , f ile-ugout , status" ' new ' ) 
wrlte(49,200)ugout 
write(49,250)datain 
do 50 1-1, n 
wrlte(49,*),x(i),y(i) 

50 continue

80 format(a7)
100 format(a!2)
200 foroatC THIS OUTPUT IS FROM ',A12)
250 formatC DATA INPUT FILE IS '.A12,/)

close(unlt-30,status-'keep 1 )
close(unit-49,statua-'keep l )
type*;type*. 'create another xy flle7 (y/n)'
accept 'al', answer
If ((answer. eq.'y'). or. (answer. eq. 'Y')) goto 10
stop
end



C****************** SECONDARY FLOW PAKT 1 ************************* 

C**************** EXPERIMEMT DATA PROCESSING **********************

C***** SMOOIHI1C OF RA« DATA 4 CALCULATION OF VELOCITIES **********

character*!2, datain,rotor,fluid,gaps! z,sxy,xy, reply1, 
4 date, temp, vel,master,ibyb, reply,nucsys

dimension t(500),xb(500),yb(500),th(500),x(500),y(500), 
4 xg(500),yg(500),h(500),xd(500),yd(500),thd(500), 
4 ys(500),ths(500),ax(500),bx(500),ay(500),by(500), 
4 xs(500),ath(500),bth(500)

real k,kk
Integer arev,d,f

iddum"! 
iround-1

5 type*,'input the number of data points,d 1 
accept*,d
type*,'input speed in revs per min. srevs' 
accept*,arev 
type*,'input xo.yo' 
accept*,xo,yo 
type*,'input f for d/f' 
accept*,f

type*,'input name of input file'
read(5,100)datain
type*,'input name for vel output file'
read(5,100)vel
type*,'input name for sxy output file'
read(5,100)sxy
type*,'input name for xy output file'
read(5,100)xy
type*,'input name for xbyb output file'
read(5,100)xbyb

if (iround.eq.l)then
type*,'do you want to open a xsys master file ? (y/n)' 
accept '(aD'.replyl

if ((replyl.eq.'y').or.(replyl.eq.'Y')) then 
type*,'input name of the xsys master file' 
accept lOO.nxsys 
open(unit"50,flle-mxsys,status"'new')

if (iround.eq.1) then 
wrlte(50,125)datain 
wrlte(50,110)mxsye 
wrlte(50,250) 
iround"0 

end if 
end if 

end if

if (iddum.eq.l)then
type*,'do you want to open a general master file ? (y/n)' 
accept '(al)',reply

if ((reply.eq.'y').or.(reply.eq.'Y')) then
type*,'input name of the general master file'
accept 100,master
open(unit'42,file™master,status"'new')
iddum-0 

end if
end if
type*,"input type of rotor'
read(5,100)rotor
type*,'input name of fluid'
read(5,100)fluid
type*,"input gap-size"
read(5,90)gapsiz
type*,'input temperature in deg. celsiua'
read(5,90)temp
type*,'input date of experiment'

read(5,100)date

s-srev*0.1047 
open(uoit-30,file-datain,status-"old")

do 10 1-1, d
read(30,*),xg(l),yg(l),h(i) 
xbU) • «xg(l)-xo)*4)/l9.5 
yb(l) " ((yg(D-yo)*4)/19.5 
i(l) • sqrt(xb(l)**Z + yb(l)**2) 
y(i) • <h(i)*A)/19.5 

10 continue



th(l)-0.0 
t(l)-0.0

do 20 i - 2, d 
t(i) - t(i-l) + 0.4
tile • (xb(i-n*xb(i)+yb(l-l)*yb(i))/(x(i)*x(i-l)) 
tile - acos(tlle) 
type*,i,'theta - ',tile 
check - yb(i-l)*xb(t)-xb(i-l)*yb(i) 
If(check.lt.O.O) tile - 6.283185308-tile 
th(i) • th(i-l)+tile 
type*,th(i) 

20 continue

p-t(d) 
k-6.2832/p 
nmax-d/f 
xxx-th(d) 
do 25 1-1,d

th(i)-th(lHxxx*(1.0-t(i)/p) 
25 continue

do 40 n • 0 ,nmax+l 
sax-0 
say-0 
sbx-0 
sby-0 
sath-0 
sbth"0 
do 30 i-2 , d

tl-t(i-l)
t2- t(i)
dt- t2-tl
al" k*n*tl
a2" k*n*t2
cl*cos(al)
c2"cos(a2)
sl-sin(al)
s2-sin(a2)

xl-x(i-l)
x2-x(i)
yl-y(i-l)
y2- y(i)
thl-th(i-l)
th2-th(i)

sax • sax + dt*(xl*cl + x2*c2) 
say • say + dt*(yl*cl + y2*c2) 
sath - sath + dt*(thl*cl + th2*c2) 
if (n.lt.l) goto 30

sbx - sbx + dt*(xl*sl + x2*s2) 
sby - sby + dt*(yl*al + y2*s2) 
sbth • sbth + dt*(thl*sl + th2*s2) 

30 continue

ax(n+l) • sax/p 
ay(n-H) • say/p 
athCn+1) • sath/p 
if (n .It. 1) go to 40 
bx(n+l) • sbx/p 
by(n-t-l) • aby/p 
bth(n-H) • sbth/p 

40 continue

c ***** caic. snoothed x, y. th, xd, yd, thd *****

do 60 i • l,d 
xan - ax(l)/2 
ysn • ay(l)/2 
than • ath(U/2 
xdl • 0 
ydl • 0 
thdl • 0 
tl - t(i)

do 50 n • 1, nmax 
kk - k*n*tl 
cl - cos(kk) 
si - sln(kk)



XSD • xsn + ax(n+l)*cl + bx(n+l)*sl 
ysn " ysn + ay(n+l)*cl + by(o+l)*sl 
thsn • thsn + ath(n+l)*cl + bth(n+l)*sl

xdl " xdl + n*(bx(n-H)*cl - ax(n+l)*sl) 
ydl • yd! + n*(by(n+l)*cl - ay(n+l)*sl) 
thdl • thdl + o*(bth(n+l)*cl - ath(n+l)*sl) 

50 continue

xs(i) "xsn 
ys(l) -ysn
thad) -thsn-xxx*(1.0-t(i)/p) 
xd(l) - k*xdl/s 
yd(i) • k*ydl/s 
thd(i) "abs((k*thdl+xxx/p)/s) 
th(i) - th(i)-xxx*(1.0-t(i)/p) 

60 continue

open(unit"25,file-vel,status-'new') 
open(unit-31,file-sxy,status-'new') 
open(unit-43,file'xy,status-'new') 
open(unit-41,flle-xbyb,status-'new')

write(25,110)vel
write(25,120)dataln
write{25,130)totor,fluid,gapsiz
wrlte(25,140)srev
write(25,150)tenp,date
write(25,155)xo.yo
wrlte(25,160)
write(31,12S)dataln
wrlte(41,125)dataln
wrlte(43,125)dataln
write(31,170)f
write(41,210)
write(31,175)
write(41,220)
write(43,230)
write(43,240)

do 70 i-1,d
write(25,180),i,xs(i),y8(i),xd(l),yd(i),thd(i),x8(i)*thd(i) 
write(31,*),x8(t),ys(i) 
wrtte(41,*),xb(i),yb(i) 
write(43,*),x(l),y(i)
if((replyl.eq.'y > ).or.(replyl.eq.'Y 1 ))write(50,*),xs(i),ys(i) 
if ((reply.eq.'Y').or.(reply.eq.'y')) write(42,*), 

& X8(l),y8(i),xd(i),yd(i),thd(i) 
70 continue

90 format(a7)
100 format(a!2)
110 formatC THIS OUTPUT IS FROM ',A12)
120 formatC DATA INPUT FILE IS ',A12,/>
125 formatC DATA INPUT FILE IS ',A12)
130 formatC ROTOR - ',A12,' FLUID - ',A12,

& ' GAP-SIZE - ',A7)
140 formate SPEED OF ROTOR - ',13,' RPH',' TYPE OF FLOW - SECONDARY')
150 formatC TEMPERATURE - ',A7,' DATE OF EXPT. ',A12,/)
155 formatC XO • '.F6.2,' YO - '.F6.2,/)
160 formatC I XS(I) YS(I) XD(I)

& YD(I) THD(I) XS(I)*THD(I)')
170 formatC SMOOTHED X (F - ',13,')')
175 formatC SMOOTHED Y')
180 format(lX,I4,6(F13.6})
210 format(' XB')
220 formatC YB')
230 formate X(D')
240 formatC Y(D')
250 formatC MASTER XSYS')

close(unit"25,status-'keep') 
close(unit-30,scatus-'k.eep' ) 
close(unit-31,status-'keep') 
close(unit-41,scatus-'keep') 
close(unit-43,status-'keep')

type*,"want to analyse another file? (y/n)'
accept '(al)',reply
If((reply.eq.'y').or.(reply.eq.'Y'))goto 5
close(unit-42,status-'keep')
close(unlt-50,8tatus"'keep')
stop
end



C******************* SECONDARY FLOW PART 2 *«*******«*««««******«** 
C**************** EXPERIMENT DATA PROCESSIIC ********************** 

C******* CALCULATE SHEAR-RATES, VORTICin, INCOMPRESSIBILITY ******

character*!2, datain,fluid,gapslz,flow,date,thu,thg,thv,
4 rotor,temp,vort.inco,shear,vel,
& comu,comg,comv

dimension x(500),y(500),sdg(500),gam(500),
4 xd(500),yd(500),xinc(500),sdv(500),
4 sdx(500),vor(500),u(500),xf(500),yf(500),
4 ul(500),u2(500),u3(500),u4(500),udiff(500),
4 gl(500),g2(500),g3(500),g4(500).gdiff(500),
4 vl(500),v2(500),v3(500),v4(500),vdlff(500),
4 uBl(500),um2(500),uth(500),vth(500),v(500),g(500),
4 gml(500),gm2(500),gth(500),vml(500),vm2(500)

integer srevs
real meanu,meang,meanv,meanl

type*,'input the number of data points,n'
accept*,a
type*,'input speed in revs per min. srevs'
accept*,srevs
type*,'input xo.yo*
accept*,xo.yo
type*,'input tolh'
accept*,tolh

type*,'insert name of master input file'
read(5,100)datain
type*,'insert name for thu input file'
read(5,100)thu
type*,'insert name for thg input file*
read(5,100)thg

c type*,'insert name for thv input file' 
c read(5,100)thv

type*,'insert name for vel output file'
read(5,100)vel
type*,'insert name for shear output file'
read(5,100)shear

c type*,'insert name for vort output file' 
c read(5,100)vort

type*,'insert name for inco output file '
read(5,100)inco
type*,'insert name for comparison of u output file '
read(5,100)comu
type*,'insert name for comparison of g output file '
read(5,100)comg

c type*,'insert name for comparison of v output file ' 
c read(5,100)comv

type*,'input type of rotor'
read(5,100)rotor
type*,"input name of fluid'
read(5,100)fluid
type*,'input gap-size 1
read(5,90)gapsiz
type*,'input temperature in deg. Celsius'
read(5,90)temp
type*,'input date of experiment'
read(5,100)date

c open(unit-31,file-vort,status-'new') 
open(unit-41,file-inco,status-'new') 
open(unit-25,file -shear,status-'new') 
open(unit-45,file-vel,status-'new') 
open(unlt-30,file-datain,status-'old') 
open(unit-51,file-comu,status"'new') 
open(unlt"52,file-coog,status-'new')

c open(unit-53,file-comv.status-'new')

do 30 1-1,n
read(30,*),x(i),yU).xd(i),yd(l),u(i) 

30 continue



***** x(l), y(i), u(l) ARE SMOOTHED VALUES FROM seel. for *****
toll-0.1 

do 60 i-J, n

***** SEARCH THROUGH PARTICLES *****
sg-0.0
sqg-0.0
sv-0.0
aqv-0.0
Bx-0.0
sqx-0.0
knln"0

do 40 j-l.n
dx-abs(x(j)-x(i))
dy-abs(y(j)-y(l))
If ((dx.lt. toll). or. (dx.gt.tolh)) go to 40
If ((dy.lt. toll). or. (dy.gt.tolh)) go to 40

kmin-kmln + 1 
du-u(j)-uU) 
dxd-xd(j)-xdU) 
dyd-yd(j)-ydd)

dy-(y(j)-y(D)

gap-2*(((dxd/dx)**2)+((dyd/dy)**2H((xd(i)/x(:O)**2))
gap-gap+(x(l)**2)*(((du/dx)**2)-K(du/dy)**2))
gap-sqrt(gap+(((dxd/dy)+(dyd/dx))**2))
sg-sg+gap
sqg-sqg-hgap**2

vop-((dxd/dy) - (dyd/dx))
sv"sv+vop
sqv~sqv+vop**2

xip-x(i)*((dxd/dx) + (dyd/dy)) + xd(i)
xpl-x(l)*(abs(dxd/dx) •)• abs(dyd/dy)) + abs(xdd))
xip"xip/xpl*100
sx-sx-l-xlp
8qx-sqx+xlp**2

40 continue

If (kmln.gt.l) then 
cnln"float(kmln) 
gam(i)-sg/cmin 
vor(l)"sv/cinln 
xlne(l)"sx/cain 
one"cnin/(cmin-l) 
twog*6g/cmln 
twov"sv/cmln 
twox-sx/cmin 
threeg'sqg/coin 
threev"sqv/c min 
threex-sqx/cmin
sdg(i)»sqrt((threeg-twog**2)*one) 
sdv(i)-sqrt((threev-twov**2)*one) 
sdx(i)'sqrt(aba((threex-twox**2)*one))

else
gam(i)-0
vor(i)-0
xlnc(i)-0
sdg(I)-0
8dv(l)-0
8dx(l)-0

if (kmin.eq.l) then 
gam(i)-sg 
vor(i)"sv 
xinc(i)-sx 

end If 
end if 

60 continue

open(unU-42,flle-thu,8tatu8-'old')
lcount'0 
Bum-0 . 0 
suosq'O.O

2 *) 
«1( !)-((« l)-x f l))« !-« -x
urn! 1 - x ( )-«f l»*( U4(l)-u3(l»/0.i)fu3(l) 
uth - y 1 -^ i)).(u.2(i)-u.l(l))/0.1)*uB l(n 
udl 1 •( uth(l)-u(i))/uth(l))MOO.O



icount-icouut+1 
aum-sua+udiff (1) 
sumsq-sumsq* udlff (i)*udiff (1) 

62 continue

count-float(lcount)
first-count/(count-l)
second" sumsq/count
third- (sum/count) **2
stdu- sqrt((second-third)*first) 1 atd.dev of udiff(i)
oeanu • sum/count

open(unlt-43,file-thg, status- 'old')
icount"0
sua-O . 0
s urns q "0.0
do 65 1-1, n

read(43,*),lf(i),yf(i),gl(i),g2(i),g3(i),g4(i)

gn2(i)-((x(i)-x£(i))*(g4(i}-g3(i))/0.1Hg3(i)
gth(l)-((y(i)-yf(i))*(gni2(i)-gml(i))/0.
gdiff(i)-((gth(l)-gani(i))/gth(i))*100.0

icount-icount+1 
sum-sunri-gdlf f ( 1 ) 
sumsq-aumeq-t- gdlff (l)*gdl£f (1) 

65 continue

count-float (Icount)
first-count/ (count-1 )
second- sumsq/count
third- (sum/count)**2
stdg- sqrt((second-third)*first) ! std.dev of gdlff(i)

oeang - sum/count
open(unit-44,file-thv,status-'old' )
icount-0
gun -0.0
sumsq-O.O
do 67 1-1, n

read(44,*),if(i),yf<i),vl<i),v2(i) > v3(i),v4(l)

c vdiff(i)-((vth(i)-vor(l))/vth(l))*100.0

icoun t-lcount-H 
c sum"8unH-vdif f (1) 
c sumsq-aumsq-t- vdiff-(i)*vdlff (1)
67 continue

count-float (icount)
first-count/ (count-1)
second- sumsq/count
third- (sum/count)**2

c stdv- sqrt((second-third)*flrst) I std.dev of vdiff(i) 
c oeanv - sum/count

SUBfi-0.0
do 68 1-1, n
surnf i-sumf H-xincC 1 )
fn-float(n)

68 continue
meani-8umfi/fn

wrlte(25,110)shear 
c wrlte(31,110)vort 

write(41,110),inco 
write(45,110)vel

do 70 1-1.4
if (i.eq.l) J-25 

c if (l.eq.2) J-31
if (i.eq.3) j-41
if (l.eq.4) J-45
wrlte(J,120)dataln
wrlte(j,130)rotor t fluid,gapsiz
write(J,140)Brevs
wrlte(J,150)temp,date
writ«(j,160)tolh 

70 continue



write(45,210)n>eanu,stdu
wrlte(2S,220)meang,stdg
wrlte(31,230)meanv,stdv
write(41,240)meani
write<25,170)
write(31,180)
write(41,190)
wrtte(45,165)

wrlte(51,250)datain 
wrlte(52,260)datain 
wrlte(53,270)dataln

do 80 1- 1, n
write(45,200)1,x(i),y(l),u(l),udlff(1)
write(25,200)1,xd).yd),gamd),sdgd),gdlffd) 

c wrlte(31,200)1,x(l),y(l),vor(x),8dv(l),vdiff(l)
wrlte(41,200)1,x(l),yd),xloc(l),sdx(l)
wrlte(51,280)u(l),uthd)
write(52,290),gamd),gthd) 

c wrlte(53,290)vor(l),vth(i) 
80 continue

90 format(a7)
100 fonnat(al2)
110 formatC THIS OUTPUT IS FROM ',A12)
120 formatC DATA INPUT FILE IS '.A12,/)
130 formatC ROTOR - ',A12,' FLUID • '.A12,

4 ' GAP-SIZE - ',A7)
140 formatC SPEED OF ROTOR - ',13,'RPM',' TYPE OF FLOW • SECONDARY')
150 formatC TEMPERATURE • ',A7,' DATE OF EXPT. ',A12)
160 formatC TOLH " ',f3.2,/)
165 formatC I XSU) YS<I) U(I)

4 UDIFFI(I) 1 )
170 formatC I XS(I) YS(I) GAM(I)

4 Sffi(I) GDIFF(I) 1 )
c formatC I XS(I) YS(I) VOR(I)
C & SDV(I) VDIFF(I)')
190 formatC I XS(I) YS(I) XINC(I)

4 SDX(D')
200 format(lX,I4,2(3X,F7.3),2(3X,F13.6),(3X,F13.6))
210 formatC FOR UDIFF(I), MEAN - ',F9.3,' STANDARD DEVIATION'

4 ,' - '.F9.3,/)
220 formatC FORGDIFF(I), MEAN- ',F9.3,' STANDARD DEVIATION'

4 ,' - ',F7.3,/)
c formatC FOR VDIFF(I), MEAN • '.F9.3,' STANDARD DEVIATION'
c 4 ,' - '.F9.3,/)
240 formatC MEAN OF XINC(I) • '.F7.3,/)
250 formatC COMPARISON OF U VALUES FOR ',A12,/,

4 ' EXPERIMENTAL U',/,' THEORETICAL U')
260 formatC COMPARISON OF G VALUES FOR ',A12,/,

4 ' EXPERIMENTAL G ',/,' THEORETICAL G ')
c formatC COMPARISON OF V(XI) VALUES FOR ',A12,/,
c 4 ' EXPERIMENTAL V(XI)',/,' THEORETICAL V(XI)')
280 format(lx,2(f7.3))
290 iormatdx,2(fl3.6))

close(unlt-25,status-'keep')
close(unlt-41,8tatus"'keep')
close(unlt-30,8tatus-'keep') 

c cloae(unit-31,Btatus"'keep')
close(unit-42,status- f keep')
close(unlt"43,status'*keep') 

c close(unlt"44,status-'lceep')
clo8e(unlt*45,status-'keep')
close(unlt~51,status"'keep')
close(unit-52,status-'keep') 

c close(unlt"53,statu8''keep')
stop
end



APPENDIX 3

Typical computer printouts of

a) tabulated experimental results

b) numerical shear rate values.



G-VALUES,starting row j=M(i=l..N)

j- 11
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.480 1.981 1.419 1.058 0.818 0.596 

j- 10
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.490 1.986 1.418 1.054 0.812 0.590 

J" 9
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.521 2.001 1.416 1.042 0.796 0.574

J- 8
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.594 2.034 1.409 1.016 0.765 0.543

j- 7 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.765 2.104 1.387 0.964 0.710 0.495

J- 6 
0.000 0.274 0.585 0.978 1.574 3.207 2.283 1.304 0.862 0.621 0.429

j" 5 
0.000 0.246 0.512 0.818 1.211 1.830 1.343 0.952 0.677 0.497 0.350

J- * 
0.000 0.214 0.432 0.653 0.870 1.033 0.866 0.666 0.494 0.365 0.263

j- 3 
0.000 0.180 0.352 0.506 0.624 0.669 0.586 0.463 0.342 0.244 0.172

J" 2 
0.000 0.156 0.297 0.412 0.484 0.493 0.432 0.336 0.234 0.142 0.085

j- 1 
0.000 0.139 0.260 0.352 0.400 0.398 0.353 0.275 0.183 0.089 0.000



ROTOR s CYLINDER 
SPEED OF ROTQH s 16RPM 
TEMPERATURE s 23 C 
TOLH » 0,4 XO = 0.25

FLUID • GLYCEROL
TYPE OF F LOn z PPIHARY
DATE OF EXPT. 
YO s o.so

CAP-SIZE = IS

FOR UOlFFUJt MEAN s fl.74l STANDARD DEVIATION s 13.579 
FOR &DIFFU), MEAN = -61.030 STANDARD DEVIATION a 59.204

57
I
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
a
9

10
il
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
40
49
50
51
52

xcn
0.205
0.369
0.913
0.728
0.246
0.523
0.533
0.667
o.ns
0.441
O.aoo
1.385
0.574
0.513
0.131
0.790
0.7i}8
1.200
0.256
0.790
0.995
1.097
0.667
1.118
0.769
0.-513
1.47T
1.467
1.159
0.831
0.903
0.267
I.fl77
1.200
1.124
0.708
1.703
1.477
0.832
0.841
1 .149
1.344
1.579
1.333
l.?62
1.518
1.395
0.113
1.118
0.851
1.344
1.262

Y(I)
0.308
0.30P
0.667
P. 667
0.154
0.6o7
0.350
0.179
0.667
0.667
0.103
O.A15
0.513
0.615
0.7l«
0.667
0.062
P. 333
0.513
0.385
0.667
0.^64
0.359
0.513
0.436
0.359
0.872
•3.971
0.256
0.561
0.308
0.187
1.051
0.25*
0.923
0,205
1.179
0.538
0.103
0.513
0.949
0.744
1.333 '
0.641
0.564
0.-513
0.538
0.615
0.821
0.615
0.333
0.718

(1(1)
0.357
0.351
0.775
0.854
0.137
0.837
0.351
P.1S>6
0.919
0.854
0.109
0.158
0.558
0.8U3
0.876
0.810
0.516
9.139
0.576
0.346
0.673
0.356
0.371
0.291
0.372
0.399
0.188
0,178
0.124
n.6j8
0.239
0.594
0.193
0.116
0.676
0.207
0.054
0.111
0.071
0.533
0.229
0.224
0.156
0.1V2
0.224
0.0o9
0.154
0.7/5
0.573
0.730
o.n*9
C.5JO

GAMCI)
P.4J9o96
0.746007
2.415018
2.173096
0.422835
1.264Q88
1.148746
1.308299
0.307462
1.050526
0.740858
1.559471
1.240816
1.332811
1.035009
2.279402
1.333133
1.740231
0.606297
1.480883
2.210162
2.139537
1.561188
2.090512
1.487659
0.952361
0.694191
1.131690
1.219186
1.559426
1.731753
0.607044
1.726372
1.275813
2.00B798
1.191689
1.632601
1.206781
1.277353
1.651598
1. 53^334
1.144&PO
0.870151
1.261668
2.651139
0.817745
2.111240
0.206259
1.921348
1.«112C7
1.4&B714
1.673803

UDIFFCI)
-7.907790
-9.4J8236

-12.075591
•13.070540
14.175488
-6.547506
3.401380
1.483050

-14.H7950
-7.811105
-6,874777
15.206491
-1 .386715

-13.4572*4
-0.558072
-9.377431

-13.560151
7.372571
1.418264

-2.0050M
-6.809942
4,648402

-fl. 858743
6.186765
7,890910

-8.961186
2.228923
17.410031
-0,883433

-11.611834
-4.081415
-8.134255
11.209696
-2.996087
-2,518979

-17.138306
34.831227
6.437128
2.523049

-12.441516
62.84*742
15.099674
3.04*252
16.861892
8.247043
8.374639
0.589933

-5.78936B
8,668170

-16.852802
6.2365*1
9.540965

GDIFFCI)
-83.920077
-76.242690
-25.968916
-71.466489
•61.522271
•55.000454
-83.213056
-109.537096
-89.731542
-56.897875
-85.052117
-62.367818
-55,562972
-72.892203
-54.940602
-58.396150
-43.485440

-133.274910
-75.774858
-64.392311

7.674166
-47.017959

-104.630178
-71.161500
-54.579211
-57.422301
36.063596
3.874047

-79.927834
-18.A06003

-106.917034
-72.087840
-45.422764
-96.643464
22.250517

-80.202404
•89.658824
-70.673256
-97.618442
-37.936610
35.980045
11.060550
1«. 084106

-12.°5«393
-139.824522
•30.672226

•157.134872
-29.647113
33.692941

-20.716414
-142.191263
-10.829o <:o



APPENDIX 4

A listing of the computer program used for 
numerical determination of flow parameters 
for the disc stirrer.



program did.for

Flow of a variable vlscoeity fluid between a rotating disc and a cylinder. 
The governing pde'a are:

RlVxTx+VyTy]-MU(Txx+Tyy-Tx/x]+MUx[Tx-2T/x]+MUy[Ty]
x*XI-ALFAxx+ALFAyy-ALFAx/x 

R[VxXIr+VyXIy-VxXI/x-2TTy/xA3J-MU(XIxx+XIyy+XIx/x-XI/x 2]+HUx(2XIx+XI/x]
+KUy[2XIy]+MUxy[<.ALFAxy/x-2ALFAy/x 2]+(Muxx-MUyy)lXI-2ALFAyy/x] 

where Vx-ALFAy/x,Vy—ALFAx/y,MU-viscosity,R-Reynolds number,
XI-vorticity- (Vx)y-(Vy)x 

and we want ALFA (the stream-function) and T(-x*x*u)
(which defines the theta-velocity)

Execute using 8ex dIO,dlOp,dlOpp»@ng,tekllb where DID is the main program, 
D10P, D10PP hold subprograms, NG holds NAG graphics

Diagram of geometry: 

y-yc j-M-mm
Ty-0 XI-0

- - - C-

c 
c
c 
c
c y.yg

C
c
c

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c

j-B

1-0 
XI-0

T-x*x 
XI-ALFAxx/x

T-x*x

XI-ALFAyy/x 

XI-ALFAyy/x

H
T-l 

XI-ALFAjtx/x

I-x*x

T-0 

XI-ALFAxx/x

origin i"l,j-l 
ALFA-0 oo all boundaries

T-0 XI-ALFAyy/x 
at F:x-xb-l,i-n at A:x-xc,I-N-nn

parameters and declaration nm: main program parameter for setting array 
bounds, maxlts: max.no. of sweeps allowed through equations 

parameter (nm"81,maxits-1000)
real x(nm},y(nm) ,k ,mu(nm,nm) Igrid pointsjstep in y directionjviscosity 
real t8(nm,nm),t(nm,nm),xiB(nm,nm),xl(nm,nm),als(nm,nig) I old & new T,XI,ALFA values 
real al(nm,nm),u(nm,nm),gs(nm > nD),g(nm,nm),wl(nD > nm} I u ,old & new shear-rates 
real params(lO) I fluid parameters 
logical uaused(nm,nm) I used in graphics 
character store, geo 1 used in storing alfa values on file 
logical notcvg I used in convergence tests 
common n,m,nl,n]l,n2,m2,nn,mi&,yb,yg,yc,xg,xc,h,k,alfa 1 geometrical quantities 
al-1.0/3.0;a2-2*al;a4-4*al; pi-3.14159; small-2.0e-4 I some useful constants 
a5-5*al;a8-8*al;all«ll*al 

c input section 
5 type*;type*,'geometrical dimensions'

type*,'enter (S)mall gap, (L)arge gap, (I)nput from keybd' 
accept 'al'.geo 
if((geo.eq.'s').or.(geo.eq.'S t )) then

yb"0.8; yg-1.4; yc-3.1j xg"0.5; xc-1.9 
else

if((geo.eq.'l').or.(geo.eq.'t'))then
yb-1.3; yg"2.0; yc-3.1; xg"0.5j xc-1.9 

else
if((geo.eq.'i t ).or.(geo.eq.'I'))then

type*;type*,'input yb, yg, yc, xg, xc' 
accept*,yb,yg,yc,xg,xc 

else goto S 
end if; end if; end if
type*;type*,'yb- ' ,yb;type«,'yg- ',yg;type*,'yc- ',yc 
typeVxg- ',xg; type*,'xc- ',xc; type* 
type*,'input step size h'; accept*,h; k-h
type*,'input final Reynolds number 4 increment';accept*,Rend,Rstep 
type*,'ALFA storage required? y or n'; accept'(al)'.store 
type*,"conv.crit"',small 
type*,'Input smoothing parameter';accept*,sg

c calculate k/h(-alpha), numbers of steps n.nn.n,mm.nl,ml,n2,m2 and 
c check if h,k are compatible with geometrical dimensions, 
c Also,check if array sizes are big enough and print some initial output, 

call ST£FS(nm,Rend,Rstep)

C generate meih points
do l-l.on; x(i)-(i-l)*h; end do 
do J-l.M; y(J)-(J-n*k; end do

c specify the fluid
call FLUIDUflow.paraou)



**»************•****<
c find primary flow

PRIMARY FLOW ***************»*•»i

call IGUESS(tB,x,y,na); call 1C UESS( t , x ,y ,nm) 
do 1-1, nn; do j-l,am

enddo jeoddo
R'O; notcvg-. true . ; lsweep-0
type*, 'laweep daaxt daaxg' 

call MUFIND(mu,g,params,iflow,nm) 
do while (notcvg) 
isweep-isveep+l
call TFIND(t,tB,al8,gs,mu,i,x,nm)
call UG FIND(g,u, t ,xie ,x,y,nm,al)
call HUFIND(mu,g.parama,iflow,nm)
call MAXDIFCt , ts , daax t ,nn , nn.mm)
if (mod(lsweep,20).eq.0)tb.en 
call MAXDIF(g,ga ,dmaxg,nm, nn ,ma) 
type 2 , isweep , dmant ,dmaxg

endlf
lf(dmaxt<saall)notcvg-. false.
do i-l.nnjdo J-l.nmi; t B(! , J )-t (i , J ) ;ga( i , j )-g( 1 , J ) ; enddo; enddo 

end do

output section for primary flow 
type*, 'la weep* ',1s weep
type*;type*. '*** primary flow eolution (R-0) available ***';type* 
type*, 'mu' ;call pprlnt(nu,nm,nn,mm) 
call XPRINT(t,u,g,xi,al,x,R,lflow.params,store,nm) 
call COUPLE(u, g ,x,y,params.iflow,wl,al,a2,a4,a5,a8,all,pi,nm) 
call GRAFIX(x,y , u , t ,g ,paraas , if low, nm.al ,xl ,au,unused) 
type*jtype*

c »***i itttttttttt SECONDARY FLOW ***********************

call FLUIDCiflow, parana)
type*, 'input conv.crit. for secondary flow'
accept*, small
type*, 'conv.crit"' , small
DO WHILE(R<Rend) I ***************************
lsweep*OjR-R+Ratep;type*, 'R-' ,R;notcvg-.true.
type*, 'laweep dmaxt duaxg dmaxl
DO while (notcvg) 
iaweep'laweep+1 
do i"l, an; do j-l,mm;

t*******

dmaxal'

enddo ;enddo 
find latest approxlnat ion to solutions

call XIFIND(xl,xi8,al,tB,als,au,x,R,nm,sg)
do l-l,nn;do j*l , an ; als( i , j )-al(i , j ) ;enddo ; enddo
call ALFIND(al,al8,xl,x,no)
call TFIND(t, ts.al.gs ,»u,R,x,na)
call UGFlND(g,u,t,xl,z,y,nB,al)
call HUFlND(mu,g,param8,lflow,nn) 

check for convergence
if (mod (i sweep, 2) . eq .0)then
call MAXDIF(t,ta, dmaxt, nm.nn, mm)
call MAXDIF(g,g8,dmaxg,no,nn,na)
call NAXDIF(al ,als, dmaxal, nm,nn, mm)
call HAXDIF(xl , X la, dmaxl ,nm,nn,mm)
if ( mod (1 sweep, 20). eq.O) then 
type 1, is wpep, dmaxt, d ma xg.dmaxi, dmaxal

end if
lf((max(dmaxt,daaxal)<small).or.(lsweep.eq.aaxlts)) notcvg-. false. 

endlf 
END DO

type*, ' 1 sweep- ' .isweep
if(isweep.eq.maxlts)then

type*, 'R-' ,R, 'no convergence' ;stop
end if
type* ; type*, '*** secondary flow solution available ***';type* 

solutions available at latest R-value
type*; type*, ' —————————————————— '
type*, 'R-' ,R, ' converged solutions available for output'
type*,' ———————————————— '
call XPRINT(t,u,g,xi,al,x,R,iflow,params, store, nm)
call COUPLE(u,g,«,y,params,lflow,Hl,al,a2,a4,a5,88,all,pi,nm)
call GRAFIX(x,y ,u, t ,g, pa rams, lflow.nm.al ,xl ,mu , unused ) 

END DO I ******* »***«*••*****•**••***•*«*•**** •***«**«•»•*•• 
type* ; type* ; type *,' final Reynolds number reached '; type* ; type* 
call XPRINT(t,u,g,xl,al,x,R,lflow,params,atore,nm) 
call COUPLE(u,g,x,y > para»«,lflow,wl,al,a2,a4 1 a5,a8,all,pl,nB) 
call CRAFIX(x,y ,u, t , g , params , If low , nm , al , xl ,nu , unused ) 
type* jtype* 
foraat( Ix , 13 , 4f 1 2 . 5 ) 
formatt I x , 13 , 2f 1 2 . 5 )

end ! dlO



c file D10P.FOR

subroutine TFIND(t, ta,«l,g,mu,R,x,an) 
c finds t fro« ts etc.

real t(n»,na), tB(nn,njB),x(nB).al(nni,rm) ,g(no,no),mu(nm,na) ,
real mui.muy
common n,« , nl ,al,n2,aZ, an .mm.yb.yg.yc.xg.xc ,h,k, alpha 

c Interior
hh2-.5*h*h; hh-.5*h
do 1-2. nlj il-x(l); do J-2,ml 
lf((i>n).or.(j<B).or.((i>n2).and.(j>B2)))then

Buy-.5*(Bu(i,j+l)-au(i,J-l))/k 
c avoid corner at D

if((i.eq.n+l).and.(J.eq.B))Bux-.25»< 
2 Bu(n+2,B>l)-Bu(n,B+l)+mu(n+2,»-l)-mu{n,»-l);/h

lf((i.eq.n).aod.(j.eq.a-l))muy-.25*( 
2 Bu(n-l,a)-au(n-l,B-2)+mu(n-»-l,B}-au(n+l,B-2))/k 

c avoid corner at H
if((l.eq.n-H).and.(J.eq.m2))Bux-.25*(Bu(n+2,n2-l) 

2 -au(n,B2-l)+au(n+2,m2+l)-Bu(n,B2-H))/h 
lf((l.eq.n).and.(J.eq.a2-l))Buy-.25*( 

2 Bu(n-l,m2)-Bu(n-l p m2+2)-h»u(n-H,B2)-Bu(n+l,BZ+2))/k 
e end of corners

s(l-l,j); dty"ts(l,J-H)-taa,J-l) 
1 , j )+hh2*Buz/xl )

t2-(mui-au(l.j)/il)»dtx-»-nuy*dty; t2-hh*t2

t(l,J)-(tH-t2-t3)/denoa 
endlf
enddojenddo 

c top boundary
J-mn;do t-n2+l ,nl ;t(i, J)-(4*t(i. J-l)-t(l, j-2))/3.0 ; enddo 
end I tflnd

subroutine ALFIND{al,ale,xi,x,nn) 
c finds al fron als etc

real al(nB,na},ala(na,na),xl(na,nn),x(nB),k 
cooaon n.o.nl,al,n2,o2,nn,an, yb,yg,yc,xg ,xc,h,k,alpha 

c Interior only
do 1-2,nl; do J-2,al
if(U>nJ.or.(J<B).or.((i>n2).and.(J>m2))) then 
al(l,j)-0.2

2 -(
3 -
endlf

enddo;enddo 
end 1 alfind

subroutine xlflnd(xl,xls,al,t,als,au,x,R,na,ag} 
real Tt(nm,nm) 1 ris(om,nm) ) al(nm,nffl),x(tim),k 1 t(nffl,nm) 
real als(na,nm),au{nn,nB),kk,iiiux,Buy,Buxx,BUyy,BUXy 
comnon n.a.nl,ml,n2,a2,nn,Ba,yb,yg.yc.xg.xc,h,k,alpha

c boundaries
hh2-2«h*h

c CC:
i"n2;do J-n2+l,Bi ;xl(t, J)-(8*al(i-H, J)-alU+2,J))/hh2/x(i);end do

c GH:
j-n2;do i~n2,n-l;xi(l,j)"(8*al(i,j+l)-al(i,J+Z))/hh2/x(l);end do 

e HD:
l"n;do j-ort-l,m2-l;xl(l,j)-(8*al(n+l ( J)-al(n+Z,J)}/hh2;end do 
J-n-.do t-2,n-l;xia.j)"(8*al(i,B-l)-al(l.a-2))/hh2/x(i);enddo 
J-l;do i-2,nn;)ti(l,j)-(8*al(l,2)-al(l,3))/hn2/x(l);enddo 
l-nn;do j-2,al;xi(i,J)-(8*al(nl,j)-al(nn-2,j))/hh2/x(i);enddo 

c Interior
hh-h«h; kk-k*k
do l-2.nl; xl-x(i); xx-itl»xlj do j-2,al
lf((l>n).or.(j<a).or.((i>n2).and.(J>B2)))then 

c find vortlclty for corner D
lf((l.eq.n+l).and.{j.eq.m)) xls(n,a)-( 

2 8*als(n+l,m)-al6(n+2,iD))/hh2
if((i.eq.n).and.(J.eq.B-D) xis(n,a)-( 

2 8*als(n,B-l)-al6(n,B-2))/hh2 
c find vortlclty for corner H

if ai.eq.n-M).and,(j.eq.m2))xls(n,m2)-( 
Z 8*als(n+l,m2)-als(n+2,B2))/hh2

if ((i.eq.n).and.(J.eq.B2+D) xia(n,o2)-( 
2 8*al*(n,B2-H)-als(n.m2-f2))/hh2

Biutx-(Bu(l+l,J)-2»»u(l,
) 
l-l, J-n-aud-l,



•void corner D
!£((!. eq.n+1). and. (j.eq.m))then
•ux-.25*(»u(n+2,«-l-l)-«u(u > B+l)+«u(n-t-2,a-n-mu{n,»-l))/h
•uxx-.5*(«m(n+2.B+l)-2*Bu(n+l,«+l)+Bu(n,a+l) 

2 -Hiu(n+2,»-l)-2*Bu(n+l.B-l)+Bu(n,8-l))/hh 
end If 
lf(U.eq.n).and.(J.eq.B-l))then
•uy».25*(Bu(n-l,B)-Bu(n-l,B-2)+Bu(n+l,B)-Bu(a+l,B-2))/k 
Buyy-.3*(Bu(n-l,B)-2*Bu(n-l.B-l)+au(n-l f B-2) 

2 +«u(n-H,m)-2*Bu<n-H,B-l)+Bu(n-H,B-2))/kk
end If
if((i.eq.n+l).and.(J.eq.«-H))Buxy-.125*(
2 Bu(a+2,B+3)+Bii(o,B+l)-Bu(n,B+3)-Bu(n+2,a+l)
3 +Bu(n+2,B+lHBu(n,a-l)-Bu(Q ) n+l)-au(n+2,B-l))/h/k 
lf(U.ea..n+l).and.(J.eq.m-l))auxy-.0625*(
2 »u(n+2,irt-l)-Bu(Q,B+l)+Bu(n,B-3)-Bu(n+2,B-3)
3 -hsu(n+3,B)-Bu(n-i-3,B-2)+Bu(n-l,B-2)-mu(ti-l,a))/h/k 
if((l.eq.n-l).and.(J.«q.B-l))Buxy-.125*(
2 Bu(n-l,BHBu(n-3,B-2)-Bu(n-3,B)-Bu(n-l,B-2)
3 +Bu(n+l,B)-M»u(n-l,B-2)-Bu(n-l,a)-Bu(n+l,a-2))/h/k 

avoid corner H
If ((i.eq.n-H).and.(j.eq.a2))then
Bux-0.25*(Bu(n+2,B2-l)-au(o,oi2-l)+Bu(n+2.B2-H)-Bu(n,B2+l))/h 
auxx-.5*(Bu(n+2,B2-l)-2»Bu(n+l,B2-U+Bu(n,a2-l) 

2 +«u(n+2,B2-H)-2*Bu(n+l,B2-H)+au(n,B2+l))/hh 
end If

If ((i.eq.n).aod.(J.eq.m2+l)) then
Buy".25*(Bu(a-l,a2)-Bu(a-l,B2-t-2)+auCn+l,a2)-au(n+l,B2+2))/k 
BUyy-.5*(Bu(n-l,B2)-2*au(n-l,B2-H)+Bu(n-l,B2-t-2) 

2 +nu(n+l,a2)-2*au(a-H,B2+l)+Bu(n-H,B2+2))/kk 
end If

If C(i.eq.n-H).and.(J.eq.B2-l))BUiy-.125*(
2 Bu(n+2,a2-3)+ou(n,B2-l)-Bu(n,m2-3)-«u(n+2,B2-l)
3 +Bu(n+2,B2-I)+Bu(n,B2-H)-Bu(n,a2-O-Bu(n+2,B2+I))/h/k

tf ((l.eq.n-H).«nd.(j.eq.B2+l))suxy-0.0625*(
2 Bu(n-t2,a2-l)-Bu(n,B2-l)+Bu(n,B2-t-3)-Bu(n+2,B2-t-3)
3 +nu(n+3,B2)-Bu(n+3,B2+2)+au(n-l,B2+2)-au(n-l,B2J)/h/k

if ((l.eq.n-l).and.(J.eq,B2-t-l))BU3ty-0.125*(
2 nu(n-l r»2)-Hnu(n-3,ci2+2)-Bu(n-3 > B2)-au(n-l > m2+2)
3 +Bu(n+l,B2)+Bu(n-I,B2-(-2)-Bu(n-l,B2)-Bu(D-H,B2+2))/h/k 

dai-alU-t-l,j)-al(l-l,j); day-aid, J+l)-al(i. j-1)

denoB-ou(i,j)*(l+.125*hh2/xi)-.125*hh2*(Bux/xl+BUTT-auyy) 
2 -.125»R*h*day/xl

2 +.5*h«djclx/xl) 
t2-.25*h»<auy*dxly+aux*dxix)

2 -h*day/xl)/xl
t4— .5*(auxJt-i»uyy)*(al(i,j+l)-2*al(l,jHal(l,J-l))/xl
tS-.0625*R*(day*dxlx-dax*dxly-4*h*t(i.j)*dty/]o[)/xl
xiCi,JJ'(tl-t-t2+t3+t4-t5)/denoa
end If 

enddojenddo 
xl(n,B)-0;xis(n,B)-0;xi(n,B2)"Oixia(n,m2)-0

global smoothing
SgBl-l-8g
do l-I,an;do J-!,BB; 
xl(l,j)-sgBl*xls(l,J)+8g»xl(l,j) 

end do;enddo 
end ! xlflnd

subroutine MUFIND(au,g,paraB8,iflow,nB) 
finds viscosity values

real Bu(nB,nB),g(nB,na),paraBs(10),k
cooBOn n I B,nl,Bl,n2,82,nn,aai,yb,yg,yc,xg,xc ( h,k > alpha
do i-l,nn;do J-l,Bn; au(l,J)-VIS(paraB8,g(l,j),lflow);enddo;enddo
Bu(n,B)-VIS(paraas,10000.O.lflow)
end I uiuflod

Bubroutlne UfromT(u,t,x,nB) 
finds u froB t ( u-t/x/x )

real u(na.nB),t(nB,nB),x(na)
coaaon n.«.nl,Bl,n2,m2,nn.m.yb.yg.yc.xg,ic.h.k.alpha
do l-2,nn;a-x(l) tx(l);do J-l,BB;U(I,J)-t(l,j)/a;enddo;enddo
l-l;do J-l.Biu(l,J)-u(2,J);enddo
do 1-1,n-lj do J-m+I,«2-l;u(l,J)-l;enddo;enddo
do l-l,n2;do J-m2,BB;U(!,J)-l;enddo;enddo
end ! ufromt



subroutine FLUIDUflov.a) 
c sets fluid parameters 8(1), 1-1, 2..
c it's recommended that «(!).. a(5) be reserved for up to 5 parameters which are 
c actually Input during a program run, and B(6)..s(10) used for combinations of s(l)..s(5) 
e which are useful in VIS; sd)..a(S) are printed in graphical output 
c note program lambda - model lambda * angular speed omega

real s(*)
do i-1,10; «(i)-0; end do I initialise s

type*, 'input an integer (iflow) specifying fluid aodel required' 
type* , ' 0-Nevtonlan , 2-Carreau, 3-Cross ,*..', 
2 '(not yet specified)' 
accept*, if lov

if(lflow.eq.0)then 
a(l)-l 
type*, 'Newtonian fluid with non-dimensional viscosity-1'

else if (iflow. eq. 2) then
type*,'Carreau model:lnput etazero.etalnfinlty ,n, lambda 1 
type*,' (0<n<I,lanbda>0)' 
accept*, s( 1), s(2), s(3),s(4)

s(10)-0.5*(s(3)-l)

else if (iflow. eq. 3) then
type*, 'Cross model: Input etazero.etainfinity.n, lambda' 
type*,' (0<n<l,lambda>0)' 
accept*, s(l), s(2), s(3), s(4) 
8(8)-l-8(3); 8 (9)-s(2)/s(l)

else if(iflov.eq.4) then 
I to be specified

end if
end ! fluid

function VIS(s,g,iflow)
c calculates viscosity at a grid-point i.e mu at (i,j) 
c s is the array of fluid parameters, g is shear-rate at (1,J)

real »(*)

lf(lflov.eq.0)then 
vls-s(l)

else if(lflov.eq.2)then
vifl-(8(9)+(l-s(9))*(l+s(4)*8(4)*g*g)*«s<10)>

else lf(iflow.eq.3)then
vls-(s(9)+( 1-8(9) )/(l+s(4)**s(8)*g"s(8)))

else if(lflow.eq.4)then
I vis for some other fluid etc.

end If 
end ! vis

subroutine UGFIND(g,u,t,xi,x,y .nm.alfa) 
c creates g and u from t.alfa.il

real g( nm , nm ) , u( nm , nm ) , x ( ni» ) , y ( nm ) , k , alf a ( nm , nm ) , t ( nm , nm )
real xi(nm,nm)
common n,m,nl ,ml, n2,m2,nn, mm, yb,yg,yc,xg,xc,h,k, alpha 

c find u
call C£romT(u,t,i,nm)
twoh-2*h;tvok-2*k;fourhk-twoh*twok;6qh-h*h;sqk-k*k 

c initialise to zero 4 then set values
do l-l,nn;do J-l ,mm;g(i, J)-0;end do;end do 

c interior points
do i-2.nl; x2-x(i)*x(i); x6-x2*x2*x2; do j-2,ml 
if((l>n).or.( j<m).or.((i>n2).and.(j>m2)))then

ax-(alfad+l,J)-alfa(l-l,J))/twoh
ay-(alf a(i , J+l )-alf a(l , J- I ) )/ twok
axx-(alfa(i-l,J)-2*alfa(l,J)+«lfa(l+l,J))/8qh
ayy-(alf a(i,J-l)-2*alf«(i,J Half a(i, J+l ))/sqk
aiy-talfad+l.J+D-alfad+l.J-D+alfad-l.J-D-alfad-l, j+D)
ajty-axy/fourhk

uylj-(u(i,jtl)-ud, J-l))/ twok 
gterm-**ay*ay+ax*ax
gterB-gterm+2*x(i)*(ax*(ayy-axi)-2*ay*axy) 
gten»'gterm+x2*(4*axy*axy+(ayy-axx)*(ayy-axi))
gd,j)-(l/x2)*sqrt(x6«(uxlj*uxlj+uylj*uylj)+gterm) 

end If 
end do; end do



c on OE: x-0,1-1
do J-l,«; g(l,J)-0; end do 

c on OA: y-0,J-l,U-0,Ux-0
do 1-2, nl; x2-x(t)*x(i); x6-x2*x2*x2; 
uyij-(4*u(i,2)-u(1.3))/twok
g(i,l)-(l/x2)*sqrt(x6*uyij*uylj+x2*x2*xl(i,l)*xi(i.l)) 

end do
g(nn,l)-0 I (corner at A)

c on AB: x-xc,i-nn,U-0,Uy"0 taking B on AB 
xc2"xc*xc; xc6-xc2*xc2*xc2 
do J-2,«l

uxiJ-(u(nn-2,J)-4*u(nn-l,J))/tvoh
g(nn,J)-U/xc2)*sqrt(xc6*uxiJ*uxlJ+xc2*xc2*xi(mi,j)*xi(nn,j)) 

end do
g(nn,»m)-xc*abs(u(nn-2,miD)-4*u(nn-l,mn))/twoh 

c on BC: y-yc, J"mB,Uy"0
do l-n2+l,nl; x2-x(i)*x(t); x6-x2*x2*x2 I B,C not taken to be on BC

g(i,iDm)-(l/x2)*sqrt(x6»uxij*uxij) 
end do

c on CG: x-xg,l-n2,U-l ; Uy-0(except at C) 
xg2-xg*xg; Xg6"xg2*xg2*xg2 
do J-B2+1.BB

uxlJ-(4*u(n2+l,j)-3-u(n2-i-2,j))/tvoh
g(n2,j)-(l/xg2)*8qrt(xg6*uxij*TjutiJ+Tg2*xg2*xi(n2,J)*xi(n2,j)) 

end do
c on GH:y-yg, j-«2, U"l; Ox-0 (include G but not H) 

do I*n2,n-l
uyiJ-(-u(i,n2+2)-3+4»u(l,iii2+l))/twok 
x2-x(i)*x(i) ;x6-x2*x2*x2
g(l,n2)-(l/x2)*8qrt(x6*uyij*uyij+x2*x2*xl(i,a2)*xi(i.a2)) 

end do 
g(n2,m2)-0

c on HD: x-1, 1-n, U"l , Uy-0 (except at H and D) 
do Ji»+l,o2-l 
uxij-(4»u(n+l,J)-3-u(n+2,j))/tvoh

g(n,J)-8qrt(uxij«uxiJ+ri(n,j)*xt(n,j)) 
end do

c on ED: yyb, j-B.U-1; Ux-0(except at D) 
do 1-2, n-1

uytj-(u(i.m-2)-f3-4*u(l f m-l))/twok 
x2-x(i)«x(l); x6-x2*x2*x2
g(l,«}-(l/x2}*8qrt(x6*uyij*uyij+x2*x2*xl(i,a)*xl(i,«)) 

end do
c at D l-n,j-»
c discontinuity ID shear-rate. 
c taking 0 on HD we pick a convenient value for a shear-rate map

g(n,n)«abs((4*u(n+l,«)-3-u(n+2,m))/tvoh) 
c at H i-n,J-»2 
c discontinuity in shear-rate.
c taking H on HD we pick a convenient value for a shear-rate nap 

g(n,rn2)-abs((4*u(n+l,m2)-3-u(n+2,m2))/twoh) 
end I ugfind

c end of dlOp



c file dlOpp.for

subroutine STEPS(nn,Rend,Rstep) 
c performs some essential initial tasks e.g finding how many steps

cooion n,B,nl,Bl,n2,n2,na,an,yb,yg,yc,xg,xc,h,k,alpha
real k 

c calculate k/h and nuabers of steps n,nn,B ,nn , nl,»1,n2,>2
alpha-k/h
it-mint U.0/h) + l ;a-anint(yb/k)+l;no-anlnt(xc/h)+ljBB-anint(yc/k)+l
nl-nn-l;Bl-BB-l;a2-anint(xg/h)+l;a2-anint(yg/k)+l
if(B.lt.5)type*.'care-.k too big?'
if((nn-n).lt.4)type*,'cere..h too big? 1 

c check if h,k are compatible with geonetrical dlaenslons
if(abs((n-l)*h-l)>.l*h ) then;type*,'1 not dvsbl by h'jstop;endif
if(abs((n-l)*k-yb)>.l*k)then;type*,'yb not dvsbl by k'; stop;endif
if(sbs((nn-l)*h-xc)>.l*h)then;type*,'xc not dvsbl by h';stopjendlf
if(abs((BB-l)*k-yc)>.l*k)thenjtype*,'yc not dvsbl by k ' ;stop;endif
if (abs((n2-l)*h-xg)>0.1*h) thenjtype*,'xg not dvsbl by h'; 

2 stop;endif
if <abs((a2-l)*k-yg)>0.1*k)then;type*,'yg not dvsbl by by k'; 

2 stop;endlf 
c check if array sizes are big enough

if(na<nn)then;type*.'need larger h or na ' ;stop ;endlf
if(na<mm)then;type*,'need larger k or aa' ;stop;endif 

c an initial output section
type'jtype*.• h- ',h,» k- ',k,' k/h- '.alpha
type'.'yb- '.yb, 1 yg- ' ,yg, ' yc- ',yc,' xg- ',xg, 

2 ' xc- ',xe
type*,' n- ',n,' n- ',»,' N- ',nn,' M" ',BB 

2 ,' n2- ',n2,' m2- '.B2
type*;type*,'Rend- '.Rend, 1 Rstep- '.Rstep
type*;type*
end 1 steps

subroutine 1C UESS( ts , r , y , no )
sets be's for ta and zeros elsewhere ( except rotor ) 

real ts(na,nm),x(nm),y(no),k
common n,B,nl,Bl,n2 > B2,nn,ma,yb,yg,yc,xg,xc,h,k,alpha 
do 1-1,nn; do J-I.BOJ ts(i,J)"0; enddo;enddo 
J-a; do 1-1,n ; ta(1,J)-x(i)*x(i); end do 
J-a2;do i-n2,n; tsd , j)-x( i ) *x(i ) ;enddo 
i-n; do J-n,B2; ts(i,j)-l; end do 
l-n2;do J-a2,BB;ts(i,J)-x(l)*x(i);enddo

t-l-xc
J-BB; do i-n2+l,nn; ts(1,j)-(x(1)-*c )/1; enddo 
do i-l,n-l;do J-B+1,a2-1;ts(i,j)-ljenddo;enddo 
do i-l,n2-l;do J-B2.BB; ts(i,J)-l;enddojenddo 
end ! tguess

subroutine XPRINTCt,u,g,xl,alfa,x,R,iflow,paraas,store,na) 
c options for printing t,u,g,xi,alfa

real t(na,nm),u(n»,nni),alfa(nia,nB),xl(nB,nB),paraas(10),x(no)
real g(nm,nm)
character answer,store
character*12 , filena
coamon n,a,nl ,ml,n2,»2,nn,m«,yb i yg,yc,xg,xc,h,k t alpha,Bu

type*;type*, 'print converged t-VALUES ? type y for yes.n for no'
accept '(al)'.answer
if(answer.ge. 'y 1 )then
type* ; type*,'interpolation file name for t-v«lue» ?'
accept 'a!2 ' , fllena

type* ; type*, 't(l,J),starting row J-M(i-l ..N) ' ; type*
call PPRINTC t, no, nn.oiB, 65, filena) 

end If

type*;type*,'print converged U-VALUES 1 type y for yes.n for no'
accept '(al)'.answer
if(answer .ge. 'y' )then
type*;type*,'Interpolation file name for u-values ?'
accept 'al2',filenB

type*;type*. 'u(i.j),starting row j-M(i-l..N)';type *
call PPRINT(u,no,nn,Bn,66,fileno)

end if
type*, 'print converged C-VALUES ? : y for yes, n for no'
accept'(al) '.answer
If(answer . ge .'y') then
type*;type*,'interpolation file name for g-values ?'
accept 'a!2' ,filena

type*,' C-VALt'ES, starting row J-M( 1-I . . N ) ' ; type*
call PPRINT(g,nB,nn,BB,67,filenn) 

end if 
type*



type*,'print converged XI-VALUES ? : y for yes. n for no 1
accept'(al)'.answer
If(answer.ge.'y') then
type*;type*,'Interpolation file name for xl-values ?'
accept '«! 2 ' ,filenn

type*, 1 XI-VALUES,starting row J-M(i-l..N)'jtype* 
call PPEUNT(xl,nn,nn,ma,68,fllena) 

end if 
type*
type*;type*,'print latest ALPHA values? y for yes.n for no- 
accept ' (al)' .answer 
lf(answer.ge.'y')thea
type*;type*.'interpolation file name for alfa-values ?' 
accept 'al2',filen>

type*;type*.'alfa(i,J) starting row J-M (1-1,..N)';type* 
call PPRINT(alfa,na.nn.BB,69,fllena) 

end if 
type*
if(store.eq.'y')then
type*,'store latest ALPHA-values,fluid & geometry on file?' 
type*,'NO? input 9 YES? input lalfa, 30<-ialfa<-99' 
accept*,lalfa 
if(ialfa>29)then
write(ialfa),R,iflow,(paramsC1),1-1,5)
write(ialfa),n,a,nl,al,n2,B2,nn,aa,yb,yg,yc,xg l xc,h,k,alphe 
do i-l,onj do J-I.BB; wrlte(ialfa),alfa(i,Jj; enddo;enddo 
close(lalfa)
type*,'file FOR 1 ,lalfa,'.DAT created' 

end if 
type* 
endif 
type*
type*,'print converged MU-VALUES ? : y for yes, n for no 1 
accept'(al)'.answer 
if(answer.ge.'y') then
type*;type*,'interpolation file naae for au-values ?' 
accept 'al2',filenn

type*.' MU-VALUES,starting row J-M(i-l..N)';type* 
call PPRINT(BU,nB,nn,BB,70,filenm) 

end if 
end I xprint

subroutine PPRINT(u,nm,nn,mn,iualt,fllenn) 
c prints array u , starting row j-M(l-l..N) 

real u(nm.no) 
character*12, filenn
open(unlt'tunlt,flle*filenB,status*'new') 

do j-nn.1,-1
type*,'J-',J 
type l,(u(i,J),i-l,nn) 

writedunit ,2),(u(i, j), 1-1 ,nn) 
end do

1 fornat(lx,22f6.3) 
2 fornat(19(f5.3,','),f5.3)

close(unit-iunit,status-'keep') 
end I PPRINT

subroutine HAXDIF(uold,unew,dnax,nm,nn,ani) 
finds max. difference between old u and new u 

real uold(nn.nm),unew(nm,nn) 
dnax-0 
do i"l,nn;do J*l ,ma

dlff-abs(abs(uold(i,j))-abs(unew(i,j)))
if(diff?dmax)dnax-diff 

end do; end do 
end 1 maxdlf

subroutine couple(u,g,x,y,parans,lflow,a, al,a2,a4,aS,aB,all,pi,no) 
c calculates couple and power number

real u(nD,nn),g(nm,nm),x(nD),y(na),paraas(10),a(na,nn),k 
common n,a,nl,ol,n2,o2,nn,Da,yb,yg,yc,xg,xc,h,k,alpha 
character answer
type* ; type*, 'couple required? y for yes, n for no' 
accept '(al) ' .answer

IF(answer.ge.'y')THEN

type*,'Input Inner radius rl, outer radius ro & angular speed '
accept*,rl.ro,onega
type*, 'Input fluid density,zero shear & Infinite shear viscosity'
accept*,rho,etazer,etalnf
xaulnf'etalnf/etazer
absgl-alpha**a4*(u(n+l,m)-l)+(u(n,B-l)-l)



absgl-abs(absgl/(alpha**a2-H)) 
ab»gl-2*absgl/(k**a2*aqrt(3.0)) 
absg2-alpha**a4*(u(n+l,a2)-l)+(u(n,a2-H)-l) 
absg2-aba(abag2/(alpha**a2+l)) 
absg2-2*ab8g2/(k**a2*sqrt(3.0»

c fill eleaenta a(1,1)..a(n,1} trlth function values 4 Integrate to find 
c first Integral In couple equation

twoh-2*hj twok-2*k 
a(l,J)-0 ja(n,l)-0 
do l-2.n-l

a(i,n-x(i)*x(i)*x<l)»vi«CparaBs,g(i,B).iflow)
«(1, 1 )•*(!,l)*ab8(u(l,«-2)+3-4*u(i,a-l))/twok
•(1,1)-•(1,1)-a2*x(l)*x(l)*x(l)*xBulnf*ab*gl*(l-x(l»**(-<!)

end do
call trapz(a,l,n,h,firati.na) 

c now repeat to find second Integral In couple
a(n,l)»0; a(a2,l)-0
do i-B+l,B2-l

«(i,l)-vis(params,g(n,l),iflow)*abs(4*u(n-H,i)-3-u(n+2,l))/twoh
a(l.n-a(l,n-a2*xnulnf*absgl*«y(i)-yb)**(-al))
a(i,n-a(i,l)-a2*xmuinf*absg2*((yg-y(i))**(-al))

end do
call trapz(a.•,B2,k,secndi,na) 

c now repeat to find third Integral In couple
a(a2,l)-0; a(n,l)-0
do i-n2,u-l

a(i,l)-x(i}*i(i)*x(l)*vls(paraB8,g(i,B2).iflov) 
«(1, l)-a(l,l)*aba(4*u(i,m2+n-3-u(l,B2+2))/tvok 
a(i,l)-a(l,n-a2*x(i)*x(i)*x(i)*xauinf*ab8g2*(l-x(i))**(-al)

end do
call trapi(a,n2,n,h,third!,na) 

c now repeat to find fourth Integral in couple
a(B2,l)-0
do I'a2,aa
a(i,l)-vis(paraB8,g(n2,l),lflov)*ab8(4*u(n2+l ,1 )-3-u(n2-l-2 ,1) )/twoh
a(l.l)-a(l,l)*((ri**3)/(ro**3))
end do
call trapz(a,a2,mm,k,forthl,na)
gterm-xaulnf»absgl*(81.0/220.0 Hxmuinf *(yg-yb ) **a2*(abegH-absg2 )
gter»-gterB-((2.0/U.O)*U-xg)**all) + ((3.0/4.0)*(l-xg)**a8)- 

2 ((6.0/5.0)*(l-xg)**a5)+((l-xg)**a2)
couple-2*pi*omega*etszer*ro**3*(flrsti+8ecndl+thirdi+forthi-f-gterB)
powrno -couple/(rho*oBega*onega*ro**5)
type*;type*jtype*,'couple"',couple,' power uo."',powrno
type*

end IF
end I couple

subroutine trapz(f,lstart,lend,stpalz,SUB,na)
c uses trapezium rule with stepslze stpslz to evaluate the Integral of the 
c function values f(Istart,1)..f(lend,1) 
c a 2D array f is used to avoid declaring a new ID array In the main prograa

real f(na,na)
sua-f(Istart,l)+f(lend,1)
do l"istart + l ,iend-l ; sun>-sun+2*f ( i , 1) ; end do
suB - 0.5*stpsiz*sua
end I trapz

subroutine GRAFIXd,y,u,t,g,params,lflow,nB,alfa,xi,nu,unused) 
c graphical output options

real x(nB),y(nB),u(nB,na),t(nD,nB},g(nB,nB),param8(10), 
& xpts(5),ypts(5),contor(10),alfa(nB,na},xl(nB,nni),mu(nii,na)

real k,*u(81.81)
logical unused(na,nm)
common n,a,nl,ml,n2,B2,nn,BB,yb,yg,yc,xg,xc,h,k,alpha
external J06gbz,J06gbu; character answer 

c j06gbz(or J06gby),J06gbu(or J06gbv,J06gbw) are for graphics section
type*;type*,'graphical output? y for yes ,n for no'
accept'(a 1) ' .answer
IFCanswer.ge. 'y')THEN

xpts(l)-0;xpts(2)-l;xpts(3)-l;xpts(4)-ig;xpts(5)-xg 
ypta(l)-yb;ypts(2)-yb;ypt8(3)-ygjypts(4)-yg;ypts(5)-yc

type*;type*,'graphs on saae or different sheets? type a or d' 
accept '(al)'.answer; type*

IF(answer.eq.'d')then I graphs on different sheets

type*,'write R-values by hand on graphs';type*
type*; type*,'graph of u7 type y or n'
accept '(a 1)'.answer ; type*

If(answer.eq.'y')then I plot u
type*;type*,'how aany u-contours? (nax.•10 ) ' ; aceept*,nu 
type*, 'which u-values? 'j aceept*,(con tor(1 ),1•1 , nu ); type *



call setdev(2) I net up graph-plotter 
call J06waf I initialise graphics 
call J06wbf(0.0,xc.0.0,yc,l)
call J06wcf(0.05.0.85,0.05,0.85) I define viewport 
call J06xgf(1.0,0.6)
call J06aef | axes,border 
call J06baf(xpt«,ypta,5,l,2,ifall) ! draw rotor 
call J06gdf(u,x,y,nm,l,nn,l,mi«.nu,contor,l, 

2 J06gbz,1,0,J06gbu,0,unused,ifail) I draws contours
call J06wzf 

c
c call subroutine to plot headings using plotlO 
e

call plothdCU (VELOCITY) 1 ,12, if low , params( 1), parans(2) , 
2 paramsO),params(4),h,k,r,yb,nu,contor,yg,yc) 

end If

type*;type*,'graph of xu? type y or n' 
accept '(al)'.answer; type*

if(answer.eq.'y')then 1 plot xu 
do 1*1,nn; do J-l.um

xu<i,J>- x(i) * u(i.J) 
end do; end do 

c adjust t in rotor
do i-l,n-l;do J-m + 1,m2-l;xu(l,J)-9;eoddo;enddo
do i-l,n2-l;do J"n2,nn;xu<i,J)-9;end do;end do
type*;type*,'how many xu-contours? (max.-10)'jaccept*,nxu
type*,'which xu-values? '; accept*,(contor(i),!•!,nxu);type*

call aetdev(2) I set up graph-plotter
call j06waf I initialise graphics
call J06wbf(O.O.xc.O.O.yc.l)
call J06wcf(0.05,0.85,0.05,0.85) t define viewport
call J06xgf(1.0,0.6)
call J06aef 1 axes,border
call jOSbaf(xpta,ypta,5,1,2,ifail) t draw rotor
call j06gdf(xu,x,y,noi,l,nn,l,iiD,nxu,contor, 

2 1,J06gbz,1,0,J06gbu,0,unused,ifail) ! draws contours
call J06wzf 

c
c call subroutine to plot headings using plotlO 
c

call plothdCJCU (x.u) CONTOURS ' , 1 7 , if low, paraos (1) , pa ramsC 2 ) 
2 ,paraDs(3),parao8(4) 1 h,k,r,yb,nxu,contor,yg,yc) 

c re-adjust in rotor
do l-l,n-l;do J-m+1,n2-l;xu(i,J)-0;enddo;enddo
do i"l,n2-l;do J"m2,»o ;xu(i,J)-0;end dojenddo 

end if

type*;type*,'graph of T 7 type y or n' 
accept '(al)'.answer; type*

if(answer.eq.'y')then I plot.t 
c adjust t in rotor

do i-l,n-l;do j-n+1,m2- 1;t(1,J)-9;enddo;enddo
do i-l,n2-l;do j-m2,nm ; t(1,j)-9 ;end dojend do
type* ;type*,'how many t-contours ? (max'lO)'; accept*,nu
type*,"which t-values ? '; accept*,(contor(1),i-1,nu);type*

call setdev(2) I set up graph-plotter
call J06waf
call J06wbf(O.O.xc.O.O.yc.l)
call JO&wcf(0.05,0.85,0.05,0.85) I define viewport
call jOfixgfd .0,0.6)
call j06aef
call j06baf(xpts,ypt8,5,l,2,ifail) 

TYPE*,'IFAIL-', IFAIL
call J06gdf(t,x,y,nm,l,nn,l,mm,nu,contor,J,

2 J06gbz,l,0,J06gbu,0,unused,ifail)
call J06wzf 

c
c call subroutine to plot headings using plotlO
c

call plothdCT (X.X. U) ' , 9 ,lf low, parans( 1) ,params( 2 ) , 
2 params(3),params(4),h,k,r,yb,nu,contor,yg,yc) 

c re-adjust in rotor
do l-l,n-l;do j-m + 1,m2-1 ; t(1,j)-0;enddo;enddo 
do l-l,n2-l;do J-m2,mm;t(1,J)-0;end do;enddo 

end if

type*; type*, 'graph of g 7 type y or n' 
accept ' (al)'.answer; type*

if(answer.eq.'y')then ! plot g 
c adjust g values Inside rotor

do l"l,n-l;do J-m-t-1 , o>2-1 ; g(l,J)-999j end do; end do
do l-l,n2-l;do J-o2,mm ; g(1,J)-999;end do;end do
type* ; type*, 'how many g-contour»? (max.•10)' ;aceept•,ng



type*,'which g-values? '; accept*,(contor(1),1-1,ng);type* 
call setdev(2) I set up graph-plotter 
call J06waf
call J06wbf(0.0,xc,0.0.yc.l)
call J06wcf(0.05,0.85,0.05,0.85) I define viewport 
call J06zgf(1.0,0.6) 
call JOfiaef
call j06baf(xpts,ypts,5,l,2,Ifall) 
call J06gdf(g,x,y l aa,l,an,l,oo,Dg,contor,l, 

2 J06gbt,l,0,J06gbu,0,unused,Ifall)
call J06wzf 

c
c call subroutine to plot headings using plotlO 
c

call plothdCG (SHEAR-RATE) ',1*,Iflow,parans(1),paraos(2), 
2 paraB8(3),paraaa(4),h,k,r,yb,ng,contor,yg,yc) 

c reset rotor values to zeros
do 1-1,n-1; do j-»+l,a2-l; g(l,J)-0; end do; end do 
do l-l,n2-l;do j-m2,m«;g(1,J)-0 ; end do;end do 

end If

type*;type*,'graph of xi 1 type y or n' 
accept ' (al )'.answer; type*

if(answer.eq.'y')then I plot xl 
c adjust zl values Inside rotor

do l-l,n-l;do j-B+l,»2-l; xi(l,J)-999; end do; end do 
do l-l,n2-l;do j-n2,nm;xl(1,j)-999;end dojend do 
type* ; type*,'how many zl-contours? (aaz.-10)';accept*,nzl 
type*,'which xi-values? 1 ;accept*,(contor(i),i-l,nxi);type*

call setdev(2) 1 set up graph-plotter
call J06waf
call J06wbf(O.O.xc.O.O.yc.l)
call j06wcf(0.05,0.85,0.05,0.85) t define viewport
call J06xgf(1.0,0.6)
call j06aef
call J06baf(xpts.ypt8,5,1,2,ifail)
call j06gdf(xl,x,y,nil,l,nn,l,mn,nxi.cantor,1, 

2 J06gbz,1,0,J06gbu,0,unused,ifall)
call J06wzf 

c
c call subroutine to plot headings using plotlO 
c

call plothdCXI ( VORTICITY) ' , 14 ,if low, params( 1) , 
2 paraDs(2),params(3),par am s(4),h,It,r.yb.nxi,contor,yg.yc) 

c reset rotor values to zeros
do l-l,o-I; do j-m+1,m2-l; xl(i,J)-0; end do; end do
do i-l,n2-l;do j-m2,am;xi(i,J)-0; end do;end do 

end if

type* ;type*,'graph of alfa 7 type y or n' 
accept ' (al)'.answer; type*

if(answer.eq.'y')then I plot alfa
type* ; type*,'how many alfa-contours7 (nax.-10)';accept*,naifa 
type*, 'which alfa-values?';accept*,(contor(i),1-1,nalfa);type*

call setdev(2) I set up graph-plotter
call J06waf
call J06wbf(0.0,xc,0.0,yc,l)
call jOSwcf(0.05,0.85,0.05,0.85) ! define viewport
call J06xgf(1.0,0.6)
call j06aef
call J06baf(xpts,ypts, 5, 1,2,1 fail)
call j06gdf(alfa,x,y,nm,l,nn,l,DD,nalfa,contor,!, 

2 J06gbz,l,0,J06gbu,0,unused,ifail)
call j06wzf 

c
c call subroutine to plot headings using plotlO 
c

call plothd('ALFA (STREAMLINES)',18 , iflow,params(1), 
2 parans(2),parama(3),parains(4),h,k,r,yb,nalfa,contor,yg.yc) 

end If

type* ; type*, 'graph of ou 7 type y or n' 
accept ' (al) ' .answer; type*

if (answer .eq . 'y') then I plot niu 
c adjust mu In rotor

do i-l,n-l;do J-m+1,o2-l;mu(1,J)-9;enddo ; enddo
do l-l,n2-l;do J-m2,urn;ou(1,J)-9 ; end do;ead do
type* ; type*,'how many ou-contoura7 (aax.* 1 0 )';accept*,nmu
type*,'which mu-valuef?';accept*,(eontor(l),l-l,nau);type*

call setdev(2) I set up graph-plotter
call J06waf
call JOSwbf(O.O.xc.O.O.yc. 1)
call J06»cf(0.05,0.85.0.05,0.85) ! define viewport



call j06igf(1.0,0.6)
call J06aef
call J06baf(xpts,ypts,5,1.2,1 fa 11)
call J06gdf(au,x l y,nm,l,nn,l,nn,nau,contor,l,

2 J06gbz,l,0,JO6gbu,0,unused.ifail)
call J06wzf 

c
c call subroutine to plot headings using plot 10
c

call plothdC'nu (VISCOSITY)',14,Iflow,params(1), 
2 parais(2),params(3),para>s(4),h,k,r,yb,nnu,contor,yg,yc) 

c re-adjust ID rotor
do l"l,n-l;do j-a+1,»2-l;nu(l,J)-0;eaddo;enddo 
do l-l,n2-ljdo J-n2,am;mu(l,J)-0;end dojenddo 

end If

ELSE I graphs on same sheet

type*,'write fluid details,contour keys etc by hand on graphs' 
c plot u

type*;type*,"how aany u-contours? (max."10)'jaccept*,nu 
type*,'which u-values? '; accept*,(contor(1),1-1,ou);type*

call setdev(2) I set up graph-plotter 
call J06waf
call J06vbf(0.0,xc,0.0,yc,l) 
call J06wcf(0.00,0.50,0.50,1.00) 
call j06xgf(1.0,0.6) 
call J06ylf(0.8,0.0) 
call J06aef
call J06baf(xpts,ypts,5,1,2,Ifall) 
call J06gdf(u,x,y,na,l,nn,l,nm,nu,contor,l, 

2 J06gbz,l,0,J06gbu,0,unused,Ifall) 
call J06yaf(O.O.yc-0.5) 
call J06zaf(8h u ,8) 

c plot t
type*; type*,'how many t-contours ? (»ax-lO)'; accept*,nu 
type*,'which c-values ? '; accept*,(contort!),1-1,nu)

call J06wcf(0.50,1.00,0.50,1.00)
call J06aef
call JOSbaf(xpts,ypts,5,1,2,Ifall)
call j06gdf(t,x,y,aB,l,an,l,Dn,nu,contor,l, 

2 j06gbz,l,0,J06gbu,0,unused,ifail)
call J06yaf(0.0,yc-0.5)
call J06zaf(8h T ,8) 

c plot g 
c adjust g values inside rotor

do l-l,ii-l; do j-n+l,m2-lj g(i,J) - 999; end do; end do
do l-l,n2-l; do J-n2,mo;g(i,J)-999; end do;end do
type*!type*,'how many g-contours? (naz.-10)';accept*,ng
type*,'which g-values? '; accept*,(contor(1),1-1,ng)
call J06wcf(0.00,0.50,0.00,0.50)
call j06aef
call J06baf(xpts,ypts,5,1,2,1 fail)
call J06gdf(g,x,y,na,l,nn,l,nn,ng l contor,l, 

2 J06gbz, 1,0,J06gbu,0,unused,ifall)
call J06yaf(0.0,yc-0.5)
call J06za£(8h g,8) 

c reset rotor g-values to zeros
do 1-1,a-1; do J-m+1,m2-lj g(i,j)-0; end dojend do
do l-l,n2-l; do J-m2,mm; g(i,J) -0;end dojend do 

c plot alfa
type*;type*,'how many alfa-contours? (max.•!0)';accapt*,naifa
type*,'which alfa-values? '; accept*,(contord),1-1,naifa )
call J06wcf(0.50.1.00,0.00,0.50)
call J06aef
call J06baf(ipta,ypts,5,1,2,Ifall)
call J06gdf(alfa l z l y,nm,l l nn,l > om,nalfa,contor,l > 

2 J06gbz,l,0,j06gbu,0,unused, ifail)
call J06yaf(0.0,yc-0.5)
call J06zaf(8h a 1 f a,8)
call J06wzf

end IF
type*,'stop program now ? y or a'jaccept ' (a 1)',answer 
lf(snswer.eq.'y'Jstop 
end IF

end I graph!x

subroutine TITLE(lflow,paran>8,h,k) 
attempts to print a graph title 

resl parama(*) , k

call J06wcf(0.05,0.20,0.85,1.0) t prepare fluid details 
call JOftyaf(0.05,0.9 ) I move pen to top of sheet



call J06zaf(5hiflow,5)
call J06zbf(iflow.3)
call J06vcf(0.1,0.35,0.85,1.0)
call J06yaf<0.18,0.9)
call J06zaf(3h : ,3)
rx-.l
do 1-1,5

xx"xx+.1
call J06wcf(xx-.03.xx+.18,.85,1.0)
call j06yaf(11,.9)
call J06zdf(params(l),9,3) 

cod do
call J06vcf(0.7,0.90,0.85,1.0) 
call J06yaf(0.6,0.9) 
call J06zaf(3h h,3) 
call j06zdf(h,8,S) 
call J06wcf(0.85,1.00.0.85,1.0) 
call J06yaf(0.55,0.9) 
call J06zaf(3h k,3) 
call J06zdf(k,8,5)

end I title

I prints I/low

t prints params

I prints h

! prints k

c plotlO baaed aubroutlnea

c aubroutlne tvtext - plota a characters starting at lx,iy

aubroutlne tvtext(k,lx,ljr,text,n) 
dimension text(16),lchx(SO)

c break up atring of characters In text and store Individually

1000
decode(80,1000,text)ichx 
fornat(80RD

set character size to 
call swchar(l) 
call chrsiz(K)

1 (naximuo)

move pen to ix,ly if either of these la non zero
leave pen in current position If both ix,iy are zero
IF(lx.oe.0.or.ly.ne.O)call aovabsdx,ly)
repeat loop n times plotting one character each tine
each character is plotted using plotlO subroutine ancho
do 1-1,H
call ancho(ichxd))
enddo
return
end

subroutine plothd - plots headings and boxes using plotlO subroutines
subroutine plothd(c,n,Iflov,xl,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,yb,nc,z,yg,yc) 
dimension z(8),c(4).buff(2 ) 
initialise plotlO graphics 
call inltt(1200)

variable part of top heading (passed in call statement)plot
call tvtext(l,100,700,c,n) 
plot fixed part of top heading 
call tvtextd.0,0, ' ,14)

'CARREAU FLUID ',14) 
•CROSS FLUID ',12)

CONTOURS FOR
plot variable part of top heading (dependent on iflov) 
IFdflov.eq.O)eall tvtext(1,0,0,'NEWTONIAN FLUID ',16) 
IFdflov.eq. Dcall tvtext(1,0,0,'POWER FLUID ',12) 
IF(iflow.eq.2)call tvtext(l,0,0,' 
IFdflov.eq.3) call tvtextd,0,0, 
plot fixed part of top heading 
call tvtext(l,0,0,'(GAP -',6) 
plot gap size In top heading 
encode(4,1003,buff)yb 
call tvtextd,0,0,buff ,4) 
call tvtextd ,0,0, ' ) ' , 1) 
move pen to 100,690 
call aovabs(100,690)
draw underline for top heading - length variable and 
dependent on Iflov and n 
IF(iflow.eq.O)call drvabsC655+n*l5,690) 
IFdflov.eq.Dcall drwabs(595 + n* 15,690) 
IF(iflow.eq.2)call drvabs(625+n«l5.690) 
IFdflov.eq.3)call drvabs(595+n»15.690) 
plot z-axis heading
call tvtextd,200,10,'DIMENSIONLESS RADIUS X',22) 
character to achieve vertical plot of heading 
id-20
call tvtextd , 10, 560, 'D 1 , 1) 
call tvtextd , 10,560-ld ,'I', 1) 
call tvtextd. 10,560-2*14.'M* , 1) 
call tvtextd, 10,560-3»ld. '£', D



1100

1000
1001
1002
1003

call tvtextd, 10, S60-4*id, 'N', 1)
call tvtextd. 10,560-5*id, 'S 1 . 1)
call tvtextd, 10, 56Q-6*id, 'I 1 , 1)
call tvtextd, 10, 560-7*id. '0' , J)
call tvtextd. 10, 560-8*id. 'N' ,1)
call tvtextd. 10, 560-9*ld.'LM)
call tvtextd t 10, 560-10*14, '£' ,1)
call tvtext(l,10,S60-ll*ld, 'S', 1)
call tvtextd,10,560-12*ld,'S',l)
call tvtextd,10,560-14*id, 'H',1)
call tvtextd. 10, 560- 15*ld. •£•,!)
call t vtex t (1,1 0,560-1 6 *id, 'I', 1)
call tvtext( 1,10, 560-1 7*ld, 'G ' , 1 )
call t vtext( 1,10, 560-1 8* Id, 'H', 1)
call tv text (1,10, 560-1 9*ld, 'T'.D
call tvtextd, 10, 560, 2 l*ld , ' Y 1 , 1)
calculate y-poeltlon for plotting of "DISC ROTOR" In ky
ky-lnt((yb+yg)/(2.0*yc)*0. 7*783. 0+0. 10*783.0)
plot "DISC ROTOR"
call tvtextd ,140, ky, 'DISC ROTOR',10)

draw box lines for contour key
call novaba(760,625)
call drwaba(960,625)
call drwaba(960,565)
call drwaba(760,S6S)
call drvabs(760,625)
call tvtextd , 784,560, 'CONTOUR KEY',11)
call movaba(760,565)
call drwaba(760,565-nc*30)
call •ovaba(820,565)
call drvaba(820,565-ac*30)
call movabs(960,565)
call drwabe(960,565-nc*30)
call «ovaba(760,565-nc*30)
call drwaba(960,565-nc*30)
plot nc contour key values
do 1100 1-1. nc
encode(2, 1001. buff )1
call tvtextd, 770, 548-1*30, buff ,2)
encodeO, 1002, buff )zd)
call tvtextd ,840, buff )z(l)
call tvtextd, 840, 548- 1*30, buff ,7)
continue

draw box lines for parameters
call novabs(760,340)
call drvaba(960,340)
call drwaba(960,280)
call drwaba(760,280)
call drwaba(760,340)
call tvtextd .792, 300, 'PARAMETERS' ,10)
call «ovaba<760,280)
call drwab«(760,70)
call movaba(820, 280)
call drwaba(820, 70)
call oovabs(960,280)
call drwaba(960,70)
call aovaba(760,70)
call drwabs(960, 70)
plot parameter values
eticode(8, 1000, buff )xl
call tvtextd, 830, 260, buff ,8)
encode(8 , 1000, buf f )x2
call tvtextd ,830, 230, buff ,8)
encode(8 , 1000, buf f )x3
call tvtextd, 830, 200, buff ,8)
encode(8, 1000, buff )x4
call tvtextd, 830, 170, buff ,8)
encode(8, 1000, buff )x5
call tvtextd.830, 140, buff ,8)
encode(8, 1000, buff )x6
call tvtextd ,830, 110, buff ,10)
encode(8. 1000, buff )x7
call tvtextd, 830, 80, buff ,10)

terminate plotlO graphics
call flnltt(0,0)
return

fornat(F8. 3) 
for»at(I2) 
forBat(F7.3) 
f ormat (F4. 1 ) 
end

c end of d1Opp.for




